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AAAMAI
$rom the dawn of history has the diamond been esteemed. Its
incomparable hardness which no tool then known could master and
its practical indestructibility helped the Greeks to find a name for it,
ASci/id? from which came adamant, and finally diamond.
It was these qualities of hardness and permanence (combined with
its rarity) which surrounded the diamond with mystery rather than
its beauty. The skill of the lapidary (sometime early in the eighteenth
century) discovered a means of cutting a rough diamond by another
diamond, "faceting" so as to enable it to reflect light as only a
diamond can and polishing with diamond dust. Its inner beauty
blazed out and it became and has remained the most desired of gems.
But the diamond's claim upon our esteem does not end there. Its
industrial use has made possible a degree of accuracy and a speed in
working which our forefathers would have thought impossible.
Could they see some of the results achieved today they would be
inclined to add still further to the halo of mystical properties sur
rounding the diamond. For without the diamond precision instruments
on aeroplanes would not be so precise, bearings on machines turning
at high speeds could not be ground to such an uncanny degree of
accuracy that vibration is almost entirely eliminated; neither ships,
aeroplanes, locomotives nor motor cars could travel so fast with
safety. Neither could aerial photography employ those allseeing
lenses which diamond grinding has made possible. Indeed, there is
scarcely an industry contributing to the victory effort today which
does not directly or indirectly make use of and pay tribute to the
diamond.
And when industry turns once more to production for a world at
peace, the diamond will still be playing its part, still surmounting
new difficulties, conquering new worlds. Neither will the appeal of
its beauty grow less.
The diamond will remain ASa/ias—the invincible.
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SHAVING STICKS
Next time you need a Shaving Stick — just try
Gibbs. You will notice that Gibbs does give a
smoother shave; and leaves your face comfortable.
The packs may change, but the high standard of
quality of the goods will be maintained.
Prices from

0.

*vr. oraw LTD.,

7^d to I /3d including Purchase Tax

LONDON, W.I

JACOB'S

CREAM
CRACKERS
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Serviceslributes to

ASPRO

SERGEANT
OVERSEAS
PRAISES
'ASPRO'
E. H . B. (Sgc.j, A r m y Post
Office, w r i t e s : — " T h e last
t i m e I w r o t e you regarding
t h e use of my testimonial for
'ASPROS' I was residing a t
Wood Green,
b u t since
t h e n I have c o m e away o n
Active Service. W h e n I l e f t
England 'ASPROS' went
with me and they have
stopped me having many
c o l d s o u t here, w h e r e it is
suddenly h o t , t h e n bitterly
cold, and m o r e rain than I
e v e r t h o u g h t possible. May
I t a k e this o p p o r t u n i t y of
thanking you a n d all y o u r
staff f o r producing such a
wonderful c o m m o d i t y . "
Made in England by

Make an appetising light lunch with
Cheese, Meat Pastes, Savouries, etc.

3'43—1

Printed

in

Great

Britain

ASPRO

LIMITED

Slough, Bucks.

'ASPRO' PUTS "THE
BOYS" RIGHT

Dear Sir,

A.C.2 H. Rowley,

R.A.F.

I am writing this letter to let you know how
I have benefited by taking your 'ASPROS'. My
job makes It necessary for me to be out in all
weathers and last week X had a severe cold and
also a splitting headache. I thought I was in
for a dose of the 'flu but before going to bed
that night 1 took 2 'ASPROS' and a cup of hot
milk and heypresto I was as fit as ever and
ready for duty the next morning. Whenever
any of the boys are feeling out of sorts I give
them an 'ASPRO' and it sharp puts them right.
Wishing you success and thanks again for
'ASPRO'.—I remain, Yours faithfully,
H. ROWLEY.

NAVAL AIRMAN HELPED
BY MATE'S SUGGESTION

Dear Sirs,—For quite a long time I had been
suffering from very severe headaches. A mate
mine suggested 'ASPROS' so whenever I
had an attack I took them. After a very short
time I was completely free from these head
aches.—I remain, Yours sincerely,
R. G. M. (Fleet Air Arm).
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CIGARETTES
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10 for 1/
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Its rich oliveoil lather gives the double luxury of a
smooth shave and a soothed and comforted skin.
Softening

the

beard

bubbles — which

in

one

minute,

its

strong

last at least 10 minutes — keep

bristles erect for the razor.
PRICES I/6 & 2/6

Including Tax

KQLlNVJ of course
The colonel doesn't often smile.
He fails to see the funny side
when he falls off his horse.
Neverlheless, he's very par
ticular
about
cleaning
his
ieelh.
" A fresh mouth at
reveille and white teeth on
parade, by jove!" that's the
From all Chemists and

' C)
Great Britain

Canteens,

isi*1flit)T£(t\
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Printed in

N.A.A.F.I.

colonel's motto and he sticks
to it thanks to KOLYNOS.
Experience
has taught him
that you can't beat KOLY
NOS for sound, white teeth
and
a healthy mouth. Try
KOLYNOS  prove it for
yourself.
in

three

standard

sizes.

THE
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J. H. GREENHOW & Co., Ltd.

SUPPORT

SHEET METAL WORKERS

MANUFACTURERS OF

And

MAKERS

of

White Calicoes
Cotton Handkerchiefs
Khaki Drills
White Drills
Grey and Bleached Sheetings
etc.

Military Uniform Cases

46 Princess Street, MANCHESTER

UTTLEY, INGHAM & Co. Ltd., Hebden Bridge

BUTTONS

of all
descriptions

MANUFACTURED BY

BUTTONS LIMITED, BIRMINGHAM

BARS, WIRE RODS, PLATES, SHEETS

The HALLAMSHIRE STEEL & FILE Co. Ltd.
Established

spin wools for all
kinds of clothing
ALLOA : HALIFAX

Special Alloy and High Carbon Steels
 SHEFFIELD 3

PATONS & BALDWINS LTD

.

1873

;

LEICESTER : WAKEFIELD

THE CLEVELAND BRIDGE & ENGINEERING
COMPANY, LTD.


DARLINGTON
BRIDGE

BUILDERS

AND

GENERAL

CONTRACTORS

All types of Bridges and Steel Structures

with the NEW FOUR

SELF TAPPING SCREWS

Preeminent Motor Cycle
NETTLEFQLDS PARKER KALON. The World's
TRIUMPH
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
LIMITED
COVENTRY
GUEST, KEENfiNETTLEFOLDS,LTD.BiRMiNCHAM

LATCH & BATCHELOR LTD.

BENJAMIN RUSSELL & SONS Ltd.

Amalgamated wilh

WEBSTER

&

HORSFALL

Fancy Hosiery Manufacturers

WIRE AND WIRE ROPE MANUFACTURERS

EASTERN

HAY MILLS, BIRMINGHAM, 25

CLARKE.
CHAPMAN
. and Company Limited
(%

Woodblock, Parquet and Hardwood Strip Floors

The installation of new floors is now restricted, so we draw your
particular attention to the service we offer for

SURFACING, POLISHING & RENOVATION

\C^1

i\<\&

of existing floors. Send your enquiries to

HOLLIS BROS. & CO., LTD.
m

SIMMONDS & STOKES, L™
Specialist*
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all kinds

Couplings

VICTORIA HOUSE. SOUTHAMPTON ROW. LONDON. W.C.I

Prlnlad in Grasi Britain

BOULEVARD, LEICESTER

SUTTON, HULL

VICTORIA DOCK, LONDON, E.16

SPORTSWEAR CLOTHING CO!MPftHY
Manufacturers of
C l o t h i n g , R a i n c o a t s a n d Caps

DERBY STREET, CHEETKAM, MANCHESTER
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TShe Following Products are
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Recommended to HMFORCES
tOOLTIPT
V IRGINIA

by

ASEPTIC OINTMENT

AUDULLA

Soothes Instantly—Heals Rapidly
Sold

Everywhere 1/4 & 3/3 Per Tin

Including Purchase Tax

Try BURMA SAUCE

Every drop is of full flavour
Ask for White—Cottells

Worcester Sauce

'Wool'filler lip. 20 for 2/

CjlMYtflL
MINERAL WATERS
LEMON SQUASH.
SOLD

iLJlVJl

SOAP

SHIFTS GREASE
AND GRIME
IN HALF THE TIME f

WELGAR

SHREDDED
WHEAT
For Pressed

Glassware

of all description

BY

N.A.AF.L

it's th zfUwoiM
that coun
"HALLMARK"

AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATORS
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cooling beer ond wines, moVing ice end
©iher purpotei in canteens or.d rotmafc

9a Lower Marshy
LAMBETH, S.E.I *

J.f/E.HALL
LIMITED
DARTFORD.KENT

ANZORA

RED, WHITE
& BLUE
COFFEE

MASTERS THE HAIR

FRESHLY ROASTED & GROUND

MASTERS THE HAIR

(Cadbury
means Quality

Plate Powder SelfRaising
Sold everywhere 6^ l'2 &3'6
/

its delicious!

&c.

Ham Specialists

For cleaning Silver. Electro Plate&c.

Goddard's"

DUNCANS
CHOCOLATE

CANTEENS

BROWN & KNIGHT, LTD.

Wear Glass Works, Sunderland

tc

Ju&ttaste

(FIXATIVE)

MASTERS THE HAIR

NUZORA
(DRESSING)

MASTERS THE HAIR

For proleciion against
Skin Infection... USE

RIGHTS *
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Coal TarSoap

PARK

DRIVE
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REGIMENT. (50)

HOME COUNTIES AREA

"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR 
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt"
"Vimiera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive,"'
"Orthes,
"Peninsula,"
"Punniar," "Moodkee."
"Ferozeshah," "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882,"
"Nile. 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
"Mons,"

"Ypres,

1914, ''15,

BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR :
'17, '18." "Hill 60," "Somme, 1916, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy, 1917. '18," "Galllpoli, 1915."
"Gaza." "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."

THE GREAT WAR BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS :
"Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914." "Aisne, 1914," "La Bassee, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,"
"Ypres, 1914. '15, '17, '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916, '18."
"Albert, 1916, '18." "Bazentin," "Delville Wood." "Pozieres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette," "Morval." "Thiepval."
"Le Transloy," "Ancre
Heights," "Ancre,
1916,
'18," "Arras. 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy."
"Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseinde." "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18."
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre." "Villers Brctonneux," "Lys." "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,'
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"Epehy,"
"Canal
du
Nord." "St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle," "Sambre,"
"France and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Stivla," "Landing
at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli, 1915,"
"Rumani." "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho,"
"Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18,"
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat," Mesopotamia, 191518."

EDITORIAL
With the publication of our first quarterly number comes
the news that on November 18th a Battalion of the Regiment
were the first unit of the First Army to come in contact with
the enemy in Tunisia, and with the assistance of a gunnery
unit they accounted for eleven tanks by which, with infantry
and artillery, they were attacked.
On November 30th the Battalion were again in action,
suffering casualties, and on the following" day they beat oil"
a determined counterattack of the enemy on their position,
inflicting many casualties and taking prisoners.
Importance was given to the offensive in this sector for
initial progress was made, and it ensured full cooperation
between units of the forces operating in the vicinity. Although
perhaps exaggerated, in the words of an American broadcaster:
"The Royal West Kent Regiment is bearing the brunt of
the fighting".
However, these exploits of the Regiment will add to the
record of glory earned in the past, and will surely be recounted
when the history of this war is written in the future.
Fame is given to the Regiment in another sphere, in
the guise of the third name appearing on the bulletins on
the Premier's health being that of Dr. Lionel Whitby, the
eminent bacteriologist, who served with The Queen's Own
Royal West Kent Regiment during the last war. Severely
wounded and losing a leg, and decorated with the M.C., he
was discharged from the Army to resume his medical studies,
holding the rank of Major.
An article on Dr. Lionel Whitby is on another page.
Few pictures and little Battalion news appear in this
number. This is accounted for by the fact that most of our
Battalions are overseas and the mails are very uncertain.
Naturally, we look forward to news reaching us. and bearing
in mind how avidly readers absorb this section of The
Queen's Own Gazette, we are disappointed that we cannot
supply the interesting feature.
In our first quarterly number we would like to reprint the
following extract which appeared in the first
volume:—
"The Queen's Own Gazette has a mission to fulfill — as
mouthpiece and guide — chronicling the inner life of our
Corps, and holding up as examples to its members the noble
deeds of their predecessors, as well as from time to time
tendering wholesome advice, and inculcating goodwill to all,

and that charity 'that thinketh no evil'. We chronicle only
what is to the credit of the corps — crimes and follies we
pass by in silence, but we must acknowledge that there is
now — and always has been — a marked absence of serious
crime in the Regiment, and we confidently hope that this
will ever be the case, and that all belonging to the 50tli will
preserve, their proud number untarnished, and bear in mind
the high character it has ever maintained, both in the Field
and in Quarters."
Any suggestions for the improvement of the Gazette will
be welcomed; our aim is to keep it to matters of regimental
interest and to articles written by members of the Regiment,
and we hope that those not serving with Battalions, or their
relatives, will not forget to forward news. Any help in the
way of literary contributions or suggestions will be very
welcome.
Colonel Kerr breaks into our pages in this issue, and
Captain Norman, our regular contributor, as we look on him
now, writes again of happenings in India while he was serving
there.
W. Curran Reedy supplies another poem for us, and
takes our memories back to the surrender of the German
Fleet at Scapa Flow in the last war. I am sure he will be
eager to write another when the same procedure takes place
in the, we hope, near future.
Captain R. O. Russsell. M.C.. continues with his amusing
Home Guard accounts, to our satisfaction.
Several decorations have been awarded to members of
the Regiment for gallantry in the Middle East, and we con
gratulate those thus recognized.
At the other side of the balance, as is sure to be when
a war of such importance as this is being decided, we inevit
ably have the casualties, and we sympathise with the relatives
of those who are gone and missing, and offer our hopes of a
speedy recovery to the wounded. For llie restoration to a
different life which they are now undergoing, and their speedy
transfer to their relatives is our wish for the men who are
in enemy hands.
Congratulations and good luck to the Battalions wh'c
are upholding the Regimental motto "Invicta". and, remember,
we would like to hear from you.
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Social and Personal
Captain George Duffield paid a visit to this office just
before Christmas, on leave for the vacation from Netley
Hospital, where he is undergoing treatment for his wounds
received in the Middle East. His face and leg had healed
nicely, and although encased in a steel jacket, hopes soon
to be relieved of this burden and become fighting fit.
The
sea voyage home did him a power of good, and he looked
very well. Over some lunch and a glass of sherry he gave
us quite a lot of news of Regimental acquaintances whom we
had not seen or heard of for some time.
Lieut.Colonel E. S. Kerr arrived on Christmas Eve and
called at the Depot on the 26th, looking very well. An
interesting article which he compiled for The Queen's Own
Gazette is on another page, and should prove enlightening
to all ranks.
Lieut. Benbow, R.A.C., called in whilst on leave, and we
had an interesting discussion about things in general. He
sends his good wishes to all enquiring friends of his in the
Regiment.
We received an airgraph letter from Major C. A. Collard.
G.H.Q. Middle East Forces. He is quite well after leaving
England over eighteen months ago. During his travels he
has seen John Whitty, George Saville, "Frisky" Lambkin,
and John Winstanley. He wishes us to send him copies of
the Regimental Gazette,, which he has failed to see for
such a long time, and sends his remembrances to friends
at home.
Major De S. H. LewisBarned. M.C., and Major R. C. W.
Thomas accompanied Lieut.Colonel Craven on a visit to
the Depot, and we were glad to know they were getting
along quite well.
Colonel Cheale, whose death we announce elsewhere, was
Chairman of the Regimental Prisoners of War Fund, and a
very good friend of the Regiment.
Early last month old friends, Lieut.Colonel F. Russell
and Major P. E„ Crook, looked in on us for an appreciated
chat. Both are well.
General Sir Charles BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.,
paid a visit to the Depot last month, and' after making a
round of the Barracks was entertained to luncheon. We
were pleased to see that he was apparently enjoying good
health.
Cricketers at the Depot will be sorry to know that three
prominent members of the I.T.C. eleven — Captain Lynch
Staunton. Lieut. "Hopper" Levett, and Lieut. MurrayWood —
have been transferred to other spheres. When duties allowed,
they were keen to play in the team, and last season proved
themselves stalwarts.
Mr. Levett needs no introduction to
anyone who Is a follower of the game, and Mr. MurrayWood
and Captain LynchStaunton showed themselves as good
allrounders.
Captain "Mike" Gale Is in a military hospital recovering
from wounds received in North Africa. When seen he was
very cheery, and we extend our regards and hopes for a
complete restoration to good health and fitness.
DR. LIONEL WHITBY, BACTERIOLOGIST.
Dr. Lionel Whitby, one of the specialists consulted on
th'e Prime Minister's illness, was a Major in The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment during the last war, and
won the M.C.
He was severely wounded and lost a leg, and was dis
charged from the Army to resume his medical studies.
While at Cambridge as an undergraduate and senior
scholar, he was commissioned to The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment, and after leaving the Army he returned to
Cambridge, where there were few medical students in the
whole University. When the University became more settled
after the war, lie was already one of the most brilliant
medical students In residence there. Since leaving Cambridge
he has risen to the highest ranks of his profession as bac
teriologist at the early age of 48.
All who followed his career at Cambridge thought he
would have been awarded a Blue for Rugby, as he was very
promising in that sphere of sport, but it did not materialise.
However, his interest in the game has never flagged, and he
is still a keen follower of the big matches.
Despite his wounds and loss of a limb he retains his
cheerful personality, and is very likeable.

KILLED IN ACTION.
TRIPP.—In January, 1943, killed in action, Hugh Mowbray
Howard Tripp. Lieut., The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, beloved younger son of the late Mr. John
Howard Tripp, and of Mrs. Tripp, of Silverton, Geraldine,
New Zealand.
NEWS WANTED.
CROOK.—Missing in December, 1942, Ronald L Crook (Peter),
Captain. The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment,
husband of Phil (nee Free) and eldest son of Mrs. A. M.
Crook, of Heme Bay, and the late Mr. J. L. Crook, formerly
of Cavendish Drive, Edgware, Middlesex, and now of 7,
The Green, Marlborough, Wilts. Please, no letters, except
those of information, which would be gratefully received.
MISSING, BELIEVED KILLED IN ACTION.
BINGHAM.—In November, 1942, missing, believed killed, Pte.
Harry Miles Bingham. The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, very beloved only son of Annette and Miles
Bingham, Dibgate, Sundridge, Sevenoaks.
DIED FROM WOUNDS.
His parents have received the news that Lc.Corpl. J. A.
Flynn. of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, has
died as a result cf woun'ds received in action.
Lc.Corpl. Flynn lived at Maidstone, and interested him
self in furthering the sporting activities of the local youths,
until he volunteered for the Armed Forces.
PRISONER OF WAR IN ITALIAN HANDS.
News that their son was a prisoner of war in Italian hands
has reached Mr. and Mrs. Mercer. Lc.Corpl. P. E. Mercer, cf
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, was serving in
the Middle East when he was captured, and had been in the
Army about three years. Three other brothers are at present
in the Forces.
KILLED IN NORTH AFRICA.
Pte. D. R. Nottidge, of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, was killed in action in North Africa on Dec. 17th.
The eldest of three brothers, Pte. Nottidge joined the
Territorials in 1937, and went overseas in November last.
Mr. Rolfe Nottidge, his father, is wellknown throughout
the county as Chairman of the Kent Education Committee
and is a County Council Alderman.
MISSING IN MIDDLE EAST.
Pte. A. W. Rose, of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, was reported missing on Nov. 20th while serving
in the Middle East.
Called to the Colours in August last, he was sent overseas
in November; his parents would be very grateful to receive
any news of their son.
WORRYING TIME FOR WIFE.
Sent abroad in early October, no letters had been received
from Pte. M. V. Brown until his wife received the official notifi
cation recently .that he was reported missing, believed wounded.
Later official news has arrived Informing her that her hus
band is a prisoner of war in Italian hands. She also has re
ceived a letter from him.
pte. Brown, of The Queen's Own
Royal West Kent Regiment, has been in the Army for three
years.
4
DREAMS AND DISILLUSIONS.
By "Cinderella."
I think of scrambled eggs on toast and homcma'de jam,
Of new potatoes, lettuce, crisp celery and ham,
Of omelettes, sherry trifle, tender English lamb.
But on the menu there is "Sausages or Spam."
I look for polished knives and silver forks and spoons,
I picture snowwhite cloths and softly lighted rooms,
I listen for an orchestra to play me dreamy tunes.
And then I find
the sweet is either "Rice" or "Prunes."
I'd like to taste a longstemme'd glass of cooling wine,
A .Burgundy, perhaps, or Hock, say '29,
My frugal fare would be feast if that were mine,
But all I get is lukewarm coffee and a saccharin.
Now my meal is ended, I've no urge to stay.
Roughened hands have long since snatched my plates away.
Tea has smeared the tiletopped tables into grey.
I wonder who enjoys his food served this way?
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Honours and Awards
MILITARY CROSS.
Lieut. C. A. L. Clark.

Lieut. J. A. Maling.
MILITARY MEDAL.

Cpl. W. North.
Cpl. R. G. Boarer.

Cpl. F. Gilbert.
Cpl. (A./Sgt.) W. F. Haines.

DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL.
L.Sgt. F. R. Povey.

NEW YEAR HONOURS
According to the "London Gazette", the following New
Year Honours were awarded to members of the Regiment and
Allied Regiments of the Dominions:—
BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL.
Sergt. J. Rennle, Canterbury Regiment, N.Z.M.F.
ORDER

OF BRITISH

EMPIRE (Military Division).

BrevetMajor (Local Lieut.Colonel) H. Wilkin, Q.O.R.W. Kent
Regiment, O.C. Barbados Vol. Force.
M.B.E, (Military Division).
Capt. (Temp. Major) A. G. S. Cobb, Q.O.R.W. Kent Regiment.
J. P Ensor, Carleton and York Regiment.
MIDDLE EAST AWARDS.
In recognition of gallant and distinguished services in
the Middle East during the period May, 1942, to October,
1942, the King has made the following awards:—
O.B.E.
Major (Temp. Lt.Colonel) R. O. Pulvermann
M.B.E.
Lieut. (Temp. Captain) R. Butler.
BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL.
Sergt. R. Perryman.
We are pleased to publish the above, and extend our con
gratulations to the recipients.

"THE BATTLE OF EGYPT."
Everybody, especially so all in the Forces, should read
"The Battle of Egypt", the official record in intaglio pictures,
with a map of the Eighth Army's preparation, attack, and
conquest over Rommel's forces, and the complete clearance
of the enemy from Egypt.
Divided into three phases, the story of The Battle of
Egypt is described clearly in wonderful pictures, and an
informative map of the advance and breakthrough of the
Infantry; the terrific tank battle at El Aqqaqir, when the
district was made the cemetery of Axis armour; and the
pursuit to the frontier with the enemy in full retreat.
No. 1 Army Film and Photo Section attached to the
Public Relations Service in the Middle East are to be con
gratulated for some masterly camerawork, allowing ps to
follow the combined operations of the Air Force, Armoured
Corps and Infantry in this historic victory.
You may purchase this book from His Majesty's Stationery
Office, York House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, or any book
seller, price 7d„ or 40 copies for 20/.

LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL.
Congratulations are extended to 6338347 W.O.II. C. E.
Howes, 6338446 Col.Sergt. R. F. Peacock, 6454823 Sergt. F. G.
Bailey, and 6338119 Pte. H. R. Askew, Pioneer Corps (attached)
on being awarded the Medal for Long Service and Good
Conduct (with gratuity).
Peacock and Askew arc Regimental cricketers, and played
regularly while serving at home and abroad: both were to he
seen last season as members of the — I.T.C. team.

THE ROLL OL HONOUR
PRISONER OF WAR.
2ndLieut. N. A. Yeo.

T.Major E. G. Young, M.C.
KILLED.
Pte. S. Prince.
Cpl. J. A. Wilkinson.

Lieut. R. K. J. Fraser.
Pte. F. Andrews.
Pte. A. W. Dean.
DIED OF WOUNDS.
Cpl. I. Squirell.
Pte. R. Hinton.
Pte. E. T. C. Roberts.
WOUNDED.
T./Capt. R. J. McC. Phillips.
T./Capt. H. C. Smith.
T./Capt. H. P. TowersMinors.
2ndLt. B. B. Brook.
T./Capt. C. B. E. Williams.
2ndLt. R. C. Henley.
T./Capt. J. Winstanley.
2ndLt. V. R. Reeves.
Cpl. R. J. Finch.
Pte. A. J. Alloway.
Pte. A. G. Hitchcock.
Pte. J. W. Blackmore.
Pte. R. Jones.
Pte. G. F. Catton.
Pte. R. R. Lewis.
Pte. R. G. Davis.
Pte. F. J. Lucas.
Pte. R. A. Isherwood.
Pte. K. E. Morrison.
Pte. C. W. Laurence.
Cpl.
T. A. Pauley.
Pte. M. A. Middleton.
Pte. J. E. E. Peacock.
Pte. R. A. Preston.
Pte. G. M. Roser.
Pte. M. Short.
Pte. R. Roser.
Pte. F. J. Twinn.
L.Sgt. H. T. Smith.
Pte. E. R. Wjianslaw.
Pte. R. I. Smith.
L.Cpl. G. F. Harding.
Pte. C. V. Taylor.
L.Cpl. E. G. W. Stone.
Pte. J. A.B. Taylor.
Cpl. H. A. Norton. .
Pte. V. G. Vousden.
Pte. G. S. Broad.
L.Cpl. A. J. Watson.
Pte. P. G. Clowes.
L.Cpl. R. E. Wrycraft.
Pte. E. J. Faulkner.
Cpl. G. B. Ruddle.
Pte. B. F. Hardman.
W.O.II. O. C. Tibbies.
Pte. R. A. Johnson.
Pte. G. Benson.
Pte. R. N. Miles.
Pte. H. F. E. Carree.
Pte. G. W. H. Munn.
Pte. G. A. Davies.
Pte. G. W. Rofl'ey
Pte. J. R. Farrington.
Pte. A. E. G. Singer.
Pte. A. T. Hanrahan.
Pte. T. J. Symons.
Pte. A. N. Hyde.
Pte. L. C. Woodford.
. Pte. F. A. Porter:
Cpl. H. C. E. Andrews.
Pte. G. H. Rowell.
L.Cpl. H. B. Fennell.
Pte. H. E. Stevens.
L.Cpl. W. H. Tyler.
Pte. S. N. Turnbull.
Pte. E. P. Appleyard.
Pte.
E. A. West.
L.Cpl. S. H. Brooks.
Pte. G. W. Young.
Pte. A. Coker.
L.Cpl. A. C. Lade.
Pte. D. Davison.
Sgt. T. G. Maynard.
Pte. A. H. Dudley.
L.Cpl. W. T. Neal.
Pte. E. H. Galley.
Pte. R. O. Featherstone.
Pte. J. T. Hodges.
Pte. G. Gray.
L.Cpl. M. F. Kearsey.
Pte. J. Hughes.
Pte. L. W. H. Longhurst.
Pte. J. H. Luckin.
Pte. C. A. Mills.
Pte. A. L. Osborn.
Cpl. A. T. Barnby.
Pte. M. Rosen.
Pte. A. M. Bryant.
Pte. A. Taylor.
L.Cpl. H. W. Conway.
Sgt. T. C. Templeman.
L.Cpl. F. W. Defer.
Pte. W. J. Payne.
Pte. J. A. Bcnard.
Pte. J. Pie.
Pte. A. Dorrington.
Pte. V. S. Reeder.
Pte. A. E. Guilford.
Pte. A. D. Scott.
Cpl. G. R. Harrison.
Pte. C. Stanford.
Pte. C. J. Huggins.
Pte. V. A. Stenning.
Pte. D. S. Martin.
Sgt. F. R. Whiting.
Pte. R. K. Nash.
Pte. D. A. M. Aris.
Pte. R. C. Day.
Pte. J. Hennessey.
Sgt. F. J. Holder.
Pte. M. W. Mussared.
Pte. P. G. Riches.
Pte. C. E. Smith.
Pte. T. Foy.
Pte. V. W. Houdoire.
L.Cpl. H. F. Martin.
Pte. E. Aram.
Pte. R. Brown.

PRISONER OF WAR.
Pte. S. G. Farrant.
Pte. H. J. Hockey.
L.Cpl. G. Longley.
Pte. G. Mundy.
Pte. S. G. Pitcher.
Pte. W. R. G. Short.
Pte. A. W. W. Balcombe.
Pte. W B. S. Hindley.
Pte. E. A. Joyce.
Pte. J. Moore.
Pie. H. H. Parker.
Pte. E. C. Savage.

PREVIOUSLY REPORTED PRISONER OF WAR NOW
REPORTED DIED AS PRISONER OF WAR.
U/'L.Sgt. S. F. Houghton.
DIED.
Pte. S. J. King.
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PRISONERS OF WAR FUND

PAYMENTS.

Since our last contribution to the Gazette we have sent a
further large consignment of books to the various camps for
our Officers and men — and are still receiving very apprecia
tive letters of thanks in respect of the previous lot we sent out.
We would like to put on record our sincere appreciation
to the various Home Guard Battalions, who wear our cap
badge, and who sent us handsome donations over Christmas
and the New Year — and. in fact, are continuing to do so.
We only wish we could mention individual battalions — but,
of course, restrictions forbid.
We were most appreciative also ol' a splendid gesture on
the part of "C" Company of our —tli Battalion, overseas, who,
whilst in the midst of things on Christmas Day, gave a thought
to their P.O.W. pals — resulting in a whipround and a cheque
received by us for the fund for £8/10/0.
We were very pleased to receive a further visit recently
from our President, and Chairman — General Sir Charles
BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
R.L.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
Balance as last account
1586 17 10J
Donations—
£ s. d.
Mrs. Page
10 0
Mrs. Redway
1 0 0
Major De S. H. LewisBarned. M.C. . . 5 5 0
Mrs. Utting
2 0 0
Mrs. Relf
10 0
J. II. Taylor
1 0
Mrs. Preston
b 0
12
Mrs. Beale
7
6
Mrs. E. Williams
8 6
Major TeichmannDerville
3 3 0
Mrs. Smith
5 0
15 0
Mrs. Vandenberg . .V
2 0
Mrs. Wenban
Cafe de Plong Band
1 3 6
Maidstone Old Contemptibles
. 10 10 0
Mrs. Hewitt
10 0
Mrs. Mussarene
10 0
Mr. Rice
0 0
Mrs. Burrows
10 0
Mrs. E. Doney
10 0
Lieut.Colonel and Mrs. Talbot
. 2 2 0
Major Tuff
. 5 5 0
Miss Parks
5 0
Colonel E. S. Kerr
3 3 0
Mrs. Hodgson
1 0 0
. Mrs. Tuflnell
b 0
Mrs. A. E, Sutton
5 0 0
Mrs. F. Nunn
6 0
Mrs. W. Dickson
0 0
Mrs. Hoare
1 0 0
Mrs. Leworthy
5 0
Mrs. Floyd
6 0
Mr. W. J. Peters
10 0
Mrs. Barratt
1 0
Maidstone Borough Police
5 0 0
Mrs. Honey
10 0
Mrs Holden
0 0
Mrs. Hankin
5 0
Mrs. Miller
10 0
Colonel G. E. L. Pardington
. 10 0 0
Mrs. E. Allen
2 6
Mr. Johnson
10 0
Mrs. Turner
5 0
Miss Hicks
10 0
Miss Hughes
2 6
b 0
Captain J. E. Wright
2 10 0
Mrs. Whitlock
5 0
Mrs. Pierce
1 0 0
Mrs. Detmole
10 9
Mrs. Rice
5 0
Mrs. Sinden
1 0 0
Mrs Reavill
5 0
2 2 0
G. R. Samuels
89 16 3
Subscriptions from Battalions, etc
533 0 2
Sale of Waste Paper
7 0
TlllingStevens — Boxing Tournament
9 6 5
Collection Boxes
3 10 11
£2222 18

7^

£ s. d.
184 4 4
3 17 0
40 10 1
1994 7 21

Goods for Personal Parcels
Books, etc
Postage and Stationery
Balance, cash in hand

£2222 18

7£

CORRESPONDENCE
The passing of a Battalion demands some comment in
the "Queen's Own Gazette." Although the writer had been
in the Eattalion only some nine months he has been In the
Regiment for many years.
The Battalion was formed originally cut cf the old Home
Defence Battalion, but was reorganised, given much younger
blood and completely equipped last yeai to carry out a certain
role with all the usual infantry weapons — carriers, mortars,
signal equipment, M.T., etc.
From that moment the Battalion made immense strides,
and the training went with enormous enthusiasm and gusto.
Officers and N.C.Os. went to Battle Schools and Battle Drill
not only in the Rifle Platoons but also in the Specialist
Platoons of H.Q. Coy. became part of cur daily life. To take
two examples—on interplatoon tactical competition I saw
was quite up to the standard of a Field Army Division now
fighting
In the M.E.F.; while the Signal Platoon classified 31
out of 33 signallers at the first attempt. The Mortar Platoon
fired
hundreds of bombs and was quite the best platoon I
have ever seen.
Now the Battalion is dispersed, but our labour was not in
vain because all our training, toil and sweat (including the
"HurryHurries") will help us on the battlefields of Europe
and Africa, and although many of our men have gone to other
arms of the Service. I am sure they will remember their ser
vice in The Queen's Own and be grateful for the training they
were given.
It was a happy Battalion and an efficient one, tco.
cannot have one without the other.
To all who served in
scrap, and a safe return.

the

Battalion gocd luck,

One

a good

G.B.K.

TOO LATE FOR INSERTION

An interesting article of Battalion correspondence has
been received from one of our Battalions overseas, but
unfortunately it was held up at the censorship department
of the Ministry of Information, and when posted back to
this office was too late for insertion in the present number,
and will have to be held over for the June issue.
In the first
instance the article would have been in
good time for publication, but regulations have to be complied
with, and the news had to go through the Censor's hands.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor , acknowledges
contemporaries:—

with

thanks

The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette.
St. George's Gazette.
The Green Howards Gazette.
The Dragon.
The Kent Messenger.
British Legion Journal.
The Tank.
The Royal Army Service Corps.
The Sapper.
The Snapper.
The Globe and Laurel.

the

following
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ROYAL WEST

RENTS

WIN

A Battalion of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment was the first unit of the First Army to make contact with
the Germans, and in its first
action of November 18th, 1942,
with the assistance of our gunners, it accounted for 11 of the
30 German tanks by which, with artillery and infantry, it
was strongly attacked. Eight cf the German tanks destroyed
were of the heavy Panzer WK. IV. type.
On November 30th the Battalion was again in action, when
it suffered casualties.
On the following day the Royal West
Kents beat off a 'determined counterattack launched on their
position.
BEARING THE BRUNT, SAY AMERICANS.
It was reported that the deeds of the Eattalion in these
actions surpassed the utmost expectations of its Brigade Com
mander.
American broadcasting commentators summarised
its exploits thus: "Tire Royal West Kent Regiment is bearing
the brunt of the fighting."
The Royal" West Kents maintained their ancient traditions
and upheld their motto, "Invicta." with the Eighth Army,
taking part in General Montgomery's brilliant advance from
Ei Alamein.
Prominence has been given to the sound work which they
displayed when, with their 25pounders in action, they moved
forward through Rcbaa to relieve a French unit, and after
regaining positions on the DjebelBargou front, handed them
over to another French unit.
The Italians were definitely
routed in the vicinity.
This sector was photographed an'd pictures appeared in
the daily press showing a gun crew in action.
The regiment also fought in France, wheir they were one
ox the unfortunate units of the 12th Division. Inadequately
equipped and by no means fully .trained they were sent for
ward to become part of "Peterforce," a formation hastily
organised to meet the German turning movement as the

A 25pcunder of The Queen's Own Royal

NEW

BATTLE LAURELS

enemy trcops closed on Dunkirk.
The unit was finally
whelmed by a German Tank Brigade at St. Albert.

over

3 8 BATTALIONS IN LAST WAR.
During the Great War, the Royal West Kents raised 18
battalions, which gave splendid service in France, Italy, Galli
poli, Palestine and Mesopotamia. Five V.C.'s were earned, and
over 1,300 other 'decorations for gallantry in the field.
Two
companies of the Regiment took part in the historic defence
of KutelAmara.
The Royal West Kents' successes in Africa have n6t sur
prised those who are familiar with their history. They are no
strangers to campaigns in the desert. Their Colours bear the
Sphinx superscribed Egypt
and, above, among other battles
and campaigns, may be read the words "Egypt 1882" and "Nile
188485." But the Royal West Kents have won laurels in
most parts of the world.
In 1776 they were in North America, and some of them
were engaged at Bunker's Hill. Two years later they were serv
ing as Marines, taking part in the naval battle against the
French Fleet off Ushant. When the French Revolution broke
out they were at Gibraltar, whence they were sent to fight
at
Toulon and in Corsica.
OTHER BATTLE

HONOURS.

Service followed at Malta, Ca'diz. and in the great victory
at Vimiera. They,were led at Corunna by General Sir Charles
Napier—then a Major—who was left for dead on the field, but
recovered to win a great name as a soldier. They fought at
Vittoria, at Aliwal, the classic battle won under the leadership
of General Sir Harry Smith, the Alma, Inkermann, Sevastopol
and Lucknow. "New Zealand" and "South Africa" also figure
among their battle honours.
The late Duke of Kent was ColonelinChief cf the
Regiment.
(Extracte'd from "Kent Messenger")

West 'Kent

Regiment in action in Tunisia.
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I.T.C. COMMANDER'S DEATH
COLONEL D. C. G. DICKINSON, QUEEN'S ROYAL REGIMENT.
The — Infantry Training Centre has lost a popular Com
manding Officer by the sudden death of Colonel David Charles
Gilbert Dickinson, who died in a military hospital, following
an operation for appendicitis, says the "Kent Messenger."
He was 43 and leaves a widow and daughter.
Colonel Dickinson served in France in the last war, and
had also seen service in China and Malta. He took command
of the Infantry Training Centre on September 29th, 1941.
The funeral took place with full military honours. The
main path of the cemetery was lined with soldiers and A.T.S..
and as the cortege moved slowly forward through a long
avenue of dark green trees it could be seen that the coffin was
covered with the Union Jack.
On the coffin, which was carried by six N.C.Os., was a
large wreath of bronze chrysanthemums, and his hat and
belt.
Among the mourners present were: Mrs. D. C. G. Dickin
son (widow), the Rev. and Mrs. Dickinson (father and motner),
Mrs. T. Brookes (sisterinlaw), Major E. B. Loveless. General
Sir Charles BonhamCarter, G.C'.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., cf —
I.T.C., Colonel C. (V. Palmer, Lieut.Colonel B. C. Haggard,
Lieut.Colonel A. C. W. Upton, Lieut.Colonel S. Pursene, Lieut
Colonel E. S. Heygate, M.C., Major R. H. Pliilpot, M.C., Major
G. S. Grimston, Major W. Sullivan, Majcr W. A. Salmon
(representing Colonel L. Duncan Bennett, M.C.), Major S. E.
Brooks, Majcr N. A. Keith, Major R. A. D. Spiers, Lieut. G.
H. Gilbert (representing Colonel A. A. E. Chitty, D.S.O.).
Captain M. Harris, Army Dental Corps; Lieut.Colonel W. A. N.
Baker, M.C., Aid. T. Armstrong, Deputy Mayor of Maidstone;
Coun. C. Gordon Larking, Major R. L. Surtees, Acting Chief
Constable, Kent County Constabulary; Captain F. Cornish,
Chief Controller Civil Defence, Mai'dstcne.
The service was conducted by the Rev. H. W. Hutcbings,
M.C., assisted by the Rev. D. MacGregcr, T.D., and the Rev. C.
E. Deakin. C.F.
After the service there was complete silence, then came
the salute of three volleys fired
ever the open grave.
The clear tones of the bugle sounding the "Last Post"
rang through the air, and the officers were still at the salute
when the "Reveille" was sounded.
Floral tributes were from: "Chicken" and Sarah; Mum
and Tim, Vernon and Olga; Mr. and Mrs. John Williams; All
his Brother Officers at — I.T.C.; General Sir Charles Bonham
Carter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Colonel, The Queen's Own
R.W.K. Regt. and
all Ranks;
Regimental
Depot, Q.O.
R.W.K. Regt.; Captain and Mrs.. Severne; Major and Mrs.
Arthur Sullivan; Captain an'd Mrs. A. H. Evans, Lieut.Colonel
D. C. Haggart, Queen's Royal Regt.; Capt. and Mrs. R. Love;
Lieut.Colonel W. A. N. Baker, M.C., and Officers cf the —th
(Maidstone) Battn. Kent Home Guard.
Tire Commander and Staff of Mai'dstone Sub Area, the
Officers and Men of the Maidstone Borough Police; the Staff
of the Hospital, Sandling Park; all R:tnks"A" Coy. — E. Corps
Group A.T.S.; all Ranks Past and Present Queen's Royal Regt.
Old Comrades' Association; all Ranks at — Army Dental Corps
 Army Dental Centre A.D. Corps; all Warrant Officers and
Sergeants of the —th I.T.C.; all N.C.Os. and Men of the —th
I.T.C.; the Commanding Officer and Officers of the —th P.T.W.
Royal W.K. Regt.; The Commanding Officer, Officers, N.C.Os;
and Men of the —th Bn. Queen's Royal Regt.
Mrs. Dickinson and relatives wish to convey their heart
felt gratitude to the Officers and all ranks for the sympathy
es pressed in their bereavement.

"His friendships, however, were based on more solid foun
dations, and those who mourn liis loss in the prime cf life
will remember him also for the loyalty and unselfishness of his
character, for the zest and enthusiasm which he brought to
work and games, and fcr his genuine devotion to his regi
ment."
(By' permission of the "South Eastern Gazette.")

OBITUARY.
MAJORGENERAL HUBERT ISACKE, C.B., C.S.I., C.M.G.
We regret to announce the death of MajorGeneral Hubert
Isacke, C.B., C.S.I.. C.M.G., which took place suddenly at
Pollrampton, Basingstoke, on February 12th last, in his 70th
year.
A letter was received from MajorGeneral Isacke just
before Christmas, when he was in good health, and sent
his seasonal greetings to members of the Regiment.
Born at Sidmouth on 28th October, 1872, he joined The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment as "2ndLieut. on
14th December, 1892, and his promotions followed in sequence:
Lieut., August, 1894; Captain, February, 1902; BrevetMajor,
August, 1902;
Major, March, 1912;
BrevetLieut.Colonel,
November, 1913;
BrevetColonel, January, 1917;
Colonel,
February, 1920; MajorGeneral, January, 1923.
He served as Adjutant in the 2nd Battalion from
Noyembex, 1901, to November, 1904, and passed Staff College,
Camberley, in 1906; Staff Captain, Southern Command, June,
1907, to August, 1908; G.S.O.3, War Office, October, 1910,
to May, 1912, and went as G.S.O.2 to Staff College, Quetta,
in February, 1913, to September, 1914. D.A.A. and Q.M.G.,
France, September, 1914, to February, 1915, and G.S.O.l, Home
and France, February, 1915 to end of May, 1916. He again
went to India in July, 1916, and was Director of Staff Duties
and Military Training until February, 1917; Director Military
Training, Maroh, 1917, to February, 1920. Commander of
Garhwal Brigade, February, 1920, to March, 1923: Commander,
Delhi Brigade Axea, March, 1925, to November, 1925; Com
mander, Kohat District, December, 1925, to Juxxe, 1927. He
came home to England in 1927, and was Commander of the
56th (1st London) Division from that year till he retired in
June, 1931.
MajorGeneral Isacke saw active service on the North
west Frontier. 18978 with the Malakand Field Force, Mohmand
country, and was severely wounded. He received tlxe Medal
and Clasp, South Africa, 1899 to 1902 as A.A. and Q.M.G.,
Forces at Hammonia, June to July, 1900. Cape Colony,
Tiansvaal, axxd at Wittebergen; Desp. L.G., September, 1901,
and July, 1902. Q.M. and three Clasps and K.M. 191419. F.
and B., October, 1914, to February, 1915, and May, 1915, to
Junej 1916. Desp. L.G., February, 1915; January, 1913; January,
1917; November, 1918, Erevet Colonel. He received the 1914
Star and Clasp, British War Medal and Victory Medal, and
was honoured with the C.M.G. in 1915. Prince Arthur of
Connaught presented the C.S.I, in October, 1919, and he was
appointed to the Order of C.B. in 1922.
The Regiment has seen .the passing of a very loyal and
honouiable Officer, and our sympathies are extended to his
family.

ON THIS
NOTICE.

A PERSONAL TRIBUTE.
"The sudden death of Lieut.Colonel D. C. G. Dickinson,
—th I.T.O. Camp Commandant," S.H.P. writes, "will have
come as a severe shock to a wide circle of friends. All his life
he radiated gaiety and laughter, and extracted a full measure
ol fun from the most commonplace things and occurrences.
This does not mean that he did not take his soldiering
seriously, for he was ever a thorough and conscientious
officer; but his sense of the ridiculous was always bubbling up,
and his infectious laugh was never long silent.
"His musical talents were extraordinary. Besides being a
brilliant pianist, he had the unusual attribute in an Army
officer of being able to play practically any brass or wind in
strument.
His nimble wit and powers cf mimicry, his happy
nature, and his gift for music were a combination cf quali
ties which made him ideal company, particularly in regimental
life, where all his soldiering was done.
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SOMETHING TO REPORT FROM
There are two reasons for this attempt at an article for
The Queen's Own Gazette. The first is that it may help those
of the Regiment who find themselves drafted to some African
front. The second is that it may interest old soldiers to
compare the conditions described to those of the order,
muddier, possibly bloodier, but certainly not dustier battle
fields of World War I.
It must first
be pointed out that my brief, but not
uneventful service with the Eighth Army covered only the
period before the final battle of El Alamein in October last.
Both armies were then drawn up facing each other. Both
were expecting to be attacked, and a period of trench warfare
without trenches had set in. Conditions on the Eighth Army
front have changed vastly since then, but at the time of
writing the First Army may be in a situation very similar
in many respects to that which faced us last August.
Now when we knew that we were bound for Egypt, many
of us gave considerable thought to the future. War in Egypt
seemed to us to boil down to five
problems. Had previous
training given' us the answers to them? If not, how could
we discover the answers without buying them too expensively?
Our problems were as follows, and I put them in the order
which they seemed to be from the point of view of urgency.
(1) When we arrived would we be given time to get fit again
after the long voyage, and to find
our feet in a strange
country before we found the enemy?
(2) How did one really deal with hostile aircraft in a
desert?
(3) We thought that we knew a bit about cooperating
with Tanks, but did we really know how to deal with
Tanks that were — so to speak — non cooperating?
(4) How would the artillery fire
compare with that of the
Dunkirk period, or with that of France, 191618?
(5) How, in a desert, do we eat. and when do we drink?
We learnt the answers — or some of them — sooner
than we expected. Let us consider each in turn.
(1)

GETTING FIT AND FINDING OUR FEET.
We were given time for this. A rest and — so it then
seemed to us — incredibly dusty camp received us. Here
we learnt quite a bit about dust, for "dust devils" swept
through the lines every afternoon. These miniature whirlwinds
r— the pillars of cloud which the Children of Israel met in
the wilderness — fill everything that lies in their path with
thick dust and rubbish. We did our best to take it quietly
when eyes, ears, teeth and hair are gritty with dust, when
the orderly room papers are swirled into a dust heap, and
dust choked the only typewriter. Still, the camp had its
compensations, for it promised an unlimited supply of water.
The time was soon to come when many looked back with
longing to the wonderful shower baths of
Camp. Mean
while we were anything but idle. C.Os. attended daily lectures
by desert experts, and had to pass on their learning. Every
body did their best to become "desert minded". The first
lesson in desert mindedness is to get lost in the nothingness
which surrounded the camp, and then to find
your way
home again. Like so many in the Army at home, we had
been inclined to pay lip service only to the prismatic compass.
It hung on the Officer's belt, and was only produced with
some pomp and a certain trepidation for night operations.
Now we learnt that proper and constant use of the compass
meant life, and that the fellow with a good sense of direction
meant death or disaster. By night the surrounding desert
became like Piccadilly in the black out. Companies and
Platoons rushed around doing compass marches, while into
their midst dashed lightless columns of transport led by
earnest Adjutants and Intelligence Officers, each clutching
his compass. We learnt that a compass in a truck is a most
fickle creature. It will vary according to its position in the
truck, and according to whether the engine is running or
not. It will vary still more in relation to the direction in
which the truck happens to be pointing.
In short, we learnt a little bit about the desert, about
dust and thirst, and about finding
our way around.
(2) HOSTILE AIRCRAFT.
Training at home had taught us something of the im
portance of keeping under trees, close to hedges, of halting
transport under cover from the air, and all that. In the
Eighth Army forward area we found not one single tree,
never a hedge, and no houses or walls. There were endless
hummccky plains, bare inhospitable ridges, sand and stones
— otherwise nothing, nothing at all. The only shadows were
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our own. It will be realised that an army, especially one that
possessed only one road and hardly any railway, must subsist
on lorries. There were lorries everywhere, and they were all
very thoroughly dispersed.
Every slope and every hollow seemed to contain endless
sitting lorries, and every desert track a long column of dusty,
bouncing lorries moving slowly up or down. No sitting lorry
was ever within a hundred yards of any other sitting lorry,
and no moving lorry crowded up on the one in front. They
had all learnt that if you want to keep your transport you
must keep it dispersed. When moving troops by M.T. —
the normal way of getting a Battalion about — there is a
firm and sound rule. At all halts of an hour or more every
body must dig a hole for himself. The reason is obvious.
In the middle of a parched plain on a very hot and dusty
day this is not an attractive pastime, but the rule is a very
wise one. We did not receive the personal attentions of any
dive bombers, but had occasionally a very good view of what
happens. It is a somewhat alarming sight, but after the
first two or three bombs, accurate aim must be impossible
owing to dust and smoke. During Rommel's last attempt to
reach Cairo, his fighter
aircraft had a habit of flying
singly
and very low indeed over our forward area. To deal with
these is not always easy, because they are sometimes hard to
identify in time, and there is often danger of hitting our
own troops on the ground. The first
of these that we met
came at us over a ridge, and at a height of about 50 feet.
If we had fired
at it we would have shot up Brigade Head
quarters very thoroughly — at least that. was our story, and
we stuck to It. A few days later, when in a different area,
we had another. We saw it coming, and fired
at it with
everything that we had. It fired
back, but it crashed a
thousand yards' further on, and was officially credited as our
bird. That" pleased everybody, and was the best bit of A./A.
instruction that we had ever had. We realised that firing
at
them really was worth while, and from then on even cooks
kept a rifle handy on the chance of a shot.
(3) T H E H O S T I L E T A N K .
This must always be rather a tricky problem for the
Infantry. At present there seem to be three ways of dealing
with enemy Tanks:—
(a) By shooting at them with antitank and 25pdr.
guns.
(b) By laying minefields.
(c) By hiding the Infantry in the ground during daylight
hours.
In addition to antitank batteries, every Infantry Bat
talion has an antitank Platoon of its own. Before going into
battle ours was formed, trained and equipped with some
very nice little guns. Our first
practice shoot was carried out
in NoMan's Land, the target being a burntout Italian tank.
I would add that our guns were not fired
in practice from
their battle positions.
The actual firing
of the infantry gun is a pretty simple
business. The hard part seems to be in waiting and holding'
your fire
until the enemy tank is within effective range.
Anyone who has been in battle will realise how hard it
must be to judge that range, and what a strain is involved
in waiting. We learnt that a good plan was to put out a
line of rocks or some such mark at the limit of the effective
range, and say to the gunner: "Wait until the tank passes
those rocks". Ihe soldier of the last war had much to put
up with, but at least he was spared mines. Now a tank
minefield may be anything from 100 yards to a mile in
length, and 100 to 500 yards in depth. In it the mines are
lightly buried in some ordered pattern that ensures no clear
run through at any angle. In addition to antitank mines or
booby traps, the field
may include antipersonnel mines.
The whole field
may be enclosed only by a single strand
wire fence. There were many such minefields in front of, in,
and behind the Alamein position.
Now there are a variety of types of mine, but broadly
speaking they seemed to fall into two categories: (a)
dangerous, (b) very dangerous. In theory an antitank mine
is supposed to take a fair weight before exploding. In
practice this it not always so. The mines may have been laid
for some weeks and rust may have corroded the metal pins
which hold up the strikers; in many cases match sticks have
been used in place of these pins. Antipersonnel mines belong
definitely to the "very dangerous" category.
Altogether a minefield is not a place to choose for a walk
or a drive in a truck. If you must walk through one by day,
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go slowly and watch the ground very carefully — you can
usually spot the mines.
By night, some advise shuffling the feet along and
stopping short at any obstruction; others recommend going
along on hands and knees, while some just keep on walking
and hope — probably the best way. I would like to make
it quite clear though that antitank minefields are not
obstacles to infantry. They are to he skirted for choice, but
walked through by necessity. To truck and vehicle drivers
— especially to those new to the area — minefields are a
definite menace. In the dark the poor little fence is easily
knocked down — the driver may not know that he has
hit it. So It is very easy to deposit your truck among the
mines. Casualties in this way most inevitably occur, and we
did not remain unscathed. To tanks, especially to tanks in
large numbers, these minefields are a very definite menace,
and lanes must be cleared before tanks can operate.
Now the last suggested method of dealing with tanks
was to hide in the ground — in other words, to dig in.
Digging at home Is a very simple business. You just get
a pick or shovel and go to it.
It was not so in the Western Desert. There about 30
per cent, of the ground appeared to be soft sand, the remain
ing 70 per cent, being pure rock covered by a few inches of
dust and stones. Our first
job in the battle area was to take
up a defensive position on some ground which proved to be
about 90 per cent. rock. Hie answer, we learnt, lies in com
pressors — the pneumatic road drills that we used to see in
the streets. The Sappers work them, and bring them round
one to a lorry, the power unit being in the lorry. A hole is
bored in the rock, and a charge pushed in. After two, three,
or four such charges have been placed, you retire a discreet
number of paces and the charges are then blown. The result
is a rather messy hole in the ground — but a hole all the
same. By using your hands and a pick, you deepen the hole
to about four feet, and build it up inside until you have a
nice and neat little twomen weapon pit. There is no parapet,
and the spare dust and rocks are carted away. When com
pleted, it is quite inconspicuous and most efficient. Com
pressors are however counted singly, and not in dozens. If
you consider the number of twomen weapon pits required
to house a strong and healthy Battalion, together with all
its antitank guns, mortars, observation posts, headquarters,
essential trucks and all the other extras, you will realize
that it is something of a business. There was one great
advantage, however.
Once a weapon pit was fairly established, it was quite
useless for any potentate to come round and say: "I do not
like that post. It should be five yards away over there". When
we arrived in the area of that first
position — a bare and
somewhat dreary ridge surrounded by minefields — we were
told that we must be ready to be attacked in three days'
time. We were ready, but were not attacked. They were
beautiful posts, and we were very proud of them. Our suc
cessors were attacked, and the Boches had no success at all.
We liked to think "that the slave driving, sweat, and effort
at Alam Nayal had a share in this.
(4) ARTILLERY FIRE IN THE DESERT.
Our own gunning struck us as being magnificent. We
seemed to be very strong in 25pounders — it had not
always been so in the Eighth Army — and they appeared
to have unlimited ammunition. Attack was expected, and
our gunners seemed to be very much on their toes, and
eager for targets. The support given even to quite small
raiding parties was most impressive. I can well believe that
the preliminary bombardment to the final
battle at El
Alamein was equal in intensity to the Somme barrages of
1916, the R.A.F. taking the part of the old heavy howitzers.
The enemy seemed to be definitely weaker in guns than
ourselves, and not so well supplied in ammunition. The 88cm.
gun (opposite number to our 25pounders) is, however, a
very good gun.
It appeared to possess a strange variety of shells. It has
one, for instance, that seemed to bounce off the ground and
burst some 20 feet up in the air. Lying in a shallow scoop
in the ground, this was more unpleasant than it sounds.
The German mortar — remembered by those who served
in France in 1940 — is his chief artillery weapon — light
and easy to handle, it propels a very handsome shell some
6,000 yards. There seemed to be plenty of them, and these
bursts were certainly impressive. Fortunately the Boche
is still the methodical beast that he always was, and a fair
guess can be made as to their time and place of arrival.
It is not so funny though for those who live around those
places. With memories of the last war still all too dear, it
felt very strange to walk about in daylight in one's forward
positions. It seemed most unwise, and one felt terribly naked.

It was quite all right. No Man's Land seemed to be never
less than 1,000 yards or so wide — a 1,000 yards of bare
desert which gave little scope for a sniper.
Sometimes one got that "musical chairs" feeling — you
listened as you walked. Unlike the shells of the last war.
the shells of this one have a far greater splintering effect.
Modern fuses, coupled with the rocky ground, made shells
explode instantly on impact. In consequence a shell hole
is now only a scrape hi the ground, and the pieces fly
a
great deal further than they used to do. The best time of
the day for walking in a forward area was in the early
morning.
Then the sun was rising exactly behind you, and shining
into the faces of Hermann and Giuseppi. In the afternoon
the blowing dust usually made walking harmless but unpleas
ant. In the evening, however, more care had to be exercised,
for the sun would then be straight behind the enemy, and
with the clearing air would show us up in detail.
(5) E A T I N G A N D D R I N K I N G .
This covers life in general. The rations were excellent.
Fresh vegetables from Egypt were included, and we used to
get tomatoes, cucumber, etc., to help the bully down. The
thought of food is inseparable from the nightmare of flies.
The flies were unbelievable. We knew that long ago God sent
a plague of flies
to Egypt, but we had not realized that those
flies were still there — and now mobilised to war establish
ment. Eating by day often seemed to be hardly worth while,
so revolting and distressing did it become. Leave your plate
uncovered for an instant and it would have donned a living
black mantle of flies.
Flies fought with you for every mouth
ful. and pursued the remains into your mouth. You kept
your mug of tea underneath your cap. It was only after
dark that eating became pleasant and really possible. Then,
when the wind went down and the stars came out in their
thousands, the flies
dismissed for the day, and life became
easier and more bearable. Cooking was normally done on
a Company basis, hot food being issued during darkness.
Before going into the battle area we had bought all the gauze
and mutton cloth that we could, but more was always wanted.
We found that bleach powder from our antigas stores was
unpopular with flies,
hut for all our efforts the cookhouses
were like nightmares of an annual peacetime inspection.
At times we had to resort to section or individual cooking.
This is done on a Benghazi cooker. The Benghazi cooker is
simply a tin containing a mixture of sand and petrol. Holes
should be punched in the tin; it should be about two
thirds filled
with sand, and topped up with petrol. Put it in
a hole in the ground, or somewhere out of the wind, and
it is most effective. Water must always figure
largely in a
desert war. At El Alamein the supply was very reasonable,
but it had. of course, to come by lorry. The R.A.S.C. would
refill all cans brought to the water point. The wise Quarter
master, therefore, collected water cans, when sufficient had
been set aside for vehicles, cooks, and a Battalion reserve
there was enough for one waterbottle each for washing and
casual drinking. Of this we did not use a great deal in
washing. With care, and a sound plan, a very reasonable
shave and wash" can be made in half a mugful of water. It.
depends entirely on adherence to the proper sequence of
action. You begin by taking a small mouthful and washing
your teeth. Then you shave and wash, taking care not to spill
more than you must. After washing, you clean your razor in
the nearly solid residue of wet sand that remains in the mug.
Finally, you comb some of the dust out of your hair, knock
the early flies
off your nose, and you are then ready to face
the day. I must apologise for bringing into this article the
very domestic subject of latrines. Every soldier knows that
in the field
you dig these, but — as has been stated — most
of the desert was rock, and digging anything was seldom
possible. Take into account the climate and the vast army of
flies, and it will be obvious that the problem was not only
urgent, but vital. We learnt the answer from Colonial neigh
bours. To put it briefly it was tins with lids, or better still,
25pounder shell boxes which all possess lids. Your sanitary
staff then go round at least twice a day, each armed with a
tin of petrol and a box of matches. Now many of tnose
whose cars have had to be put away for the duration may
think that the Army was wasting petrol in shameful fashion
in its cooking and domestic arrangements. If any think so,
let them consider the circumstances; the most desolate and
inhospitable land in all the world, except the Polar regions;
no tree, no piece of wood of any kind anywhere at all; if
petrol were not used, fuel would have to be brought up;
the bulk of fuel is many times that of petrol; the petrol
was in Egypt, but the fuel wasn't. The N.A.A.F.I. functioned
by means of travelling vans, and by what were called Bulk
Issue Stores. The vans were most intrepid and might appear
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unexpectedly in any forward area. Unfortunately they usually
failed to report at Headquarters on arrival, with the result
that one company might receive two or three visits in a
short time and the others none.
Church Army vans were also doing excellent work. The
Bulk Issue Stores was a vast collection of tents 20 or 30
miles back. To this an Officer would be sent in a truck to
buy for the Battalion.
He would depart one day, armed with vast lists and
much money, and would, with luck, return the following
day with the goods.
Before we arrived we heard much about canned beer, and
the desert certainly seemed to have its fair share of empty
beer cans.
This beer was supposed to be issued twice a week, on
payment, by the R.A.S.C. We did not see much of it, and
the question of payment was a tiresome and involved one.
A free issue of beer twice a week would have saved much
worry, and possibly the taxpayer at home would, if he had
known, have been willing to stand the soldier in the desert
a couple of small cans of beer each week.
We arrived in Egypt wearing sun helmets — to find
that the old hands were wearing caps. The helmets made us
look like the new boys that we were, and so they seemed
to get lost at some speed.
Dark glasses were essential in summer, as the glare was
very fierce.
Steel helmets were not normally worn. They
were kept handy in case of need, and were worn when
definitely going into battle as opposed to line holding. The
usual dress for working in the forward area was shorts, boots
and socks. All men whether handsome or not, get sunburnt
in this war. They get very sunburnt indeed, and from a
short distance it was sometimes difficult to distinguish
between
Indian
troops and
wellknown inhabitants of
Beckenham and Bromley.
So much for life in general in a Battalion of The Queen's
Own at a time when the Nile Delta lay just behind them,
and Tunisia was only a name on the map. Bloody but un
bowed they will one day get "the good show" that they have
truly earned, and in the fullness of time the streets of
Bromley and Dartford will see them once more. Then they
will probably be sunburnt, certainly full of strange oaths,
and they will have tales to tell of foreign lands which —
had they but known it — lay all the time just beyond the
old Drill Hall doors.
E.S.K.
1*

INVICTA

CLUB

IN

NAZI

CAMP

Men of The Queen's Own Rcyal West Kent Regiment who
arc prisoners of war at Oflag III. C in Germany have formed an
Invicta Club. The news first reached the Regimental Depot lay
a prisoner cf war card, and this was followed by a Christ
mas greetings card.
THE WHITE HORSE.
Invicta, the rampant white horse badge of The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment, has been artistically drawn
in the centre of a sunburst, at the top of the letter.
Red,
white and blue have been cleverly used, the words "Invicta
Club" being in blue; "Oflag IIIC. P.O.W., Germany." in red,
and the background is white. There are also sprigs of holly
with berries.
Greetings are conveyed "to all members, past and pre
sent, and friends of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment" an'd 48 men of the Regiment have signed it. Here are
their names:—
C.S.M. J. Rawclifle, Sergt. S. Thompson. Sergt. J. G. Newn
ham. C.S.M. J. Glen. Sergt. F. Wentzell, Sergt. R. M. Pierce,
Lc.Sergt. R. Line. Sergt. T. Wilson. Capt. V. Hennam, Ccrpl.
A. B. Ree'd, Ccrpl. Eric S. L. Haizelden.
Sergt. W. Churchill, Corpl. T. E. Green, Sergt. H. F. John
son, Sergt. R. McCracken, Corpl. K. A. Wilkinson, C.S.M. G.
White, Lc.Sergt. F. Bailey, Lc.Sergt. G. E. Bavister. Sergt. F.
Tester. Ccl.Sergt. C. F. Smith, Corpl. R. G. Mitchell.
Sergt. E. Colley, Lc.Sergt. H. Kennett, Corpl. L. Foskett,
Sergt. F. G. Starkey, Corpl. E. J. Page, Corpl. E. A. Allbeury,
Corpl. H. G. Belfall, Ccrpl. J. L. Gournay, Corpl. L. Brown,
Sergt. J. R. Banks, C.S.M. L. Watkins, Lc.Sergt. H. R. Hanson,
C.S.M. F. Carlin.
Col.Sergt. Kenneth G. Prevette, Sergt. C. W. Allam, P.S.M.
W. Broad, Ass.S.Sergt. H. Griffiin, Art.Sergt. H. A. Whitford,
Corpl. R. Williams, Corpl. E. A. Foreman, C.S.M. C. Gaillard,
Corpl. E. A. Shrubb, Corpl. T. Cawley, Corpl. B. Wood. Sergt.
H. N. Birchell, Corpl. J. McGraith
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THE STORY OF NOAH'S ARK
By H.H.
There was a tavern in the town and they calle'd it "Noah's
Ark."
That is, if you can call El Daba in the Western Desert a
"town" and a canteen on the sunbaked sands a "tavern."
Yet "Noah's Ark" was known to our desert forces as "the
NAAFI pub." It. has a history and a sequel—and in the way
that pubs have it even held up a retreat.
When, during our retreat in 1942, tihe first
transports
on their way to Egypt halted at "Noah's Ark," they found
NAAFI serving hardboiled eggs. More and more lorries stopped
here, more and more men demanded hardboiled eggs.
The
only way to cope with the rush was to disconnect the canteen's
bath from its plumbing, erect it over a bonfire, and boil therein
hundreds of eggs at a time.
"Noah's Ark,'" already famed in North Africa, became more
celebrated still.
Despite Rommel's advance, the number of
lorries around "Noah's Ark" grew and grew. But the troops'
eggday was cut short
by the appearance of
General
Auchinleck, who ordered the lorries to disperse.
"Noah's Ark" had to shut its doors as Rommel "drew
closer, but not before it had served from its makeshift boiler
100,000 hardboiled eggs!
What happened to this famed tavern in the land of the
Pharaohs?
Everyone wanted to know, including the "Natal
Daily News," which wrote:—
"Since they swept forward from the GazalaTobruk area
the Germans have made detailed claims on captures, but
they have not claimed the capture of Noah's Ark.
Noah's
Ark—there was something to make a song about!
"It was the brightest of all NAAFI achievements.
Its
situation at El Daba on the coast road through the Western
Desert made this tavern the sort of place soldiers write home
about. Soldiers on their way to the front began to think
of Noah's Ark when they swung on to the coast road after
the long, dull drive from Cairo. Soldiers returning from the
front would bypass Mersa Matruh to make good time to
Noah's Ark. A wanning drink in the bitter desert winter,
cooling refreshment after a hot and dusty drive in the
summer.
"For weeks now (I am writing this in July) our troops
have fought in a narrow strip of desert within sight cf
Noah's Ark. If you look through binoculars you can imagine
you can see Noah's Ark. But even if this was true it would be
only the shell. The days before the Germans wafted in with
the odour of crude oil, the tempting bottles were removed
from the shelves. Appetising smells ceased to flow from the
kitchen at the back. For the first time in many months roast
chicken and green peas, which had been available at almost
any time of the day and night, ceased to figure
on the menu.
So the war came to El Daba.
"No doubt we will get the place back again. No doubt
there will be other taverns at other places on the soldiers'
toilsome read to victory. But this does not deaden the sense
of loss.
We think of 'he friendships renewed and made
within Noah's Ark's green walls, of the cheery atmosphere as
South Africans. British, men from the Dominions, Fighting
French and Poles got together on their way to and from the
front. We remember the genial manager, a good fellow who
could always produce something special for the desert
traveller, whatever the hour.
On the Pretoria Road Noah's
Ark wonl'd be a blessing; in the desert it was a godsend."
So wrote a warcorrespondent to his paper, little knowing
how soon Rommel would be swept back again. But Noah's
Ark was a casualty. The enemy had removed everything but
the concrete base on which the canteen stood. But Noah's
Ark was already too traditional to die. NAAFI began to re
build it, using a canvas canteen while the work went on.
And by the time this article appears, with the British
and Allied Forces well past El Daba and always advancing
westwards, the NAAFI pub will be serving hardboiled eggs
again and there will be no Rommel to introduce a discordant
"Time, Gentlemen, Please" into the cheery atmosphere of
Noah's Ark.
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NEWS FROM BATTALIONS
— BATTALION.
Quite a lot has happened in the last few months, but
as usual we have to warn our readers that if little reference
is made to military activities it is not because they did not
take place, but because of obvious reasons, they cannot be
described. It may be sufficient to say that practically every
body in the Battalion is now on a cadre course of some sort
or another, and soon everyone will be a trained specialist.
An entertainment event of note has been a pianoforte
recital by Lieut. S. M. Vallier. Lieut. Vallier gave a previous
"recital in a comparatively small hall which was so success
ful that on the second occasion the town hall was taken and
filled to capacity. Among the works he played was his own
Sonata, inspired by the London "blitz"; Lieut. A. A. Merry,
an old favourite, also sang several songs at the same recital.
Over £90 was taken for the Merchant Navy Fund and The
Queen's Own Prisoners of War Fund.
Other events in the entertainment line have been a
"talentspotting" concert. Pte. Rosenburg, our tailor, brought the
house down, as usual, with one of his sketches, and won the
competition. Another event which might be included under
the heading of entertainment was a weapontraining fair.
Various stands were established at which one could try one's
luck on the 30yards' range, or at firing
with a .22 pistol, or
identifying aircraft and tanks.
It seeme'd a very popular
way of getting both instruction and amusement at the same
time.
Dances have, of course, been well attended throughout
the period, but apart from one organised by "A" Coy. they
were all run by outside people. The "A" Coy. dance was also
notable for being the first
performance in public of the re
formed Battalion dance band. Many hours of arduous re
hearsals have resulted in an excellent little band, comprising
Sergt. Burton (violin). Sergt, Murphy (accoi'deon), Corpl.
Stevens (trumpet), LcjCorpl. Jones (piano), Pte. Gatliff
(trumpet), and Pte. Major (drums). A further development
has been a number of socials given by various Platoons of

Headquarter Company—the Carriers, Mortars and Antitank
Platoons, in particular.
Other activities include a model aircraft club which has
been started, and model Spitfires and Lancasters are now
everywhere. "D" Coy. gave a "'Brains Trust" session, and the
R.A.P. beat the Pioneers in a "Quizz" competition.
And now we come to a few details of Battalion sports
events. Most recent in your correspondent's memory was a
10mile road walk for all members of the Unit. The best time
so far has been that of Sergt. Rogers, who covered the distance
in 1 hour 32} minutes, and there have been several close
runnersup. A Battalion team will be chosen from among
those getting the best times to compete in a Brigade, and
eventually, we hope in a Divisional roadwalk competition.
Football has produced a number of interUnit games, in
which wc beat a R.A.S.C. Coy. 8—3, and a R.E. Coy. 6—2.
but were defeated by a Battalion of The Black Watch 7—2.
The interPlatoon football competition has also neared its
climax, with the Mortars already in the finals
and waiting
to play the winners of a semifinal game between the A .A.
Platoon and the Stretcherbearers. A number of games of
hockey have also been played, of which the most important,
have been the defeat of a Battalion of the Royal Tank Regi
ment by 5—0 and our revenge on the Girls' School, i
Finally, we have to congratulate a number of officers on
their promotions. First of all, Captains Waring and Dann,
who both obtain Field rank; and then Lieut. RoyalDawson,
who becomes a Captain and Adjutant in succession to Capt.
Weller, who has been transferred to higher spheres; Lieut,
and Quartermaster R. C. Mines becomes Captain and Quarter
master, which suggests a length of service we hardly dare to
contemplate; and Lieut. J. H. Brock becomes a Captain and
moves to "A" Coy.
We have also to welcome several new officers to the Bat
talion. These include Lieut. Paterson, who goes to "D" Coy.;
2/Lieut. Keyes to "C" Coy., and 2/Lieut. Farrell to "B" Coy.
We should also like .to congratulate Col.Sergt. Chatterton
oil his promotion to C.S.M. of "A" Coy., in place of C.S.M.
Byrne, who has left us; and also to O.R.Q.M.S. Waterman.
Sergt. Dumbrell an'd pite. Turner (1 Platoon) for obtaining
their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals.

A REGIMENTAL GROUP from Prisonerofwar Camp Stalag XXA (5), Germany, received from C.S.M. J. Rawcliffe.
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BOXING
— I.T.C. v. SCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING.
BY PRIVATE C. P. NASH.

A programme of boxing between the — I.T.C. and the
School of Military Engineering was held on Thursday, January
14th, 1943, at the Garrison Gymnasium, Chatham, in aid
cf T.T. Wing, &.M35. Welfare Fund.
When the Band had put away their instruments Sergt.
Tucker (I.T.C.) and Spr. Wargan, Bantamweights, climbed
into the ring to open the programme. The constrasting
swinging style of Wargan and the upright stance of Tucker
was very apparent. A very awkward fighter,
Wargan landed
some heavy swing6, until Tucker found the quickest route
— the straight left — and scored freely to the head. The
second round vyas a repetition of the first,
and Tucker's
straight hitting had the effect of slowing his opponent.
Wargan was strong, however, and continued dangerous with
his curious swinging style. Both came up fresh for the
last round, and they exchanged many heavy blows. Tucker
landing cleanly to the head, and Wargan finding
the target
sometimes at the back of Tucker's neck. Towards the end
of the round Tucker connected with a very fine right hook
which shook his man, and he was adjudged the winner
on points at the end.
Featherweights.—L.Cpl. Hill (I.T.C.) and Spr. Philpot
started off at a fast pace, Hill attacking and making use
of his clever left hand. Both were full of fight,
and they
exchanged blows to the head and body with a will. The
end of the round found them fighting
hard in the middle
of the ring. Philpot soon got to close quarters when they
started the second round, and landed' heavily to the body :
with shortarm blows. Hill tried to keep the fight at long
range, where he used his straight left and quick right
hook to advantage, but Philpot was a fighter,
and did his
best to keep at close quarters. In the middle of the round
Philpot shook Hill with a right to the jaw, and they went
to their corners all square. The third was mostly infighting,
and Hill kept the Inside position, scoring very fast with
.telling blows. Philpot was a good mixer, however, and they
punched away, toe to toe, to nearly the end of the round.
They were both spent at the end, and Philpot received the
verdict on points. A very fine contest with little in it. _____
Pte. Fisher (I.T.C.) and Spr. Newton were both out of
range with their leads when they started, and little was
done except sparring until nearly at the end of the round,
when Fisher scored with a few left leads. Newton attacked
from the gong in the second, and was met by Fisher with a
very useful straight left. Fisher's judgment. and timing were
better, and at the end of the round was well ahead. Newton
tried his right in the third, but did nothing cleanly with it,
and Fisher danced his way along with his stylish left hand
and was given the verdict at the end.
Middleweight.— Cpl. Esposito (I.T.C.) beat Spr. Worrall
on points. After a little sparring by both men, Esposito
landed his left to the head several times, and the countering
efforts by Worrall were out of range. Esposito, longer in the
reach and more upright in his stance, contented himself
with boxing his man, and easily won the first round. Worrall
seemed slow in the second round, owing to Esposito's quick
ness in landing, to the face and chin, and Worrall was sadly
out of distance with his rights in his attempts to connect.
There was no need for Esposito to alter his plan, and he
continued to set the pace with his left hand. Worrall realised
that Esposito had a right hand nearly as dexterous' as his
left when he landed two fine right hooks towards the end,
and he must have felt relieved when the end came. Esposito
won well on points, and was1 not distressed for another contest
.booked up for the following night.
Cpl. Lewis (I.T.C.) went all out for an early win against
Spr. Foster, and landed heavily with left and right just
as they had shaped up. I think it was a left hook which
finished the contest, but I had just looked up from my
notes of the previous contest, when the end came, and
Foster was knocked out. Lewis is very strong at his weight,
and is in good form now.
Pte. Desborough (I.T.C.) had the longer reach against
Spr. Smith, and scored lefts to the head at the beginning
of the first round. Smith tried some heavy left hooks and
right swings, but was well out of reach, and he was
countered effectively by Desborough. Smith took up the

attack in the second round and scored with both hands.
Near the end of'the round a rather hard right by Desborough
which landed a trifle high, shook Smith, and he went to
his corner rather the worse for wear. He came out for the
last round very strong, however, and mixed it with Des
borough. "Several hard blows were given and received by
both, and Smith at the end received the decision.
Lightweight.—Pte. Harper (I.T.C.) missed with several
swings against Spr. Woodman, and left himself open for
counters. It took Woodman very little time to sum up his
opponent, and he landed cleanly with a right hook' to the
Jaw when Harper, tried again with a swing and missed, and
he knocked out Harper in the first round.
Pte. Trotman (I.T.C.) knocked out Spr. Buxey in the
second round. In the first round it seemed that Buxey was
in for an easy passage, for he scored with ease with both
hands, and Trotman had no defence to offset Buxey's blows.
Trotman was decidedly receivergeneral for the whole of
the round. In the . second round Trotman determinedly
carried the fight to his opponent and landed several telling
blows with left and right. Buxey went down from a blow
to th'e heart towards the middle of the round, and he was
counted out.
" ' Pte. Gough (I.T.C.) beat Spr. Sadler in the second round,
the referee stopping the contest to save Sadler from further
punishment. Gough attacked furiously in the first round and
landed heavily with both hands. Sadler, a southpaw, tried
his luck with his right, but was sidestepped and countered
by Gough. Realising that he had the measure of his opponent,
Gough attacked in the second round and kept up a sequence
of left and right hooks. He beat his man to the punch oh
several occasions, and the referee surprised everybody by
stopping the bout on the grounds that Sadler was outclassed.
The Band played popular selections in the ten minutes
interval, and kept everybody in good spirits.
Welterweight.—Pte. McCarthy (I.T.C.) was beaten on
points by Spr. Burke, a highlystrung coloured man. Burke,
with the longer reach, took up the attack; with some left
leads and an overhead right, and McCarthy tried to get to
close quarters. Much sparring was done towards the end of
the round, and few blows were landed after the opening
attack. Burke kept the fight
at long range, and tried and
missed with his right several, times in the second round.
McCarthy seemed unwilling to mix it with Burke, and they
sparred round and round till the gong. In the third round
Burke scored a few times with his left and. threatened with
his right, but nothing much was done by eltlier man.
McCarthy did little except spar for an opening, which never
came along. In my tweptyfive years of watching and report
ing boxing matches I have never seen a man, as Burke, who
did not take advantage of. the minute's rest between rounds.
Burke in his excitable nervousness kept prancing about the
ring, and when McCarthy's shoe came off during exchanges,
he gyrated and danced round the ropes. 'An extraordinary
character who should adopt the ringname of Felix Burke.
Pte.. Dawes (I.T.C.) was hit with everything except the
ringposts by Spr. Phillips in a furious firstround
attack,
and in the middle of the round Phillips connected with a
heavy right to the stomach, and Dawes was counted out.
Phillips was really too good, and outclassed his opponent.
Pte. Medhurst (I.T.C.) was a. little short in the reach
against Spr. Theobald, and Theobald scored with several
right 'hooks to the jaw. Medhurst tried to get to close
quarters, but was kept at bay by long lefts. In the second
round they stood toe to toe for most of the ifound, and
much punishment was given and received by both men..
When they broke away towards the end of the round they
were nearly exhausted, and the gOng was a relief to the
combatants. Intent on a knockout in the third round, both
traded punches, but the pace and hard hitting of the previous
round told on them, and they could hardly raise a punch
in the closing seconds. A really good fight, in which Theobald
received the verdict on points.
Lightheavyweight.—With nearly the first .punch of the
fight — and it was a. fight — between Cpl. Bolton (I.T.C.) and
Spr. Smiley, Bolton's eye was cut, and it bled profusely
thrbughout.
The first round was just a galaxy cf terrific
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punching. Smiley scoring with left and right hooks to the
face, and Bolton holding his own with accurate right cross
counters. They were standing toe to toe at the gong, and
on going to his corner Bolton's eye looked frightening.
Bolton went in determinedly on resuming for the second
round, and attacked with lefts and rights to the jaw. Smiley
played on Bolton's injured eye and tried his utmost to
finish the bout. He did not know Bolton as we did. how
ever, and the more punishment he received the fiercer were
his counter attacks. The referee examined the damaged eye
at the interval and it seemed certain that he would termin
ate the bout, for the eye was now swollen, but Bolton was
so full of fight
that the referee allowed him to go on. The
third round was a replica of the previous two, Smiley fiercely
attacking, and Bolton always dangerous with his quick right
crosscounter. They roused the onlookers with their action,
for they were exchanging heavy blows at close quarters when
the final
gong came, and Smiley received the verdict on
points. But for a display of pluck, give me Bolton.
C a t c h  w e i g h t s . —Sergt. Wheeler (I.T.C.) lost oil points to
Spr. Sadler. Coming as it did after the Bolton v. Smiley
fight,
this contest was colourless. Sadler attacked, but could
not land on any vulnerable point owing to Wheeler cover
ing up during most of the contest. When Wheeler did occa
sionally uncover himself, he was so slow and unfit that the
few blows he did land seemed too much for him, and he
retreated behind his arms and gloves again. Sadler did his
best to make a fight
of it. but just exhausted himself in
his wholehearted efforts to get through Wheeler's cover.
W e l t e r  w e i g h t . —Pte. McGurk (I.T.C.) beat Spr. Woolgar
on points in the final
contest of the evening. McGurk opened
with some hard lefts to the head, and Woolgar scored with
his right. Towards the middle of the round McGurk landed
with a heavy right to the jaw which staggered Woolgar. and
he used the ring to advantage. Most of the second round
was spent in sparring for openings, and the only blows of
account were scored by McGurk — a hard left and right.
Not much was done in the third round except a few punches
by McGurk and he received the verdict. I'm afraid that the
fight of the night, Bolton v. Smiley, was still in the minds
of the onlookers, for the last two contests were poorly
received.
A good night's sport, with the home team coming out
on top in the second half of the programme and winning the
tournament by 23 points to 22.
I would like to thank the officials for their courtesy in
allowing me to report the contests in the comfortable position
they made for me.

In the first
round of the Divisional InterUnit Boxing
knockout competition, held in the Barracks Gymnasium on
the 26th February, the I.T.C. team beat the 53rd R.A.S.C.
by 24 points to 20 points. Results.
B a n t a m  w e i g h t . — Dvr.
Tucker (I.T.C.) on points.

Huxley

(R.A.S.C.)

F e a t h e r . — L.Cpl. Hill
(I.T.C.)
beat
Cpl.
(R.A.S.C.), the referee stopping the contest.
Dvr.
points.

Maunders

(R.A.S.C.)

beat

Pte. Fisher

beat

Sergt.

FitzGerald
(I.T.C.)

on

L i g h t . —Cpl. Davey (I.T.C.) beat Dvr. Offord (R.A.S.C.), the
referee stopping the fight
to save Offord further punishment.
Pte. Trotman (I.T.C.) beat Dvr. Yates (R.A.S.C.) on
points.
Pte. Higgotty (I.T.C.) beat Dvr. Dando (R.A.S.C.) on
points.
W e l t e r . —Dvr. Roscoe (R.A.S.C.) knocked out Pte. Harris
(I.T.C.).
Dvr. Morris (R.A.S.C.) knocked out Pte. Farthing (I.T.C.)
Dvr. Creagh (R.A.S.C.) beat Pte. Aldridge (I.T.C.), the
fight
being stopped.
M i d d l e . —Cpl. Esposito (I.T.C.) beat Dvr. Scott (R.A.S.C.)
on points.
Cpl. Lewis (I.T.C.) knocked out Cpl. Jones (R.A.S.C.) in
the first
round.
L.Cpl. Kent (I.T.C.) beat Dvr. Dickens (R.A.S.C.) on
points.
L i g h t  H e a v y . —Cpl. Houghton (R.A.S.C.) beat Sergt. Boulton
(I.T.C.) on points.
H e a v y . —Pte. Manser (I.T.C.) received
opponent failing to put in an appearance.
W e l t e r . —Dmr. Lucas (I.T.C.)
(R.A.S.C.) in the first
round.

a

walkover,

his

knocked out Sergt. Taylor

LLOYDS BANK
LIMITED

6 PALL MALL, S.W. 1
This Branch of Lloyds Bank, in which is
incorporated the business of Messrs. COX & CO.,
Army and Royal Air Force Agents, is specially
adapted to meet the banking requirements of Officers
and Cadets.
RETIRED PAY AND PENSIONS
All classes of Retired Pay and Pensions collected and credited
to customers accounts.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN AT THIS OFFICE
which deal particularly with the following classes of business:—

Colonial and Foreign
Insurance: Life, Fire, Accident, &c.
Preparation of returns and recovery of Income Tax
Executor and Trustee

Offices at or near all Army and Air
Force Centres and throughout England
and Wales
Head Office :
71 LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 3
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SOME SHOOTING REMINISCENCES
BY CAPTAIN C. L. NORMAN.
It can be easily guessed that when I receive'd the invita
tion from a friend in the Indian Education Department to join
him at a Christmas tour of inspection in the jungle villages
of the Central Provinces of India I was delighted. He told me
to bring a gun and rifle as we might get some shooting.
On arrival at our camp we found the tents pitched and all
in order. That evening the villagers treated us to a show.
There was a big fire in the small clearing in front of the tents,
and they all came and sat on the far si'de of it. Then began
the dancing and singing, while we were garlanded with ropes
of flowers.
Under the dark velvet night sky, with the ruddy
firelight
illuminating the circle we made, the scene was un

A TEMPLE, CENTRAL PROVINCE, INDIA.
forgettable. At last it ended and we turned in. Sometime
later I was awakened by a thu'd on the roof of my tent, fol
lowed by a slithering sound. This continued for some time.
In the morning I discovered that a party of monkeys had used
my tent as a sort of toboggan run.
Next day was spent in inspection, but on the following it
was arranged that we should have a shoot. The head shikari
of the village had collected beaters, and off we se.t through
the jungle to our 'stations.
As there were no tigers or
panthers in this area we di'd not have machhans—platforms
in trees—but took up likely places on the ground where there
was a field
of fire
while the beaters drove towards us.
In
such a drive all sorts of game appear, from the jungle fowl
to pig, from the delicate chikara to the massive saznbhur.
The jungle folk who act as beaters are most amusing and
primitive.
They are ghouds of Davidian stock, the original
inhabitants cf the country who have been driven into the
jungles of India by repeated waves of conquerors.
Small,
ugly, very 'dark, devil worshippers, and dressed in anything
or next to nothing, they are wonderful trackers and hunters.
They live in clearings in the jungle with a small patch of
cultivation handy, very near to Nature. Each village is situated
near one of those stretches of water called in this part cf the
world "tanks." There was one of these tanks near our camp
with a perfect gem of a little Indoo temple on its bank shaded
by a peepal tree. During the cold weather these tanks are
the home of quantities of duck which afford great sport, and
very good eating. The peepal tree harbours the green pigeon
—just the dish for breakfast, but how hard to shoot. As you
come up one si'de of the tree and get somebody to make a
noise on the other, he always flies out the wrong way.
After a few delightful days without, however, shooting
much we returned to cantonments.
My next shoot was while on the way to a musketry
course at Pachmarhi. At the bottom of the hills on which
Pachmarlii lies is the village of Singanama with an excellent
dak, or rest bungalow. After sleeping the night there we ha'd
a hard day in the jungle without much success, although the
district is well known for its game. Next morning, before it
was really light, I was called by my servant, who said that
the shikari had come in with news of bear—the sloth bear—

in the vicinity.
Quickly dressing I had some breakfast and
started off in the early morning light. The jungle is beauti
ful in the cool of the morning before the sun gains its power,
and the trek through it was most enjoyable.
I had a 500
express rifle with me. Suddenly we came to the edge of a
clearing, and there, un'der a tree, was a whole family of bears.
I was so excited that I could hardly hold the rifle straight,
but fixed
on my victim and fired.
The whole lot scampered
away into the bush, and I, regardless of everything, rushed
ia pursuit.
Running along a narrow path and rounding a
corner, I came face to face with "baaloo." He came towards
me 011 all fours, wagging his head from side to side, and when
he was about five yards off, I fired.
Luckily the shot bowled
him over dead, and the skin in now in my drawingroom. If
I had then misse'd, the worst would have occurred.
How
ever, at the moment of excitement, one does not think of.
such things; the shikari scolded me gently afterwards. The
next trip was to the Manera jungle in the Central Provinces,
with a friend from the Battalion. Our kit left the station on
bullock carts, and we rode off later. On arrival at the camp
ing ground we found everything piled under a large tree, but
eventually or'der was produced from chaos, and we set up a
nice little camp. We spent our days in either of two pro
grammes.
Either we had a wholeday shoot with several
beats and returned back dead tired, or we went out at dawn
to bag jungle fowl or green pigeon, returned for breakfast,
then had a short any, and after tea in camp, tried our luck
again. Three shoots especially stick in my mind. We found
one beat 'devoid of game and then, as I was walking away,
I saw what looked rather like a fox. He was really the first
of a pack of red dog, one of the fiercest
animals of the jungle.
These red dog will clear even tiger from a jungle and denude
it of all game. The pack passed, but one whose mask is on
the wall of my front hall, rushe'd up to me.
I was lucky
enough to shoot him. On another day we heard that a fine
sambhur, a large deer, had been spotted. On the beat I was
the fortunate one, and he came out to my left about 30 yar'ds
off. I fired
and thought I had missed him as he went on
crashing through the trees. Then there was the sound cf a
heavy fall, and on running up I found him lying dead. His
head now adorns my staircase. The beaters, an'd in fact all
the village, were delighted, as such a kill means meat. That
evening everybody came to the camp, and the men sat round
in a circle with the women and children hovering on the out
side. The head man carved up the animal, and each native
ha'd a piece on a large leaf. Then they feasted. How long the
festival lasted I cannot say, as they were still at it when I
went to sleep in my tent. The third event cf the shoot I
remember well was as follows: An old shikari brought in news
of a panther kill near a village. We went .there and saw
where he had been.
Then the huntsman followed his tracks
until they were lost in a deep nullah. We were posted on

THE SAMBHUR.
one side and the beaters advanced from the ether. It was an
exciting experience especially as we were on the ground and
not up trees. I had a small rifle and a 12bore with a lethal
bullet. Sud'denly the jungle echoed with a loud report from
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divide the cultivated fields,
it requires endurance and skill
If a mistake is made or the buck winds the hunter, they
are off like a shot into the next field.
This form of shooting
takes place in the open plains where the banks of the culti
vated fields
give practically the only available cover, .t is
gcod sport, though.
Thus the ordinary mortal in India used to be able to get
good fun and sport for the expenditure of much energy, but
luckily only a little money. Nowadays how much more plea
sure could .one get armed with a cinecamera.
N.B.—In the December edition article, "The Fakir and the
Hornets." for Verbudda river read Nerbudda river.

my left. I had heard the beaters in front, coming our way
just before. After waiting a moment I hurried to where
my friend was stationed, and there found a furiously angry
man standing up. rifle in hand. "What happened?" I asked.
"Why, he passed so near that I smelt the singeing fur after I
had shot," lie replied.
However, he had missed, an'd that
was the end of it, only afterwards we pondered on what would
have happened if he had only wounded the brute. It was a
big one, too.
The mcst strenuous form of shooting is, in my opinion,
that of black buck.
As it is done during the height of the
clay by creeping along behind the "bun'ds," or banks .that
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THE Q.M.G .'s DEPARTMENT
Some impressive figures
have recently been given showing
the stupendous tasks and responsibilities of the Quarter
MasterGeneral's Department in a worldwide war of the present
dimensions.
The details cover the first
three years of the
conflict.
By the end of this period the Q.M.G.'s Department of the
War Office was spending money at the rate of £3,000,000 a day,
under minor heads. The most important of these was the pro
vision. storage, and distribution of every sort of commodity
(except medical stores) required for .the Army to live and move
and fight.
Among these commodities were arms and ammuni
tion, vehicles of all kinds, armoured and unarmoured, cloth
ing. equipment, food for men and animals, all kinds of fuel
for vehicles, stores, hutting, tents, furniture and engineering
and transportation stores. Altogether about threequarters of
a million different varieties of articles, many of them in quan
tities also numbered in millions, had to be supplied.
For
these demands have to be made on many Ministries (Supply,
Foo'd, Mines, etc.), and once the articles have been received,
they have to be stored, distributed, and maintained In service
able condition. This, too, is the responsibility of the Q.M.G.'s
Department.
The housing of all personnel and animals in barracks,
camps requisitioned, buil'dlngs, huts, billets, or tents, is the
duty of one of the Q.M.G.'s Directorates, that of Quartering.
Another Director of Movements, the head of the branch
known as "Movement Control," undertakes the task of
moving all troops and everything that the troops require,
whether by land, sea or air.
Then there is the business of feeding the Army at home,
at sea and abroad, and not only its men but all its animals
and vehicles, which is the responsibility of the Director of
Supply. These are the principal activities of the Depart
ment, but the list is by no means exhausted. The Director of
Transportation constructs and controls all military railways
and docks at home and abroa'd; the Director of Remounts and
Veterinary Services purchases and gives medical tieatment to
all the many animals—horses, mules, donkeys, cattle, camels,
dogs and birds—used by the Army—and despite the increase
of mechanisation it uses far more now then it did when war
broke out.
The control of military labour, the collection of
salvage, the organisation of the N.A.A.F.I., the provision of train
ing and recreational films—all
these come under the Q.M.G.'s
auspices. In order that all this large and multifarious spend
ing should not lead to waste or extravagance, a Director of
Economy has recently been appointed, with wide powers of
supervision and investigation into all transactions.
For all these purposes the personnel under the control of
the Department at the beginning of the war numbered only
6,000. In the next three years it had to be expanded by about
3,000 per cent., ihe new recruitment being almost entirely from
the professional and business world. In most of the large
stores and depots nowadays barely 1 per cent, of the personnel
belong to the Regular Army, all the rest consisting of tem
porary wartime recruitment.
The great test came after Dunkirk, when the B.E.F. in
France lost all its uptodate weapons and equipment and
vehicles, an'd every kind of available war material, much of it
fit only for a museum, had to be pressed into service to rearm
It, together with the new formations then in training, and the
newly raised Home Guard, so as to enable us to resist the ex
pected hostile invasion. Fortunately, this failed to materialise.

and production was already getting into its stride, though not
yet very rapidly. It is now reaching its peak, aind so great is
the flow reaching the Army that there has now arisen another
problem—that of storage accommodation. Whereas in 1939 all
It had was 6,000,000 square leet of covered accommodation, and
none at all outside, at the end of 1942 it had 22,000,000 square
feet under cover and many hundreds of square miles outside.
Figures showing increase in issues during these three years
are eloquent. Over 50,000 tons of ammunition per week are now
being produced in this country alone. In the period August
1941August 1942 the Army was issued with 8} million blankets,
3} million ground sheets, 3} million steel helmets, 20 million
pairs of socks, 8 million pairs of boots, an'd 4 million shirts.
During the period of Russia's greatest need in the autumn of
1941, enough greatcoat cloth was sent to her to stretch in a
carpet from the Black Sea to the White Sea. There are over
500,000 wheeled vehicles of 2CO different types now on charge
to the Army. Before the war there was only one Army Cookery
School, now there are over 100, and nearly 150,000 soldiers and
AT.S. women have passed through them. In the Army todate
there are 132 ration scales of different types to suit the various
sorts of personnel using them and the various climatic condi
tions under which they have to serve.
The work of the "Movement Control" staff has included
the despatch of the 169.000 men and 25.000 vehicles of the
B.E.F. to France in five weeks without a single casualty; the
movement of its evacuated personnel, new grown to 350,000,
from the southeastern ports at which they had been landed
after Dunkirk to many camps and billeting areas all over the
country, requiring the use cf 570 special trains in eight days;
the despatch of ljj million tons of stores Overseas during 1941;
and the sending to the Mi'ddle East of some 600 railway engines,
10,000 wagons and 1,5C0 miles of track material.
The accommodation of troops in this country has always
been a large problem, and the arrival of United States Forces in
increasing numbers has added to it. In solving it close touch
and constant cooperation has been kept with the Civil authori
ties, many of whom were at the same time handling evacuation
schemes of their own.
Tho expansion of the N.A.A.F.I. has been great.
In 1939
there were 875 institutes, in 1942 there were over 7,000.
In
1939 their staffs numbered 6,000, and this figure has now grown
to well over 70,000.
So much for the spending side of the Q.M.G.'s Department.
The work of the newlyappointed Directorate of Eccnomy has
been equally widespread and energetic. Its aim has been to
secure a reduction in the Army's requirements without any
sacrifice of efficiency. This has meant the eradication cf the
time honoured military habit of holding stores and reserves in
excess of requirements and of discarding items of clothing and
equipment before they become completely unserviceable; the
excision of unessentlals. the better use and preservation of sup
plies by more expert cooking, and greater vigilence in the
collection and disposal of kitchen waste and keypro'ducts.
The average.monthly saving under this in the summer of 1942
totalled nearly £100.000, and the annual sum for that year
came to £1} million.
These figures,
some of them almost astronomical, may
serve to give slight idea of the vast an'd variegated nature of
the duties and responsibilities of the Q.M.G. and his Depart
ment, in the fulfilment of which not only tire success and
safety, but the very life, of the Army so largely depend.
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"Look! You can't beat that for a shine—I can
see my face in it. Doesn't a rub of vCherry
Blossom' make a difference."
"Rather-wonderful improvement. You stick
to it chum."

THE WAY TO A
SUPER SHINE
Apply with a brush, then rub with a
damp cloth and finish with a dry cloth.

CHERRY BLOSSOM BOOT POLISH
IN BLACK, BROWN and TONETTE
GUISWICK PRODUCTS LTD., LONDON, W.4
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Why WRIGLEY'S Chewing Gum
is the greatest friend of
those in the services
The benefits and pleasure derived from Wrigley'i
Chewing Gum have made it a favourite of men and
women in uniform wherever they may be nerving.
Whether in the air (it is an official Air Force issue),
at sea or on the land,Wrigley's helps to relieve tension
and gives a sense of ease and relaxation.
Wherever smoking is forbidden it helps to overcome
that craving for a smoke. A boon when meals are
irregular, Wrigley'a tides
you over the emergency.
It excels as a
quencher.
Two flavours
Phillips' Dental Magnesia is sold by all
N.A.A.F.I. canteens. Same size, same quality
as you got at home.
Keeps teeth white,
the breath sweet and the mouth fresh and
clean.
Get a tube today.

thirst
— P.K.

(peppermint)

and

SPEARMINT (garden
mint).

Always carry a

supply with you — it csrn
he your greatest friend.
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BILL

BROWN, CORPORAL TWEEN IE . . . AND

ME

THE OLD AND BOLD IN THE HOME GUARD.

Seems a long time since we met. doesn't it? — pity the
"Old Buster" is only a quarterly now. But there it is — must
save enough paper for the issue of Army Forms A.O. to
Z.10,000. Else how could the Army — or the Home Guard,
for that matter — continue to function?
Well, winter is blossoming out into Spring, as Bill Brown
puts it, and are the chaps glad? You're telling me. Getting
a bit fed up with the Drill Hall. I might mention, 'specially
as it always seems to be a howling gale when we're due to
put in an appearance.
And have there been some changes in these three long
months? I mustn't say much, of course, but all those fellows
that the Doc. has passed and who aren't in Category 2, don't
come near H.Q. now —' they're on duty with stuff with a
lot bigger bore than a shot gun — and our job is to protect
'em.
Still, the jolly old training nights still provide us with
plenty of fun, not (in the words of Tufty Atkinson) always
unmixed with exasperation. He will have his little joke. The
latest is that until recently Home Guards were "badgered
about" in an amateur sort of way, but now it's done "pro
fessionally".
"If I was an officer or an N.C.O. when I got an order I
shouldn't carry it out at once; I should wait a bit, 'cos it's
sure to be blinking well cancelled; then you know it's all
right to get on with it." That's how he sees it.
I told you that being in his younger days a bowler, that
the "Grand Old Man of Cricket" had some sort of respect for,
he fell naturally into the role of bomber. Now that the blokes
are on the "bigger calibres", old Tufty is Number Two of a
Heavy M.G. team — and he likes it, too! Last man I should
have thought would take to it. Mac's on it as well, and when
Mac takes anything up, he takes it up. So we've no qualms
about our M.G. being wellhandled, if it should ever be
needed.
And if ever it falls to our lot to get army units quickly
and with certainty — and under the best possible cover — to
positions in our area, I'd take a bet that we shan't fail. " 'Cos
why?" you ask. And I reply " 'Cos Old Tweenie's in charge
of the chaps who'll do the job. if we should get it sprung
on us".
This guide business got me and Peggory at loggerheads.
Of course his word goes, he being senior; so young Bill Bale's
the other guide from our Platoon. "Good heavens, man; what
the devil's wrong with Ring?" I asked him. Ring's as tough
as you make 'em, with years of C.I.D. work in the county
behind him and two years of War Reserve Police duty here.
"No, we want a youngster on it. Besides, there's not a
damn thing escapes young Bale's notice."
"Maybe, but don't forget if the job ever has to be done
there'll be hell's own straffing — so give me the old stager."
"D'you mean to say Bale hasn't got guts, then?"
"No, but the bloke who's heard enough shells to know
a bit about where they're likely to land has got the pull over
the one that hasn't."
"That's like you; argue all night if you can't get your
own way. Persistent as a blasted Bosche, you are. Anyway. Bale
it is, and I've told him so. So that's that."
"All right then. Have it your own way. But you ask each
of 'em to take a party to, say KindleWood Corner, and see
who gets 'em there first — and unspotted."
Well, that's where it ended for the time being. But I
guess we shall pop up again.
By the way, we've a new P.S.I, now. Shall I tell you why?
You'll laugh. The old one can't sit down — and even a P.S.I,
has to sit down sometimes, though he usually takes his
"food" standing up.
It happened this way, old Strange (not really old, you
know) was taking a party firing our old friend the E.Y. with
"live" and as usual there was a "blind". All cockylike, he
shows 'em how to deal with it and set it oil. When he'd
lighted the fuse, he walks away calm and steady, like he'd
always told us — "Don't rush it; take your time; get in a
hurry and you trip over a stone and 'a' over 'h' you go. and
then you'll get a nasty jar. see. So steady does it."
Yeah! steady did it all right. I guess that fuse wanted
one back on old Strange and "rushed it." Well, he knew'what
hit 'im, all right — and where. A fortnight on your stomach
in a hospital puts you all out of practice at the "beverage"
plan.
But he's about again now, just as cocky as before!

I don't think, somehow, that the new bloke (he's a
Guardsman, by the way, so we have to put on our best barrack
square manner) is likely to fall into the error of swanking
like a peacock before us old sweats . . . any of us, Private,
N.C.O., or Officer, receives a "sir" from him if we're wearing
an M.C. or a D.S.O. ribbon. And anyway he knows his stuff,
and what's more, gives us the credit of possibly knowing as
much as he does in our own particular specialist spheres.
He's nearly human, in fact.
Ever had a "round" game called definitions? We had one
the other night. Major Potter — (you know, the one we like
so much) getting one of his sudden brilliant (?) ideas, stops
our Platoon parade, and says:
"Gather round me, you men."
We gather.
"Now, a few definitions. Corporal Brown, what is dis
integration?"
Cpl. Brown: "When a Spitfire pilot presses the button with
a Jerry in 'is sights."
Major Potter: "Yes; rather crudely put, but explicit
enough. Atkinson, what is infiltration?"
Tufty Atkinson: "Well, when a bloke filters
through the
other bloke's line, through gaps in it, cuts 'is communications,
etcetera, etcetera, and gains ground without 'ardly fighting
for it."
Major Potter: "Yes, Yes, I suppose you have the right
idea — not very well expressed, of course. Willoughby, what
is decimation?"
Sailor W.: "Well, sir, Centi is a hundredth. Milli is a
thousandth, and deci. is a tenth. So, if you've knocked out
1 in 10 of the enemy, you've decimated him. That is, you've
given him more than he wants, and ten to one he won't
come back for more — he's counted out, as you might say."
Major Potter: "Rather a mixed metaphor, but you have
got at the root of it. Now, then, liquidation?"
Our Male.: "It all depends what the questioner means by
liquidation. Does he mean it in its original sense of reducing
to liquid form? Or in the financial
sense? Or as a military
term? I think we should be quite clear as to what is intended."
Major Potter: "We are a military unit. Therefore the
word is ipso facto used in that sense."
Our Male.; "In that case, liquidation is what the Germans
from time to time — usually in the Spring of the year and
again at the fall, effect upon the Russian army. It means
'abundance' or 'grandslam' according to whether one belongs
to the solo or the bridge school. In fact, the Boches have a
word for it :— annihilation."
Major Potter: "Thank you. All right, Mr. Peggory, give
your men an easy. I just wanted to test their mental alertness."
So the Platoon "stands easy." But, well, before Major
Potter is out of earshot, a voice from the rear rank (I suspect
it's Nat Meopham's) is heard:—
"Now. my men. Give me a definition of a twerp — not
a minor twerp — I mean a major twerp."
Au revoir, mes camarades!
4
In these days of feminism and clothes rationing I have
one comfort — 'my wife is too fat to wear my trousers.
Little boy (rebelliously): "I won't have my face washed."
Grandma: "When I was a little girl I washed my face at
least three times a day."
Little boy: "Yes, and look how it's shrunk."
Two Sappers were discussing the lying propaganda put
out by Germany. One agreed that Britain should maintain
her own standard, iri'espective of what Germany might do.
"I believe," said the other "in fighting
an enemy with
his own weapons."
His friend looked doubtful: "Tell me," he said, "how long
does it take you to sting a wasp?"
A bombster came running out of a house, jumped into
the air, legs astride, and fell into the gutter. Picking him
self up. he was heard to mutter: "Suffering Mahomet — I
thought I'd brought my bike."
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES & DEATHS

ESTABLISHED OVER 60 YEARS.

A. J. SLATOR,

BIRTHS.
BANKS.—On ath December. 1942. at Chatham, to the wife
of L.Cpl. A. Banks, a son, Roland Albert.
COBB.—On January 23rd. 1943. at Ormiston Nursing Home.
Sevenoaks. to Mary (nee Coote), wife of Lieut.Colonel
A. G. S. Cobb, M.B.E., The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, a son.
GRAHAM.—On 28th February, 1943, at Uxbridge. Middlesex,
to the wife of Sergt. D. Graham, a daughter, Wendy.
HIPSEY.—On 22nd December, 1942, at Greenwich, to the wife
of Pte. Hlpsey, a son, Robert.
HOWARD.—On 6th December, 1942, at Tonbridge. Kent, to
the wife of Pte. Howard, a son, Patrick Brian.
LEE.—On 16th December, 1942, at Watford, to the wife of
Cpl. G. Lee, of a daughter, Sheila Beatrice Ann.
LOVELL.—On January 13th, 1943, at Hoseyfields, Westerham.
to Margaret (nee Thornber), wife of Major I. R. Lovell,
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, a daughter.
SHRUBB.—On 9th December, 1942, at Collier's Wood, to the
wife of Pte. Shrubb, a daughter, Pamela Beryl.
ZILLWOOD.—On 1st December, 1942, at Chatham, to the wife
of Pte. Zillwood, a daughter, Sandra Veronica.

39 SANDLING ROAD, MAIDSTONE
for your
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MARRIAGES.
BRICE—JACKSON.—On 24th December, 1942, at Finsbury,
London, Pte. Brice to Grace Eileen Jackson.
CLARKE—MORRIN.—On 2nd January, 1943, at Edmonton.
Middlesex, Cpl. Clarke to Helen Teresa Mcrrin.
FREEMAN—BARNES.—On 19th December, 1942, at Foxton,
Herts., Sergt. Freeman to Winifred May Barnes.
GREEN—COLEMAN.—On 26th December, 1942, at Hayes,
Middlesex, Pte. G. Green to Elizabeth Sarah Coleman.
GILES—ADAMS—On 30th January, 1943, at Bermondsey,
London. S.E., L.Cpl. Giles to Kathleen Adams.
KINGHAM—BURGESS.—On 25th December. 1942, at Hornsey
Rise, London, L.Cpl. Kingham to Peggy Georgina Burgess.
MUNDAY—WEEKS.—On 2nd January, 1943, at Tonbridge,
Kent, Cpl. Munday to Linda Elizabeth Sara Weeks.
O'LEARY—ARNOLD.—On 6th February. 1943, at Maidstone,
Kent, Pte. J. O'Leary to Edna Elizabeth Arnold.
PARVITT—ELLIS.—On 6th February, 1943, at Harrow, Middle
sex, Sergt. E. Parvitt to Evelyn Ellis.
STREET—SHELTON.—On 26th December, 1942, at Northfleet,
Kent, Pte. Street to Ivy Ann Shelton.
WEBSTER—KERRISON.—On December 3rd, 1942, at the
Church of St. John the Baptist, Penshurst, Lieut. Lionel
William Edward Webster, The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment, son of Mrs. Webster, and the late Mr.
Lionel Webster, of Hawkenbury, to Philippa, only daughter,
of Mr. Oscar Kerrison, of Bickley. Kent.
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CAPTAIN STEPHEN BEHRENS COHEN.
His friends in the Regiment will regret to learn cf the
death in India of Captain Stephen Eehrens Cohen, at the early
age of 31.
Captain Cohen was the last surviving son cf Sir Herbert
ancf Lady Cohen, of Highfield, Shoreham, Kent, and we extend
our sympathies to his parents in their great loss.
LIEUT.COLONEL H. J. SINCLAIR BROOKE and
MISS H. B. TULL.
A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place,
between Lieut.Colonel Henry James Sinclair Brooke, The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, eldest son of the
late Canon and Mrs. H. Sinclair Brooke, of Tunbridge Wells,
and Helen Bridget, younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Tull, of 3. Dorchester Court, Sloane Street, S.W.I..

T

PEDIGREE GUERNSEY
HERD

DEATHS.
BROCKHOLLIN SHE AD. — On January 2Gth, 1943, at Cam
bridge, Katharine, wife of the late Major L. Brock
Hollinshead, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment, in her 81st year.
COHEN.—In February, 1943, in India, Captain Stephen Behrens
Cohen, Upper Sind Force, aged 31, beloved last surviving
son of Sir Herbert and Lady Cohen, of Highfield, Shore
ham, Kent, and grandson of the late Sir Benjamin L.
Cohen, Bt„ M.P.
ISACKE.—On February 12th, 1943, suddenly, at Polhampton,
Overton, Basingstoke, MajorGeneral Hubert Isacke, dear
husband of Mildred, and father of Hugo and Neville
Chesshyre, aged 70.
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Old Comrades' Correspondence
LONDON BRANCH
Meetings were held on the 20th December, 1942, and
31st January, 1943, at the Green Man, Putney.
Although attendances were small, this was to be expected
owing to the weather. It was decided to continue the monthly
meetings with the object of keeping the Branch alive until
the end of the war. It is hoped a resumption of the pre
war social evenings and dances will then be possible, also
the very pleasant interRegimental Old Comrades friendly
rivalries and competitions.
On Sunday. 24th January. 1943, our ViceChairman, Mr.
H. Elson, and Old Comrade W. G. Whiffen paid a visit to
the Depot and thoroughly enjoyed their short stay. Thanks to
the S.M., their creature comforts were amply cared for, and
every effort was made by all ranks to satisfy their many
requests for information on various subjects.
Each and every member of the Regiment proved that
the "esprit de corps" so well known to all Old Comrades
is still very much a part of the life of the Depot.
The day seemed all too short, and the time passed so
quickly that it was arranged to pay another visit in the near
future, circumstances permitting.
Our best thanks to the S.M. and all who made the visit
of our members such a pleasant interlude.
A warm welcome is extended to all who happen to be
in the vicinity of the Green Man, Putney, between 12 and
2 p.m. on the last Sunday of any month throughout the year
(for duration of war).
Will any member or those desirous of becoming members
of "The London Branch" who wish to know the doings and
working of our Branch please get in touch with any of the
undermentioned: Mr. Snell, 3, Malta Road, Leyton, E.10;
Mr. Elson. 8, North Avenue, West Ealing, W.13; Mr. Whiffen,
14, Rosehill Park West, Sutton, Surrey. We have a benevolent
fund to help members, who are In distress, and shall be glad
to receive any small amount that can
be spared. We never
turn a genuine case away without giving some help, finartcial
or otherwise.
Although our present meeting place is at the Green Man,
Putney, for the duration, as soon as possible after hostilities
have ceased, we shall have good Headquarters in London,
where members and their wives will be able to meet once
a month and again enjoy the evening socials, so well run
by the London Branch.
Greetings and best wishes from the London Branch to
all members of the Regiment, wherever they may be. A safe
and speedy return.
W. G. WHIFFEN.
SERGT. W. G. PINNIGAR, M.S.M.
AN APPRECIATION.
With the rather sudden death of Sergt. W. G. Pinnigar
at the age of 54. on Sunday, the 21st February, the O.C.A.
has lost one of its most stalwart members.
We heard that "dear faithful old Pinnigar," as we always
knew him had had a breakdown in health on the 31st
December, practically losing the use of his eyes, but it was
expected that with rest and care he would soon be brought
back to good health. Alas, it was not to be, and it came,
therefore, as a great shock to hear that he had passed away.
It is my firm
belief (knowing him so well in war and peace),
and that of others also closely connected with him and his
activities, that he had virtually worked himself to death.
One of the first
to join "D" Company, — Battalion, on
its formation in April, 1915, Pinnigar served with the Bat
talion" throughout Its existence, and for the greater part of
the time that we were on active service, he was our most
efficient Orderly Room Sergeant. Soon after our disbandment,
in March, 1918, he joined another Battalion in a similar
capacity, and found there several of the same Headquarter
Officers with whom he had been so closely connected, e.g..
Captains R. Kerr and R. O. Russell.
A model of efficiency, with an especial flair
for detail:
a master of pay rolls and returns generally, the Adjutants
under whom Pinnigar worked were well served, and needed to
worry little over matters of routine. Always conscientious and
voracious for work, when operations were in progress, Sergt.
Pinnigar spared himself not at all. I. personally, have very
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vivid memories of how his sterling worth showed itself during
our historic march up through Italy in NovemberDecember.
1917. Continuously on the march, when we got into billets
there were the thousandandone things to do that such
operations demand of an orderly room, apart from the opera
tion orders for the next move, and I doubt if Pinnigar had
more than a few hours' sleep for the whole period of twelve
days, but he was always there, right on the job, cheerful
and smiling.
Since the formation of the O.C.A. he has been our
efficient and painstaking Assistant Secretary, and since 1940
has been acting secretary. We shall miss him at our various
functions, when we resume them again — tapping us for our
subs, in that inimitable way of his. busy helping behind
the scenes, reminding us of little things to be done, little
things to be said.
In spite of travel and other wartime difficulties, a few
of us were able to be at his funeral at Bexley on Saturday,
the 27th February, to pay our last respect, our number
including Mr. L. W. Dawson, our former secretary, and the
man chiefly responsible for the formation of our Association.
He has promised once again to take up the secretarial reins
temporarily.
The Bexley British Legion were also represented by a
number of their members, and his colleagues of the works
company of the Home Guard from Messrs. J. C. Beadle, Ltd..
of Dartford (on whose office staff Pinnigar was employed)
acted as bearers. They, too, will miss him in that he had,
as was natural, dealt with their subsistence allowances.
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs. Pinnigar and to his three
daughters in their loss of such a good husband and father.
My own sense of loss is great after such a long and
close association in the hectic days of two wars and the
calmer days of peace.
Salvete, dear faithful Pinnigar!
R. O. RUSSELL, Captain.

QUEENS OWN SOCIAL CLUB, DEPTFORD.
Here we are again. Comrades! Reporting Deptford all
merry and bright—and still carrying on.
Something has
been sadly missing from our monthly meetings since Decem
ber last — yes, you've guessed it first
time — it's our old
"Buster." Much as wc miss you though, we recognise that
your sacrifice to the war effort was inevitable. We shall look
forward all the more eagerly to our quarterly numbers.
MEETINGS.
Meetings are still being held regularly cn the first Sunday
in each month at the Brown Bear, High Street, Deptford, S.E.8.
commencing at noon.
OUR PRESIDENT.
At the January meeting the writer had the great pleasure
in reporting the receipt of a letter from our President —
Colonel A. K. Grant, DjS.O. (cur "Peggy"). Not being now
occupied with military duties he has expressed his intention
of paying us a visit—and are we looking forward to it!!!
At the January meeting there were present members who
had served under him from 1900 onwards. We all wish him the
best of luck in his retirement—and may it be a long cne.
GRAVESEND BRANCH.
The writer has great pleasure in announcing the receipt
of a letter from the Hon. Sec. of the Gravesend Branch, saying
that they will pay us a visit on cur meeting day — the first
Sunday in April.
We are eagerly looking forward to their
visit and sincerely hope that our own boys will roll up to
give them a rousing welcome.
On the same day our Treasurer, Mr. J. Robert Protz. has
promised to bring along some members of his Platoon of Home
Guard—who all sorve under the "White Hcrse."
OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death cf a good old Comrade
and Life Member of the Past and Present Association, ex
Pioneer Sergt. "Zakky" Haslitt. He served on the Frontier
18978, South Africa, and 191418. He will be missed at our
meetings.
AIR RAIDS.
The tragic ' incident" in which so many school children
were killed and injured occurred in a district adjoining Dept
ford. The "Kentish Mercury" having inaugurated a Memorial
Fund, it was decided at our February meeting to send a guinea
towards this fund from members of the Club.

1.8

RESIGNATION OP CHAIRMAN.
We regret that owing to pressure of business our Chair
man, Mr. W. Snell, the Hon. Sec. nncl Treasurer of the London
Branch, lias had to resign the chairmanship of the Club.
A letter expressing the cordial thanks of the members for
his wholehearted ccoperation whilst he held that position
was sent to him. To which he replied expressing his thanks.
We shall miss him—but realise that it had to be.
AND FINALLY.
We send our best wishes and greetings to all our lads in
the old Regiment, who are so worthily upholding the best
traditions of the old Queen's Own. May you have good hunt
ing—and a speedy and safe return. Cheerio all.
"Paddy Doyle."
f
THE GREAT SURRENDER.
We watched the sullen warships ride
Upon the restless seas;
We heard the murmur of the tide
Speak faintly on the breeze—
An old muttering voice from the seaway deep.
That told of a worldold watch to keep
When the seas were free where the phantoms creep;
And the Fleet flung fearless, far and wide;
"We hold the seas!"
Pask it again for men to know,
Who throng the old highways:
Whimpering winds of long ago.
Renew your song of praise:
Rouse up the" dead from their agelong death.
And bid them list what the seawinds saith.
As they cautioned them with their lastdrawn breath!
And the Fleet made answer, swift and low:
"We sweep the ways!"
We keep the seas as oft of eld,
As eagdr for .the run,
As when their thunder coastwise rolled
From flaming, belching gun:
We fashioned ships that silenced Spain,
Split fleets
of Dutch and French in twain;
We've proved their worth to the world again:
Our answer's made, and the words are gold:—
"Thy deeds be done!"
We praise their name this wondrous day,
With captive ships to lee;
There vanquished giants silent lay,
And bow to they and wc:
Sleep on, sleep on! — wellomened was your lease,
You woke again that all men loathed should cease;
Again these guarded waters give you peace!
The seas were thine, with thankful hearts men say:
"We kept them free!"
W.C.R.
Off Inchkeith, Firth of Forth, November 21, 1918.
This poem is extracted from "Spindrift and Spunyarn,"
by W. Curran Reedy, published by The Fortune Press.

Army Schoolmaster (trying to catch the recruits): "Now,
can anyone tell me how much the moon weighs?"
Recruit: "Yes, sir. one hundredweight."
Schoolmaster: "What nonsense! How do you make that
out?"
Recruit: "Well, it has four quarters, and four quarters
make one hundredweight."
An old soldier was relating his thrilling adventures in by
gone campaigns.
"Then." he said, "the M.O. tock me up
and laid me carefully in the ammunition wagon, and
"
"Look here," interrupted one of the doubtful listeners, "you
don't mean the ammunition wagon, you mean the ambulance
wagon." The old soldier shook his head, "No," he said. "I
was so full of bullets that they decided I ought to go in
the ammunition wagon."

FORMS.
By MAJOR WILLIAM BOOTH.
Does the Barr and Stroud Infantry Rangefinder, Mark 3,
ring a bell (so to speak) in your mind? Mark 3, mind you,
because I'm talking about the instrument that found ranges
in Mesopotamia in 19141918: that is to say, found them in
the extremely unlikely event of there being any visible feature
within human sight to arouse the observer's curiosity. Probably
today ranges are instantly and accurately plotted by some
unspeakably secret device of which details have been unkindly
withheld from me, but that doesn't affect my story and the
moral which should be drawn from it.
I can't for the life of me tell you what the moral is, but
I'm pretty certain there is one.
Well, now, I had the good fortune to do a Hythc course
on this ingenious toy before leaving England, and when one
day the 2nd Battalion received one (much to everyone's
surprise) the cry went up: "Fetch Booth — he's supposed to
know how the thing works."
Many were the short courses of instruction I gave, and
very entertaining it was. too: even a senior officer of the
Brigade Staff entrusted himself to my care and assumed, in
the requisite number of seconds, the prone position among
the welcoming spikes of camelthorn, a very refreshing
experience to teacher and pupil alike.
It is a beautiful instrument. Not only doss it reduce
abstruse calculations in higher mathematics to the simple
reading of a dial, but it incorporates an excellent fieldglass:
and when adjusting the infinity reading on the fu:l moon one
can pose before the uninitiated as a student of astronomy,
and that in itself is most impressive.
Anyway, on my return from Mespot, I acquired one. Don't,
please, misunderstand me. One can "acquire" a lot of things
in the Army, but this was a genuine commercial transaction
with the manufacturers. I live at the top of a hill, and used
to find it quite diverting to check my friends' sense qf distance
to points on the landscape, knowing myself all the answers
in advance.
In the early days of the present "unpleasantness" the
Ministry of Supply appealed for optical instruments. As a
good citizen I offered my little toy — and there my troubles
began.
It was accepted: and very soon the forms began to arrive.
I can't tell you what they were all about, not being an
engineer, but they gave me the most precise directions in the
running of my "factory". They were followed by others: I
was urged by the persuasive pen of Lord Beaverbrook to
speed up output, pay great regard to the welfare of my opera
tives and so on, and later on was thanked warmly for having
done so. Finally, one — much larger than the rest — arrived
from Yorkshire. It demanded to know the most curious
things. How many nonferrous workers (for instance) were
there in my factory? .
This time I sat down at my desk. In the course of a polite
explanation I observed that far from having any nonferrous
workers I was at great pains to obtain the services of a
housemaid. Could the Ministry assist? I had a charming
reply, from an official with a sense of humour, who was
indeed sorry that I had been trrroubled, and it wouldn't
occur again. But he reckoned without his colleagues in
other counties, and the spate still goes on. I'm very popular
with the local Council, whose salvage target must have
been exceeded many times, and I now await a demand from
the Inland Revenue for Excess Profits Tax. An assessment
of anything less than a million pounds would be a sorry
anticlimax.
I said there was a moral to this story. Is there?
4.

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW?
What is Cocaine?
An alkaloid found in the leaves of the coca plant of South
America. These leaves are used as a stimulating narcotic by
the natives of the Pacific countries of this Continent, who
mix them with finely
powdered chalk, and chew them. Taken
to excess, coca produces harmful effects; but used in modera
tion it enables a person to withstand fatigue, and it is specially
valuable in overcoming the difficulty of breathing at a high
altitude. The leaves are also used to prepare coca wine. Both
coca chewing and the drinking of coca wine are habits difficult
lo throw oil".
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—a perfect shave in two
minutes.
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before
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it takes with soap and
brush and your skin will
feel as fresh as a daisy.
Millions all over the world arc now using
Shavex. Beware of imitations—thero is
nothing like Shavox—the antiseptic shaving
cream—the first on the market.

Almond Oil in Shavex

SMOKERS IN THE
FORCES SHOULD KNOW . . .
some civilian shops appear lo have a higher proportion
of better brand cigarettes, it is because their peacetime
trade consisted largely of dearer brands, and the shops
receive their allocation based on peacetime requirements.

THAT NAAFI has recently arranged for an increase in the alloca
tion of pipe tobacco, and now has larger quantities of the
dearer varieties available.

face

when

you

everywhere 7^d„ 1/ 3 , 1/1O J

have

(Including Purchase Tax)

Obtainable at N.A.A.F.I., Boots, Wool
worth's, Timothy White's & Taylors, ltd. and
all Chemists, or direct post free from the

your skin

will keep young, fresh

S H A V E X
ZEEKOL
C O . , LTD.
40 Bavaria Road London, N.19

and freefrom blemishes.
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Ask for them at your canteen.

THAT wI'e" the Chancellor of the Exchequer decided to forgo the
extra budget duty on the Forces' " smokes " he did so on a
limited quantity only.
NAAFI was appointed by the
Service Ministries lo distribute the cigarettes and tobacco
in cooperation with the Philanthropic Societies.
The
allocation is distributed to provide, each man with the
highest possible, number of cigarettes, or its equivalent in
pipe tobacco.

S H A V E X is sdd

Smear Shavex over the
shaved and

THAT if

THAT

keeps the face young
and takes away wrinkles.
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as NAAFI receives it from the manufacturers,
includes both dearer and cheaper brands of cigarettes
in approximately a fiftyfifty proportion — a slightly
higher proportion of dearer cigarettes than that received
by the civilian population. Service personnel, therefore,
cannot expect to buy all their privilege priced " smokes "
in the dearer brands.

NAVY, ARMY & AIR FORCE
INSTITUTES
RUXLEY TOWERS. CLAYGATE, ESHER, SURREY

iec£^£
CARROLL GIBBONS

and the Savoy Hotel Orpheans

Yankee Doodle
Boy;"'
M a r y ' s a g r a n d o l d N a m e J- FB 2889
Moonlight becomes Yout
S t a r s a n d S t r i p e sf o r E v e r
FB 2893
Anchor's Aweigh 
Praise the Lord and pass'
the Ammunition !
 ^ FB2887
Serenade in Blue 

VICTOR SILVESTER
and his Ballroom Orchestra

Daybreak

FB2890
Manhattan Serenade
J
A l l I need is You 
"\FB 2891
I'll come to You 
-J
Constantly ; My Devotion FB 2883
Serenade in Blue 
"\FB2884
9.20 Special 

J

FELIX MENDELSSOHN
and his Hawaiian Serenaders

St. Louis Blues
Crazy Rhythm

:}

FB 2882

LIVERPOOL
PHILHARMONIC ORCH.
Conducted by Constant Lambert

Glazounov — Stenka\DX1107_8
Razine. Symphonic Poem j

RAWICZ AND LANDAUER

R h a p s o d y i n B l u e . Gershwin DB2104

ALBERT SANDLER TRIO
The Night has Eyes
Ghosts of Old Vienna

TDB2105
J

SANDY MACPHERSON
Salute t o Russia
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FB 2892

J i m m y Leach and the

NEW " ORG A NOLI A NS "
The Dicky Bird Hop
The Skaters' Waltz

 \ FB 2888
/

TURNER LAYTON
Will o' the Wisp 
Daybreak

:}

FB 2886

MONTE REY
R o m a n e s c a ; M y S e r e n a d e FB 2881
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An Etruscan Ring
probably about
poo to 600 B.C.

One Oldest Symbol
in
An almost every quarter of the globe where traces of ancient but now
forgotten civilizations are unearthed is to be found the ring — in ancient
Egypt, amongst the Etruscans, the Cretans and Mycenaeans, in China
and India, in the relics of the Aztecs of Mexico and amongst those of
our Celtic ancestors.
And always the ring has been the symbol either of rank or authority or
given as a pledge.
Probably the most ancient rings which have come down to us are the
Egyptian and it is interesting to note that where rank or means did not
allow of a golden ring, less precious metals such as bronze, or even
glass or pottery, were used.
In Roman times only ambassadors and senators, consuls and others of high
estate were privileged to wear golden rings ; the great majority of Romans
wore plain iron rings. It was the Romans from whom we took our custom
of giving a ring as a pledge — both the betrothal ring and the memorial
r*ng> the latter being a pledge to keep the memory of the departed.
As early as the second century the Roman custom of pledging by the
ring was adopted by the Church and we have the institution of the
wedding ring which has ever since been an essential symbol of
Christian marriage.
And through the ages the art of ring making has called for the exercise
of the greatest skill on the part of the goldsmith craftsman. The modern
solitare diamond claw set in platinum may not compare in elaboration
with the chased hoops of Benvenuto Cellini, but it expresses the same
eternal symbolism.
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Caprice Italien

JACK BUCHANAN

Everything happens to Me ; I'm
looking for a Melody D3 2I27

ALBERT SANDLER TRIO

AyAyAy; A Raindrop kissed
a Rose ... D3 2I28

PAUL ROBESON

Song of the Plains 
Song of the Fatherland

Leach and the

If you Please; There's a ship


FB2969

O lonely Moon; Star of Love

ASfcrllC OlNlricNT

CARROLL GIBBONS

FB 2968

VICTOR SILVESTER

and his Ballroom Orchestra

I left my Heart; Why wait for
the Moonlight 
- FB 297I
Walkin' by the River; We
mustn't say Goodbye FB 2972

TURNER LAYTON 1
I left my Heart at the Stage Door
Canteen; The Flower Waltz FB 2966
The Columbia Graphophone Co. Ltd.. Haves, Middlesex.

FB2963

you safely Home;
is my Happiness

("Dancing Years")

and the Savoy Hotel Orpheans
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JOHN McHUGH

God bring
Mem6ry

There's no two ways about Love;
I left my Heart
 FB 2967
You're lovely to HoldT
Close to You
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Wherever Your Skin Trouble May Be

Hits from "It's Time to Dance"

Tchaikovsky
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SKIN, etc.
Germojene!

is the finest healing ointment in the
World. If you suffer from any of the above or
similar complaints experience yourself how
Germolene socpthes at a touch, stops irritation,
cools fiery inflammation, reduces swellings
and heals clean all skin troubles in record time.

I housands of sufferers who imagined they would never
again be free of their skin
trouble have marvelled at the
wonderful healing powers of
Germolene—the ointment with
a magic touch. So get a tin
today or as soon as you
possibly can I
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"Quo Fas et Gloria Ducunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR 
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt "
Vimiera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive,'"
"Orthes,
"Peninsula,"
"Punniar," "Moodkee."
"Ferozeshah," "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma." "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882,'
"Nile. 188485," "South Africa, 190002." "Afghanistan, 1919." .
'Mons,"

"Ypres,

1914,

'15,

BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE KING'S COLOUR :
'17, '18," "Hill 60," "Somme. 1916. '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy, 1917, '18." "Gallipoli, 1915.'
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara." "Sharqat."

THE GREAT WAR BATTLE HONOURS—18 BATTALIONS :
"Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914." "Aisne, 1914." "La Bass6e, 1914,"

"Messines,

1914,

17,

"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre," "Villers Bretonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck,"
Lne,"
"Ep6hy,"
"Canal
du
Nord."
"St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle," "Sambre/
"Hindenburg
Line,
.nders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, *18," "Suvla," "Landing
at Suvla." "Scimitar Hill." "Gallipoli, 1915/
"France and Flanders,
t, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar." "Jerusalem," "Jericho,"
"Tell
"Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18,'
"Rumani." "Egypt,
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat." Mesopotamia, 191518."

EDITORIAL
Another December has come round, and the fourth quar
terly issue of the Regimental Journal makes its appearance
at a time when a much more cheerful aspect .is shown in the
war situation.
In all areas on the war fronts preponderent successes are
announced by the Allies, while the united Air Forces are keep
ing up their unceasing aerial bombardment by day and night,
adding a greater strain to the harassed enemy fighting
forces.
Without taking an overoptimistic view of the outlook of the
war, the day has assuredly gone when the German leaders
had hopes of success, and the New Year can he looked for
ward to as the year of victory.
Amongst the repatriated prisoners of war who have re
turned to England are several members of the Regiment. They
have visited the Depot, where many old acquaintances have
been met and experiences exchanged, some sad, but mostly
with a cheerful strain.
Over a page of Honours and Awards secured by members
of the Regiment during the war; five pages of Battalion news,
the conclusion of Captain Norman's interesting notes on
Ceylon, and a stirring poem of the Spanish Main, by W.
Curran Reedy, are features in this issue.
We extend seasonal greetings to all of the Regiment, old
comrades and friends, and fervently hope that the day
will not be far ahead before we have a reunion and are
able to join our families at home.
The National Association for the Employment of Regular
Soldiers. Sailors and Airmen, whose short title is Regular
Forces Employment Association, has branches in some fifty
large towns to cover the whole of England, Scotland, Wales

and Northern Ireland.
There is a staff and "Job Finders,"
who are employed full time in finding
work for members cf
the Forces when they leave the Service, and during 1942
found jobs for over 11,000.
The Association has now decided that the postwar policy
shall be an expansion to include all Service men and not only
Regular Forces. The Territorial and Emergency Service men
will therefore he able to make use of the advantage of the
Association.
The amount of work the Association is able to carry out
depends on the financial
support available. The Regular Bat
talions of the Regiment have always subscribed to the Asso
ciation through the Depot.
The Regimental representative to the Association is at
present Major S. E. Brooks.
As the Association is now open to all Service men it has
been suggested, and the Colonel of the Regiment agrees, that
there should be an allround subscription of one shilling a
man per year. The amounts being collected by Battalions
and forwarded to the O.C. Regimental Depot Party, Maidstone,
for payment in one sum to the Association on behalf of the
Regiment.
It should be impressed cn all men that on leaving the
Service they can apply to the Branch covering the area in which
they desire to work for help in obtaining employment.
The address of the Branches can be obtained from Major
S E Brooks The Depot, Maidstone, who would he very pleased
to answer 'any letters from individual men in connection
with this matter.
_
The annual report dealing with the change of policy of
the Association had been issued on the same scale as A.C.I.'s
and presumably will reach all Battalions.
The Colonel of the Regiment has stated that he desires
all Battalions should give the matter their consideration.
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Social and Personal
General Sir Charles BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.,
Colonel of the Regiment, presided at the annual festival of
the Diocese of Gibraltar, at the Central Hall, Westminster,
on October 21st.
The visit of Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Audsley to the Depot
recently gave considerable pleasure to the older soldiers. Mr.
and Mrs. Audsley were looking .very fit and smart. It was most
interesting to talk of old times, and we hope they will scon
visit us again.
During the past quarter Colonel P. N. Anstruther, D.S.O.,
M.C., Brigadier R. A. Riddle, Lieut.Colonel F. Russell, and
Major H. O. Lovell visited us. All are well, and through the
medium of "The Queen's Own Gazette" send their remem
brances to regimental friends.
We were particularly glad to receive a letter from Major
J. M. du Buisson, and receiving this we thought it would be
pleasing to bear from the many old Territorial Officers of the
Regiment. News from this source is regrettably scarce, and
we would like to include a few paragraphs as a quarterly
feature. Major du Buisscn is very interested in a Cadet Bat
talion with which he spends much time, and their develop
ment is noticeable from his personal keenness.
A letter was also forthcoming from Lieut.Colonel H. W.
Snow, C.M.G., D.S.O., who still carries on his service with the
Wiltshire Home Guard, and he seemed very cheerful.
Lieut. Hayley Pye was recently married at All Saints',
Maidstone. Many Officers of the Regiment attended the cere
mony and reception, and we heartily wish Hayley and his
wife great happiness.
On Armistice Day a wreath was laid on the Regimental
War Memorial in Brenchley Gardens by Major S. E. Brooks,
Officer Commanding Depot Party, on behalf of All Ranks Past
and Present of the Regiment, while Major R. Love, Officer Com
manding Headquarter Company, on behalf of the Officers and
Other Ranks of the Training Centre, laid wreaths on the
Town Memorial.

GEORGE

CROSS

ISLAND

MALTA'S PLACE IN THE EMPIRE.
"We spent a whole century in patting ourselves on the
back and saying 'We are the imperial race.' We were also a
jolly sleepy one—until we found that there were a few things
that were not quite right. We ought to have thought more of
our one colony whose population is purely European.," said
General Sir Charles BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.,
Colonel of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment and
Chairman The Queen's Own Past and Present Association,
speaking at a meeting of the Maidstone Division Conservative
and Unionist Association, at the Royal Star Hotel, Maidstone,
on November 5th; 1943.
His subject was "Malta's Place in the Empire."
"Malta," he continued, "was occupied by the Phoenicians
in 1500 B.C.. and since then it has passed through the hands
of the Carthaginians, Romans, Saracens, Knights of St. John,
French, and English, but throughout these years the Maltese
kept to themselves, and traces ol the ancient Phoenician
tongue still remain.
"The island is roughly two thirds of the size of the Isle
of Wight, and supports a population of 2,700 per square mile.
It has no natural resources except agriculture and fishing,
but
possesses two great harbours, the home of the Mediterranean
Fleet. It is the possession of these harbours, together with
its strategical position, that have given Malta its presentday
importance."
One point stressed by Sir Charles was that, though we
conquered Malta, she asked to join the British Empire. "Since
then we have found her dockyards to be of the utmost value.
"In these dockyards every kind of repair work is carried
out. and many captains have said that they would rather
their ships be repaired at Malta than anywhere else."
Sir Chai'les did not dwell for long on the magnificent
part played by Malta during the last few years, but he gave
some idea of the acute food shortage experienced by the
people.
The Government provided one meal a day, of vegetable
soup, an ounce of corned beef or tinned fish, and a small
ration of fats, but there was no fuel, except a meagre ration
of paraffin, no potatoes, flour, butter, or jam.
"I know," continued Sir Charles, "that when this war is

ended and Malta hag selfgovernment — even if she makes
mistakes — we will treat her with real respect and real
affection for we know that the people are as fine as we are."
South Eastern Gazette, November 9th, 1943.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Dear Sir,—Can you find
space in your columns for the
following inscription found on a gravestone, written in
Chinese but translated by one Mr. E. J. Eilil? I send this as
it may be of some interest to some of your readers:—
On the 12th Day of the 8th Moon in the 13th year of
TUNGCHI (22101874) a terrible typhoon swept over the land
and the Gods of Winds caused vast extraordinary devastation,
the angry billows beating the skies and turning the watery
regions into a vast sea of misery. As the change in the atmos
phere broke out in a sudden, the terrible consequences were the
work of an instant. This was, however, one of those KAPAS
of destruction to the predestened revolutions of which the life
of man is unfortunately subject, consequently it happened that
all over the Colony of HONGKONG the vessels at anchor In
the harbour lost a multitude of people by drowning, the exact
number exceeding all calculations. Laboux'ers were accordingly
engaged to collect the remains which were to be interned
together, but unexpectedly the woxk was delayed for years, and
even now more than 100 skeletons have been washed ashore
at STONE CUTTERS ISLAND, the undersigned committee, mem
bers and others, moved with pity for these ownerless remains of
desolate spirits felt constrained to have them removed for
burial in the Public Cemetery; pennission was accordingy re
quested from the Government for the collection of these human
remains, which His Excellency "Sir John Henesy Pope, Governor
and CommanderinChief of HONGKONG and its depen
dencies, also, ViceAdmiral of the same. Knight Commander of
St. Michael and St. George, in grand illustration of bis bene
volent cast of mind, undertook to defray the whole of the ex
penses from his private purse.
He had this patriotic
mausoleum built with a view to tranquillize ye the spirits of
the departed
Henceforth your remains being all interned
together in peaceful tomb, ye departed ones, why should ye
grieve over the Kalpa of destruction brought on by the vast
oceans.. Why should ye pine for your own homes or yearn for
the yellow dog's message from your beloved ones. Alas, alas,
Long Life or Short Life, but one predetermined by Heaven,
Man's life is like a dream. If ye have minds, coextensive with
your regions, ye can be comfortable anywhere.
This place
having now been selected as your resting place, ye, departed
ones, ought to be respectfully grateful of this gift of the
benevolent donor. In your next life when you are again re
born in the world, ye man, then once more unfold the yearnings
of your mind.
This inscription. is respectfully drawn up to remain un
impaired for ages, as a permanent record. In the 6th Year of
KWONG SUE the KANG THUNG year the 5th Moon the
1st Day in the English Year 1880. 8th of June.
By the directors of the Tung Wa Hospital,
CHIUUTIN,
WONGKWANSONG,
FUNGMING and Others.
Yours etc., J. E. WRIGHT.

NOW IN GERMAN PRISON CAMP.
News has been received by Mrs. Brown, of Maidstone, thai
her husband, Pte. Maurice Victor Brown, of the Regiment,
has been transferred from a prisoner of war camp in Italy to
Stalag 4B in Germany.
Pte. Brown, who is a native of Redhill, Surrey, joined the
Army nearly four years ago, and was taken prisoner last
November.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette.
St. George's Gazette.
The Green Howards Gazette.
The Dragon.
The Kent Messenger.
British Legion Journal.
The Tank.
The Royal Army Service Corps.
The Sapper.
The Snapper.
The Globe and Laurel.
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Honours and Awards

Colonel (Temporary Brig.)
Q.O.R.W.K. Regt.).

D.S.O.
Brig. (Acting) B. Howlett (Gallant and Distingished Service in
North Africa).
Major D. C. S. Bryan (Palestine 19389).
Acting Lieut.Colonel A. A. E. Chitty.
Temp. Lieut.Colcnel E. W. D. Western.
In recognition cf Gallant and Distinguished Service in
Sicily:—
Capt. (Temporary Major) (Acting Lieut.Colonel) Paul Elmore
Oliver Bryan, M.C.
BAR TO THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE ORDER.
In recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service in
Sicily:—
Brigadier (Temporary) Bernard Howlett, D.S.O.
MILITARY CROSS.
Capt. (Temp. Major) A. H. Miskin.
Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) K. B. Scott.
Capt. (Temp. Major) P. E. O. Bryan.
Lieut. D. S. de C. Howard.
Lieut. C. A. L. Clark.
Lieut. J. A. Maling.
Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) G. M. Dyas.
Lieut. P. E. Watts.
Lieut. M. R. L. Grove (Palestine, 19389).
Lieut. M. R. Read
Lieut. D. B. Rooke
Lieut. J. H. H. Whitty
Capt. D. H. Andrews.
A./Capt. D. H. Archer.
Temp. Major C. A. de B. Brounlie.
Capt. B. E. Hazelton.
Acting Major E. S. Heygate.
2nd Lieut. F. M. II. Smith.
Capt. A. H. Taylor.
Lieut. J. K. Warner.
A./Capt. V. C. Warr.
Capt. E. G. Young.
.
In recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service 111
Sicily:—
Lieut. (Temporary Captain) (Acting Major) Richard Lennox
Clarke.
Lieut. Thomas Bernard Cammiade.
In recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service in
North Africa:—
Captain G. K. Defrates.
Captain J. H. D. Sibree.
Captain S. Stewart.
Captain H. W. HansenRaae.
Captain B. II. Valentine.
.
In recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service in the
Field:—
Major G. B. Courtney, M.B.E.

Lieut. (Temporary Captain)
Defrates, M.C.

C.B.E.
T. T.

Waddington,

M.C.

(late

BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL.

OFFICERS.

BAR TO THE MILITARY CROSS.
Ill recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service
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(Acting Majcr) Gordon Kenneth

KNIGHT GRAND CROSS OF THE ORDER OF THE BATH.
General Sir Charles BonliamCarter, K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
M.B.E.
Capt. (Temp. Major) A. G. S. Cobb (Carleton and York Regi
ment) .
*J. P. Ensor.
Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) R. Butler.
Lieut. (Quartermaster) R. Benbow.
Acting Lieut.Colonel H. N. Edwards.
Temp. Cant. A. J. M. Flint.
2nd Lieut. R. H. Lavingtcn.
Major Le Cocq.
Lieut.Quartermaster A. G. Blake.
Query "Other Ranks."
O.B.E.
BrevetMajor (Local
Lieut.Colonel) H. Wilkin (Q.O.R.W.K.
Regt.), O.C. Barbados Vol. Force.
Major (Temp. Lieut.Colonel) R. O. Pulvermann.
Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) G. B. Courtney. I
Major R. L. Travel's (Palestine 19389).

Lieut.

(Quartermaster) C. G. Forester.
"London Gazette," 26th July, 1940.
The following have been brought to notice for Distin
guished Service in the Field:—
Major G. Ingham.
Lieut. (Quartermaster) R. C. E. Mines.
"London Gazette," 20th December, 1940.
Lieut.Colonel T. G. Rennie, O.B.E.
Major B. Howlett (since awarded D.S.O. and Bar).
Major O. G. Woodliouse (since deceased).
Major (Quartermaster) C. W. Craddock, T.D.
Captain G. F. O'B. Newbury.
Capt. S. X. Gibbs.
Captain J. H. H. Whitty, M.C. (since awarded Military Cross).
Capt. C. A. Collard.
Capt. E. B. S. Clarke.
Capt. H. J. D. Combe.
Cant. G. G. Elliott.
Capt. D. E. B. Talbot.
2nd Lieut. (A./Capt.) J. M. Carr.
Lieut. (A./Capt.) L. M. C. Williams.
Lieut. (A./Capt.) E. F. Weston, M.C.
2nd Lieut. R. V. D. Palmer.
2nd Lieut. Sir Henry J. d'Avigdor Goldsmid, Bt.
2nd Lieut. J. R. Holland.
2nd Lieut. J. Winstanley
2nd Lieut. M. A. T. Burke.
Mentioned in recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Ser
vices in North Africa:—
Major P. E. O. Bryan; M.C.
Majcr H. O. Lovell.
Major A. H. Miskin, M.C.
Major R. P. Tong.
Captain J. R. Nixon
Captain K. B. Scott. M.C. (since killed in action).
Captain F. W. P. Taylor.
Lieut. E. M. Mulhall.
Lieut. J. A. Pike.
2/Lieut P. Beall.
.
,
.
.
The rank held was that at the time of the Award.
OTHER RANKS.
Sgt. W. H. Chick.

GEORGE MEDAL.
Pte. H. Backliurst.

BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL.
L.Cpl. G. A. Cowell.
Sgt. J. Rennie (Canterbury
Sgt. R. Perryman.
Regt., N.Z.M.F.).
DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL.
L Sgt F. R. Povey.
C.S.M. R. A. Catchpole.
WO "(CI II.) C.S.M. H. S. P.S.M. A. E Chapman.
Dean. '
P.S.M. A. E. Gulligan.
C.S.M. W. E. H. Napier.
Sgt. W. J. Bryant.
MILITARY MEDAL.
Sgt. D. Lenihan.
L.Cpl. J. Eakins.
L.Sgt. R. C Bengc.
Cpl. B. Bell
Pte. M. Rogan.
Pte Richards
Sgt. L. A. Kendall.
Pte Sparkes
Pte (A./Cpl.) L. A. Burden.
Pte V. A. Brooke.
Pte. L. H. Bullock:
L.Cp. G. W. Brooks.
Pte. J. Cooper.
L.Cpl. E. Culmer.
Pte. R. N. G. Lingliam.
Pte. W. S. Handley.
Pte. M. Sullivan.
Pte. A. J. Howard.
L.Cpl. G. A. W. Lipscombe.
Pte. O. G. Hughes.
Cpl. W. North.
Pte. W. Parsons.
Cpl. R. G. Boarer.
Cpl. H. F. Jarvis.
Cpl. F. Gilbert.
Sgt. R. S. Roriston.
Cpl. (A./Sgt.) W. F. Haines.
Pte. W. A. Waller.
Sgt. L. T. March.
Cpl. B. Watts.
Cpl. (A./Sgt.) S. Jenkinson.
Pte. A. Wollaston.
Pte. (A./Cpl.) J. I. Gallon.
In recognition of Gallant and Distinguished Service in
Sicily:—
Sergt. William John Richardson.
Corpl. (Acting Sergeant) Arthur Sidney Obbard.
MENTIONED IN RECOGNITION OF GALLANT AND
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE in THE MIDDLE EAST.
(May 1st, 1942, to October 22nd,, 1942).
Sgt. H. J. King.
I..Sgt. S. H. Brooks.
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BROUGHT TO NOTICE FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
IN THE FIELD.
(Second List, March—June, 1940).
C.Q.M.S. B. G. Cronk.
L.Cpl. T. Bunday.
Pte. A. Hay.
Sgt. C. J. Wyatt.
L.Sgt. F. C. Carwardine.
Pte. J. Farley.
Pte. J. Mason (since deceased).
L.Cpl. J. Steptoe.
Pte. F. J. Whetstone.
Pte. J. Mason.
L.Cpl. H. Aitken.
Pte. T. G. Cook.
L.Cpl. A. G. Macdonald.
The rank held was that at the time of the Award.
Mentioned in Recognition of Gallant and Distinguished
Services in North Africa:—
W.O. II. (C.S.M.) T. J. O'Brien.
W.O. II. (C.S.M.) H. Peacock.
L./Corpl. C. P. Dorset (since
Sergt. W. J. Bryant, D.C.M.
died of wounds).
Sergt. J. Coussins.
L./Corpl. E. T. Winsper.
Sergt. E. W. Heaslewocd.
Pte.
R. F. G. Brown.
Sergt. D. Lenihan, M M.
Pte. G. B. C. Copp.
L./Sergt. R. C. Benge, M.M.
Pte. J. Duffy
Corpl. J. T. Brown.
Pte. S. E. Gamman.
Ccrpl. R. Catchpole.
Pte. A. W. Makins (died cf
Corpl. T. E. Lee.
wounds).
Corpl. R. M. Stray.
Pte. P. J. Rowe.
Corpl. W. J. Styles.
Pte R. E. Shobbrock.
Corpl. J. J. Webb.
Pte. E. E. Went.
L./Corpl. D. Healey (killed).
DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL.
"Sergt. L. A. Kendall.
MILITARY MEDAL.
Sergt. A. H. Bourne.
L. /Sergt. L. E. Bucksey.
L./Corpl. G. II. Kench (since died of wounds).
Awarded Military Medal (London Cazette, June 15th, 1943).
If any omissions have been made in this list, we should be
pleased to receive particulars.
4

THE ROLL OL HONOUR
KILLED.
Pte. F. E. Munday.
Brigadier B. Howlett.
Major K. B. Scott. M.C.
Pte. C. J. J.Osborne.
Capt. R. S..Allen
Pte. F. A. Carter.
Capt. P. M. Peerless.
Pte. G. H. Payne.
W/S. Lieut. C. J. Akehurst.
Sgt. C. E. Smith.
Lieut. A. G. Falwasser.
Pte. J. L. Binstead.
6346585 C.S.M. Howard, A., M.M.Pte. F. C. Horwood.
6408432 Cpl. Searle.H.
W./Cpl. A. M. Osborne.
6405495 L.C. Freeman. D.
Pte. A. J. Perkins.
14233956 L.C. Weirare, C.
Pte. G. W. Whitehouse.
Pte. W. E. G. Alexander.
6346587 Pte. Butler, H.
Pte. J. J. Cole.
1658557 Pte. Daykin. F.
Pte. W. K. Howell.
6101842 Pte. Dunk. S.
Pte. T. A. Parris.
3393904 Pte. Hargreaves, J.
Pte. C. W. H. Roberts.
6102625 Pte. Kennedy. P.
Cpl. N. E. Tribe.
6345031 Pte. Morgan. F.
Pte. A. R. Viles.
6404449 Pte. Nicholson. A.
Pte. H. Wright.
6105427 Pte. Osborne, G.
L.Cpl. D. H. Creasey.
6412474 Pte. Pattenden, W.
Pte. F. C. Curd.
5677852 Pte. Robins, A.
Pte. F. G. Hunt.
6404464 Pte. Skrywinski, A.
Pte. R. C. D. Males.
5577778 Pte. Walton, S.
Pte. A. D. Scott.
6347552 Cpl. Horton, C.
Cpl. E. E. Stephen.
6404570 L.C. Ancell, E.
Cpl. H. J. G. Washford.
6350928 L.C. Hammond, A.
Pte.
S. C.Wills.
4868083 Pte. Bradlev, H.
Cpl. F. Benn.
6101801 Pte. Carter, J.
Pte. J. W. Bloomfield.
6349615Pte. Driver. W.
Pte. W. A. Daniels.
6097596 Pte. Hawkes, S.
Pte. G. H. Gaston.
5346718 Pte. Houlker, D.
Pte.
J. H. Murphy.
6400633 Pte. Marlow, A.
Pte. C. T. Rayner.
6410545 Pte. McVitie, —.
Pte. T. W. Sinden.
3393916 Pte. Navesay, J.
Cpl. F. G. Whitnall.
14200614 Pte. Payne. O.
Pte. E. S. Batchelor.
6408768 Pte. Read, A.
Pte.
J. Crossman.
6347205 Pte. Scales, —.
Pte. A. C. Duncan.
14220159 Pte. Tillman, R.
Pte. R. Keeler.
Pte. J. L. Hewitt.
Cpl. C. H. Savage.
Pte. J. E. Hitchcock.
Pte. H. J. Needham.
Pte. R. E. Steers.
Pte. J. A. Turner.
L.Cpl. J. W. Burgess.
Pte. M. Hawkes.
Pte. H. J. Webb.

DIED OF WOUNDS AS PRISONER OF WAR.
Corpl. F. H. Elliott, Corpl. J. M. Cairns, Pte. N. Richmond.
DIED.
Corpl. v. C. Freeman, Pte. C. L. Thwaites, Pte. L. Chees
man, W./Lieut. J. C. Robson, Pte. R. A. Gent, Pte. F. J. Lid
stone, Pte. R. J. Rowe.
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED WOUNDED, NOW REPORTED
DIED OF WOUNDS.
Pte. C. A. Eenneworth.
WOUNDED.
W.S./Lieut. T. B. Cammiade, Major G. K. Defrates, Major
F. W. P. Taylor, Capt. M. C. Wood, Pte. T. Graham, Pte. T.
Hamilton, Pte. H. W. Austin, Pte. E. J. Grant, Pte. W. H. Lester,
Pte. A. Smith, Pte. H. N. Martin (previously announced as of
Royal Engineers), A./Capt. P. Beall, W./Lieut. M. Desmond,
Capt. J. R. Nixon, Lieut. R. H. Palmer.
DIED OF WOUNDS.
Pte. M. Kennedy. Pte. T. A. Leagas, Pte. H. W. H. McVitie,
Pte. E. W. Woodcock, Pte. R. W. Davey.
REPATRIATED PRISONERS OF WAR.
The following is a list of the Regimental repatriated pri
soners who have arrived home from Germany:—
Pte. J. Bleakley, 6345606.
Pte. J. Henderson, 6346716.
L./Cpl. A. Bell, 6341420.
Pte. R. Humphries, 6347093.
Pte. C. II. Bloxham, 6340008. Pte G. Hobbs, 6198290.
Pte. S. Bishop, 6347208.
L./Ccrpl. R. Hughes, 5727306.
Pte R. Bclton, 6347095
Pte. C. James, 6345420.
Corpl. A. Bellfall, 37016.
Pte. R. James, 6344300.
Pte. L. Baker, 6018148.
Pte. W. Knight, 6340651.
I../Cpl. C. Charlwocd, 6338300. Pte. H. Lamb, 6346831.
Pte. T. Cheeseman, 6347214.
Pte. G. Lovett, 6527486.
Pte. A. Cawthorne, 6345263.
R.Q.M.S. G. Lyons, 6337051.
L./Sergt. F. Carey, 6340582.
Pte. J. More, 6345258.
Pte C. Cooper, 6346686.
Corpl. E. Marshall, 5728436.
Pte. A. Crane, 6346818.
L./Corpl. S. Pullen, 814836.
Pte. F. A. Carrett, 6347603.
Pte. G. Pallett, 6345483.
Sergt. E. Davis, 6346399.
Pte. T. Palmer, 6343814.
Pte. L. Deamer, 6347264.
Pte. D. Parmenter, 6347924
Pte. J. Drew, 6346448.
Pte. P. Riches, 6351367.
Pte. A. Davey, 5435515.
Pte. G. Reeves, 6348066.
Pte. G. W. Dixon, 5727246.
Pte. C. Saunders, 6343863.
Pte. D. Edmeads, 6346016.
Pte. S. Sharp, 6342083.
Pte. D. Foreman, 6343865.
Pte. E. Shepherd, 6344284.
Pte. J. Fassum, 6347077.
Pte. J. Spice, 6344452.
Pte. S. Gash, 6343946.
Pte. H. Smth. 6342787.
Pte. A. Gibbons. 6340522.
Pte. H. Sullivan, 6346639.
Fte. W. Gover, 5727275.
L./Corpl. W. Sinden, 6344820.
Pte. D. Graham, 6018859.
Pte. E. J. Twycrcss, 6345394.
Corpl. L. Greensall, 5435856.
Pte. J. L. Williams, 6087569.
Pte. L. Goodrich, 6344038.
Pte. J. Ward, 60122C8.
Fte. J. Hooper, 5727302.
'
C.S.M. L. Watkins, 7813001.
Pte. M. Harms, 6347084.
Pte. H. Webster, 6347185.
Pte. L. Hudson, 6346188.
Pte. A. Williams, 6347114.
Pte. H. Humphrey, 6345283.
Pte. A. H. Rice, 6346439.
HOME FROM GERMANY.
Pte. Harry J. Sullivan, a member of the Regiment, is home
from Germany in the consignment of repatriated prisoners.
He fought in France, where he was severely wounded in a leg,
so seriously that amputation was necessary. Nearly two years
ago he was one of a party of prisoners who were to have been
repatriated, but arrangements were cancelled when they
reached Rouen.
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PRISONERS OF WAR FUND
We are very pleased to advise our readers that we have
now received official notification that 64 of our men have
been irepatriated (from various Prisonerofwar camps in
Germany. Several of them have already been in to see us
at the Fund, and we have visited others in hospitals nearby.
They seem very cheerful, and all are most grateful for the
help we have been able to give them in their personal
clothing parcels.
We should like to put on record our very sincere thanks
to R.S.M. Tasker for his good work on behalf of the Prisoners
of War. A dance — organised by him last month — was
an outstanding success, and resulted in a very useful sum
of money for the Fund.
Several good friends are, we understand, organising
dances, concerts, etc., over the Christmas season in aid of
our Fund, and we hope to report results in the next issue
of The Queen's Own Gazette.
Donations to the Fund will be very gratefully received
by the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.
R.L.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last account
1653 2 Si
Donations—
Mrs. Smith
10 0
Miss Goodbody
14 0 0
Mrs. Wratten
10 0
Mrs. M. E Beale
20 0
D. Potter
12 0
Mrs. Vernon
8 0
W. J. Peters
10 0
Mrs. Forward
1 0 0
Mrs. H. j. Sullivan
10 0
Mrs. Utting
1 0 0
Mrs. Redway
1 0 0
Mrs. Sweeney
12 0
Mrs Tedham
1 2 6
Mrs. Relf
10 0
Mrs. Vandenberg
7 17 6
Mrs. Page
10 0
Mr. Solly (Loder & Payne)
5 0 0
Mrs. Bowyer
1 1 0
Miss O. Webb
12 0 0
Mrs. Turner
...
5 0
Mrs. Rogers
10 0
Mrs. G. Phillips
"   1 0 0
Mr. A. Boulton
5 0
Mrs. Cook
5 0
Mrs. Chapman
1 12 6
Brigadier and Mrs. N. I. Wliitty .... 10 0 0
Mrs. Couchman
10 0
Mrs. Doney
5 0
Mrs. Blake
10 0
Mrs. J. H. Dickson
2 0 0
Mrs. Cheale
5 0 0
Mrs. Parks
10 0
4
0
Mrs. Briggs
Mrs. Best
15 0
2
Mrs. Allen
6
Mrs. H G. George
10 0 0
Mr. Turner
1° 0
Mrs. Leworthy
5 0
Mrs. Hawkins
7 6
Senior Chaplain — I.T.C
15 15 0
Mr. Hubbard
10 0
Mr. C. Giddens
5 0 0
4
Pte. Reynolds
6
4 13
Mr. A. J. Smith
0
Mrs. M. Harris
1 0 0
Mrs. R. Johnson
1 0 0
Mrs. A. Failbrother
10 0
Mrs. Musgrave
1 0 0
Mrs. L. Hoare
10 0
Brigadier Hibbert
5 0 0
Mrs. M. M. Avery.
1 0 0
5
Mrs. Home
0
Mrs. E. M. Holden
1 0 0
Miss Brown
10 0
Mrs. K. Harris
5 0
Mrs. M. M. Waterhouse
5 0 0
Major Brothers
3 3 0
Mrs. Collis
10 0
Miss N. Hicks
10 0
Mrs. Hodgson
1 0 0
Mr. Hubbard
1 0 0
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Mr. Chandler
Captain Stitt
Mrs. Warren
Mrs. Vernon
Mrs. Hall
Mrs. Reavill
Miss Amos
Anonymous

1 3
1 0
1 13
8
1 0
10
1 0
8 0

Subscriptions from Battalions, etc
Proceeds of Dances, Raffles, etc
Collection Boxes
Sale of Waste Paper

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
149 9
202 13
65 16
13 2
3 6
£2087 10

3
3
94
9
0
9

PAYMENTS.
Goods for Personal Parcels
Donation to Red Cross for Food Parcels
Postage, Stationery, etc
Balance, Cash In Hand

£ S. d.
447 16 3
100 0 0
40 2 74
1499 11 10}
£2087 10

9

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES & DEATHS
BIRTHS.
CLARK—On the 19th Oct., 1943, at Maidstone, Kent, to the
wife of Pte. N. Clark, a sen (Lester Malcolm).
DENNISON—On the 29th Sept., 1943, at Doncaster, Yorkshire,
to the wife of Sergt. J. Dennison, a son (John Blaize).
KNATCHBULL—On the 8th Oct., 1943, at Aldershot Maternity
Hospital, to Eileen (nee Croly), wife of Major W. M.
Knatchbull, a daughter (Bridget).
MILLER—On the 15th Oct., 1943, at Mossley Hill, Liverpool, to
the wife of Pte. F. Miller, a sen (William Richard).
MILLINGTON—On the 14th Oct., 1943, at Derby, to the wife
of Sergt. G. Millington, a son (Leslie).
MUNDAY—On the 26th Oct., 1943, at Tonbridge, to the wife
cf Ccrpl. E. Munday a daughter (Pauline).
NEAL—On the 13th Oct.. 1943, at Loughborough, to the wife
cf Lc.Ccrpl. L. Neal a son (Kenneth Michael).
OLIVER—On the 31st October, 1943, at The Cottage, Hamble
den, Bucks, to Betty (nee Brind), wife of Brigadier W. P.
Oliver (overseas), a son.
PEASE—On the 18tli July, 1943, at Bolton, Lancashire, to the
wife of Pte. W. Pease, a daughter (Yvonne Ann).
READ—On Nov. 4th, 1943, at Woodhayes Nursing Home, Exeter,
to Mary (nee Laird), wife of Major M. R. Read, M.C.,
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, a daughter
(Elizabeth Ann). (Malta papers please copy.)
REEVES.—At 22, St. George's Street, Luca, Malta, to the wife of
Pte. A. Reeves, a daughter (Mary Rese).
STANCOURT—On the 6th Sept., 1943, at the Radcliffe
Maternity Home, Oxford, to Rosemary (nee Spencer
Killick), wife of Captain Lionel Stancourt. a daughter.
STINGEMORE—On the 4th July, 1943, at Ramsgate. Kent, to
the wife of Pte. R. Stingemore, a son (Ronald).
YUILLE—On the 5th Oct., 1943, at St. Mary Abbots, Kensing
ton, S.W., to the wife of Pte. R. Yuille, a daughter (Roberta
Alys).
MARRIAGES.
BLACKWELL—FIELD—On the 6th Oct., 1943, at Wandsworth,
Pte. P. Blackwell to Doreen May Field.
BLOGG—EARDLEY — On the 23rd Oct., 1943, at Congleton,
Corpl. A. Blogg to Hilda Anne Eardley.
BRETT — TAYLOR — On the 21st Aug.. 1943. at Gravesend,
Lc.Cornl. R. Brett to Hilda Maybelle Taylor.
BUTLER—DOWTON — On the 4th Sept.,' 1943, at Bamet,
Hertfordshire, Pte. A. Butler to Hilda Jessie Dowton. .
DIMSDALE—RHODES—On the 2nd Oct., 1943, at Plumstead,
Sergt. T. Dimsdale to Grace Lillian Rhodes.
FARLEY—WHATTINGHAM—On the 26th Sept., 1943, at Cat
ford S.E.6, Pte. J. Farley to Phyllis Vera Whattingham.
JENNINGSBRAMLEY—GRAHAM—Oil the 19th Sept., 1943,
in Cairo, Major Harry JenningsBramley, son of the late
Lieut.Colonel Ahvyn JenningsBramley. XXth Hussars, and
Mrs. Jennings  Bramley, Sleepersdelle, Winchester, to
Barbara, daughter of the late W. P. Gore Graham and
Mrs. Graham Sandford House, Avening. Gloucestershire.
NEAVES—MURRELL—On the 4th Sept., 1943, at Ashford,
Kent, Pte. R. N eaves to Dorothy Pleasant Murrell.
POVEY — TABRETT — On the 2nd Oct., 1943, at Sheerness,
Sergt. Povey to Irene Margaret Louise Tabrett.
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VERYARD—BARROW—On the 28th Aug., 1943, at Shottermill,
Surrey, Pte. A. Veryard to Joan Ashton Barrow.
WATTS—SINCLAIR—On the 14th Oct., 1943, at Edinburgh,
Pte. D. Watts to Jean Sinclair.
DEATHS.
GRIFFITH — On Nov. 13th, 1943, at Maidstone, Grace E.
Griffith, only surviving daughter of the late Colonel J. A.
Murray, Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, and Mrs.
Murray. Cremation took place at Charing cn Nov. 18th.
No flowers or mourning.
HUDSON—On 'the 10th Sept.. 1943, at "Prosperous," Hunger
ford, after a long illness, patiently borne, Ernest John
Hudson, O.B.E., Captain (Bt. Majcr), late The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment, loving and dearly loved
husband of Daisy Hudson. Funeral (private) took nlace
at Ham, Marlborough, on Sept. 14th, 1943.
ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
FOLLIT—Reported missing in September, 1943, now reported
killed in action, Captain William Roy Follit, aged 26,
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, attached
The Hampshire Regiment, beloved husband of Joan, and
father of Pera; dearly loved only son of the late Lieut.
R. W. Follit, R.F.C., killed in action. April, 1917, and of
Mrs. A. D. Longley. 51. Kingsfield Avenue North Harrow.
HEWETT.—In Nov., 1943, killed in action in Leros, Lieut. V. H.
Hewett, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment,
aged 24, dearly beloved only son of the late Mr. J. H.
Hewett and Mrs. Hewett, of 9, Park Ledge, N.W.8 (late of
Chalfcnt St. Giles), and darling brother "of Wynne.
HOWLETT.—In Nov., 1943, killed in action, Brigadier Bernard
Howlett, D.S.O., The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment, dearly loved husband of Joan, Little Judde, Ton
bridge, Kent, and only son of the late Rev. T. E. Howlett
and of Mrs. Howlett, of 64, Hermon Hill, Snaresbrook.
aged 44.
KERR—On Nov. 30tli, 1942, killed in action at Tunisia, Lieut.
William Mark Kerr, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment, fourth son of the late William Kerr, Master
Mariner, and Mrs. Jessie Ken, cf Dartford, Kent.
KEYES—Reported missing, now known to have been killed in
action, Tunisia, April 28th. 1943, Sidney Arthur Kilworth,
Lieut., The Queen's Own Rcyal W.K. Regiment, only son of
the late Captain Reginald Keyes, St. LeonardsonSea.
Sussex, and very dearly loved stepson of Violet Keyes
and brother of Anne, aged 20.
MARSHALL—Killed in action in Nov., 1943, Ian Scott Mar
shall, Lieut., Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment
(Malvern and King's College, London, and Camborne
School of Mines).
MEAD—.Killed in action in October, 1943, Captain Lawrence
Tennent Mead. Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment,
attached the Gurkha Rifles, beloved elder sen of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Mead, 15, Wliyke Road, Chichester.
IN MEMORIAM.
FREEMAN — In fond memory of our only son, John Bentley
Freeman, 2/Lieut., 11th Battalion The Queen's Own Rcyal
West Kent Regiment, killed in action at the Battle of the
Menin Road on Sept. 20th, 1917, aged 20.
MEMORIAL SERVICE.
SCOTT—A memorial service for Major K. B. Scott. M.C., who
was killed in action in Sicily during August,' 1943, was
held at St. Margaret's, Westminster, on Wednesday, Sept.
15th, 1943.
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The practice cf carrying Ensigns, Badges, etc.. is of great
antiquity. The Trojans are said to have been the first to have
made use of Ensigns, etc., to facilitate rallying in battle.
The
Ancients in the beginning had no other ensigns than bundles
of hay, which they fastened on long poles. The Romans used
a Roman Eagle as their badge or ensign.
The Persians had
Eagles, and the ancient Germans carried figures of wild beasts.
Hengist (the name signifying "A Horse") was the first
King of Kent A.D. 455, and used the figure
of a White Horse
as his ensign, and this became known as the White Horse of
Kent.
When England was divided into districts, each under an
Earl, who with his vassals rendered military service in time of
war, the leaders were recognised by the coat cf arms em
blazoned on their shields and by the crest on their helmets.
This practice continued until the Royal Warrant of September
14th, 1743.
In the days of Alfred there was an organised national force
which laid the foundation of the Militia. By Saxon law every
free man capable cf bearing arms was obliged in the case of
emergency to join the army. The forces of the Shire (Saxon
Scir=District) were led by the Sheriff (Scirgrufa) until in the
course of time the military command passed into the hands
of the Lords Lieutenants.
In the days before the Conquest a privilege had always
been claimed by the militazy forces of Kent that they had the
l'ight to the honour of being posted in the van or advanced
guard in the day of battle. This honour appears to have been
accorded to them in recognition of their valiant struggles
against the Danish invaders, and the honour was possibly
gained by Edmund Ironsides in 1016, when he marched after
Canute, the Danish King, defeated him at Otford and drove
the Danes into the Isle of Sheppey. It may date to a much
earlier time of 773, when Offa, King of Mercia, endeavoured
to subdue Kent. However from this privilege appears tc have
come the motto "Invicta"—First in Battle—Second to None.
The privilege appears to have been well known to the
Norman chronicler, Robert Mace, who, writing in 1160. in liis
account cf the Battle of Hastings, mentions it: "Then he
(Harold) ordered those of Kent to go where the Normans were
likely to attack, for they say that those of Kent have the right
to strike first and that wherever the King goes forth to fight,
the first
blew by right is theirs."
In a pcem said to have been written by Turgot, a monk,
in the 10th century, describing the Battle of Hastings, the
Duke cf Leofevine addresses the Saxons:—
"Rowze yee and from the Boddee tyghte
The Kentish Menne in fronte for strenght renowned.
"I and my King be wyth the Kenters found" and
after describing "The . Standard
of
Sylke and Jewells
rare" continues:—
"This Standard rich, endazzlynge mortal eyes.
Was borne near Harolde at the Kenters heade."
Camden, writing of the Battle of Hastings, records:—
"Harold placed in front the Kentish men with their Battle
Axes, the foremost rank being assigned to them by antient
custom."
Whether such a privilege could be accorded as a right at
the present day under the altered circumstances of warfare
may well be doubted, but cf this there can be no question,
that wherever they may be, in the van or elsewhere, the Men
of Kent when called upon to show their devotion in defence
of their Sovereign and their Country have and always will
prove themselves worthy of the glorious traditions of their
county and ever ready to uphold the honour of England in a
manner that will prove their proud motto "INVICTA—Second
to None," to be no vain boast.
The origin cf the motto being adopted by the County
may be explained by the fact that at the Conquest the Men
of Kent retained all their former freedom and privileges and
were permitted to follow their own laws and customs.
It is
said this was effected by means of "The Miraculous Moving
Wood of Swanscombe."
The story as related by Thcmas
Sprot, a monk of Canterbury, about 1228, is as follows:—
"When William the Conquerer, after the defeat of Harold,
expecting to reduce Kent, marched towards Dover. At Swans
ccmbe he was met by the people of Kent, fully armed, under
Stigande, Archbishop of Canterbury, and Egelstone, Abbot of
St. Augustine. Each man bcre large branches of trees, and
William on their approach thought that it was a miraculous
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moving wood! However, when they were come together a t ' a
given signal the Men of Kent threw away their branches cf
trees and, at the sound of a trumpet, produced their arms and
stood prepared for battle. They then sent forward a messenger
who, addressing William, told him they would, receive him in
peace only on this condition: "That the whole people of Kent
should ever enjoy freedom and be permitted to use the laws
and customs of their county"; otherwise he had better prepare
at once for war, as they (the Men of Kent) would rather die
there and then than give up any or the laws and customs of
their fatherland, or submit to slavery, a state they had never
known.
The Duke hearing this, and seeing that the risk of denial
was great and the request comparatively small, more wisely
than willingly granted it.
Tlius Kent received him for its ruler, and alone of all
England retained its accustomed privileges and freedom.
Such is the stcry which savours more of romance than
truth. Nevertheless it is clear that William permitted the Men
of Kent to retain their own laws. etc.. and these privileges were
confirmed on many subsequent occasions particularly in the
reign of Henry III. and Edward I.
In one claim which was
in the Surrenden Library it is stated: "Kent ought of right to
enjoy these peculiar privileges inasmuch as the County was
not conquered with the rest cf the Kingdom, but surrendered
itself up to the Conqueror by a peace made with him, and
a saving to itself of all the liberties and free customs before
that time had and used."

NAVY, ARMY AND AIR FORCE
INSTITUTES CANTEEN ART
By H.H.
Are you an artist in battledress? Do you seek a medium of
expression for your brush while trying to adapt yourself to the
rigours of Service life?
.. „
Scores have found a way, judging by reports reaching
N.A.A.F.I. headquarters every week. These reports tell of "ist
class paintings, cartoons, murals, and friezes executed :>y
the Rembrandts and Bairnsfathers of the Services and used to
lend colour and gaiety to the walls of canteens.
N.A.A.F.I. watches the "canteen art" movement with in
terest. One cf the biggest jobs it has to face Is
of premises placed at its disposal, premises which often defy the
most elaborate efforts to beautify them. Pictures are difficult
to obtain, and R.Es. on priority work are often not available
for decoration.
^
In such cases N.A.A.F.I. does its best with materials avail
able; but unit artists have been helping greatly in their spare
time to make the canteens really attractive.
One of the best examples cf canteen art is to be seen in
a canteen In Yorkshire. The work of a private m the Royal
Artillery, paintings covering the wall of the
from a Walt Disney fantasia embracing Snow Wnite and the
Seven Dwarfs. Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse to a study c±
Young Lochinvar carrying off the Princess on a white charger.
A caricature of the sentry on the gate (on which a bell has
to be rung for admission) consists of a firefly
bearing a notice
"Not Deaf," while on the bell a notice says "Please Clang.
An amusing colour sketch of Dooey is seen, with Dopey being
handed Part I. and Part II. Orders by a King (a lieutenant)
and scratching his head as he receives them. The concert
stage in the canteen is backed by a woodland scene in futuris
tic style, with musical clefts.
Several fine
panels have been executed in a canteen cn a
Lancashire ackack site. One panel, taking up the whole of
one end of the institute, shows various aspects of N.A.A.F.I.
service, including mobilevan, knife, fork and spoon, mineral
waters, teapot, chocolates and cigarettes, a soldier eating chips
another receiving snacks and beverages, and a cock surrounded
by ingredients. There is even the institute cat. Another panel
depicts the unit growing its own vegetables. Another is a
desert scene. There is a negro band playing in Harlem; rums
of a bombed town and a new town rising from the ashes; a
soldier hitchhiking and "thumbing" a car.
R A F a c t i o n  p i c t u r e s , ' including "dogfights," decorate the
walls of a canteen in Lancashire.
But amid grim studies of
bombers and fighters
in action, the artist has introduced a
delicious touch of humour in the shape of the typical ovei
developed primadonna who insists on "entertaining" the forces,
the picture's title being "Nuff Said."
An R.A.F. corporal made the N..A.A.F.I. canteen Itself the

subject of a brilliant drawing with which he gained second
prize in a competition.
Pictorial replicas of Polish life, designed by Polish soldiers,
provide the motif of a N.A.A.F.I. canteen in the North. Be
hind the counter are fine murals, on crepe, showing the victory
of Poland over Germany in 1410.
There is a striking centre
piece of a Polish soldier standing over a prostrate German,
with an eagle staring down from a rock, a memory of the Battle
of Grunwald.
Around the walls the Polish flag and Union Jack are hung
between portraits of President Raczkiewicz and General
Sikorski and black silhouettes of famous landmarks in Warsaw
and Vilna.
The walls of a canteen for A.T.S. in the North are
decorated with spirited drawings executed with great skill. The
premises had previously served as an officers' dining billet, and
among the officers was one who, in "Civvy Street," was a well
known cartoonist. Other examples of his work form a frieze
in the diningroom.
A N.A.A.F.I. naval canteen in Scotland boasts paintings
bv some of Britain's foremost artists.
Portraits of admirals,
paintings of famous seabattles and naval uniforms through
the ages, and an amusing panel showing the "Way of the Navy
with a Mermaid" and a fantastic "aerial ballet by the Fleet Air
Arm" are included among the striking works.
A Yorkshire town hall in which N.A.A.F.I. began onevat'ng
p. cVinvj. thne a cn nnw has as n»ff of its decoration, murals ill
delicate pastel shades, renresentine the best trend of modern
art. The stage, on which N.A.A F.I./E.N.S A. shows are pre
sented has as background an imnr°ssionist design suggesting a
soldier's conception of Paradise. The soldier is shewn at ease
cn a hiHowv cloud, with a bewinged sergeantmajor gliding
towards him with morning tea.
A Canadian unit imnarted a "log cabin effect to its can
teen. while another unit has a stage for N.A.A.F.I./E.N.S.A
shows designed in the form of a thatched cottage.
A g'rl artist serving with the A.T.S. in a mixed ackack
batterv in South London has decorated the walls cf the canteen
on the gunsite with a number of her artistic efforts
This
particular canteen won N.A.A.F.I.'s silver cup for the best
canteen in London.
Although the customers' side of a N.A.A.F.I. canteen is
the unit's resoonsibilitv. N.A.A.F.I. is helping with redecora
tion where labour cannot be spared from R.E sources, and
supplementing furnishings.
. ... .
Maintaining the supolv of framed pictures to institutes
has not been easy.
Largesized pictures, formerly imported
from abroad, are unobtainable and mediumsized pictures have
had to reolace them. Many pictures used to come from rail
and travel companies, but their supply has ceased, and many
attractive posters formerly adapted for framing have been s?ent
for salvage bv travel concerns. Thus N.A.A.F.I. has only well
known dealers as its source of supply, and has been perhaps
the biggest buvers of fine
art prints over* a long period.
We doff our hats to the unit artists, they delight the
.
of their comrades, develop their own talents, and help to sol
one of the war's miner problems.

A GOOD REASON.
"I've just met your brother, and he had a pinched look."
"I wonder why?"
„
"He was between two military policemen.
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SOME AFTERTHOUGHTS OF CEYLON (III)
By CAPTAIN C. L. NORMAN
It is impossible to leave Ceylon without speaking of its
greatest interest—its ruined cities and legends. Perhaps no
country possesses more in such abundance. It seems absurd
that one should travel from Colombo northwards through the
lowlying northern country by night, passing all unconsciously
some of the most amazing remains and relics of antiquity in
the whole world.
Gautama Siddartha, Buddha the Enlightened, was born
about the middle of the sixth century B.C. Some two centuries
later Ceylon became the great Emporium of the East, wealthy
and powerful. The capital, Anuradapura, was situated in the
middle of the northern plain, now a district covered with
dense jungle. The ruins of this city cover the vast area of
some 250 square miles, lofty palaces and buildings, monu
ments, massive causeways, colossal bastions and walls, temples,
monasteries and shrines, courtyards and terraces—in fact, all
the ruins of a once mighty city, centred round the sacred
BoTree, and "the outcome of the religious enthusiasm which
followed the universal reception of Euddhism by the Singh
alese nation" (vide "The Ruined Cities of Ceylon", by Henry
W. Cave, to whom the author's thanks are humbly rendered).
In the early part of the third century B.C.," King Tissa
was ruler of the land of Lanka, the Ceylon of today. King
Tissa was friendly with the great King A.soka of Magadha
(Buddha's native state) which had become the headquarters of
a great empire by this time. Asoka, a fervent Buddhist, had
sent his son Mahinda as a missionary to Ceylon in reply to
gifts and letters from Tissa. The Singhalese, who had an aff
inity of race with the Magadhans, became converted with their
King and Queen and her attendants. Tradition tells that years
before Buddha had visited the island and cleared it of the
local demons, or Yakkas, the early inhabitants, Nagas, having
been snake and devil worshippers.
Mahinda returned to his father after promising to bring

Eve to Ceylon. The Brahmans disagree and maintain that
the god Rama employed the Monkey God, Hanuman, to form
a causeway so that his armies might attack Ceylon from
India : the mason was Nola. Whether or no any such footway
joined the two countries is for the experts to decide.

BUDDHIST DEVOTEES
But in such a short time or in so short an article not a
hundredth of the marvels of the ancient land of Lanka can
be visited or described.
In the September issue "A Trip to Ceylon" on last hut
one line, for "nation" read "native".

MAJOR E. J. HUDSON.

THE FISHERMAN
to King Tissa a branch of the sacred BoTree, under which
Gotama attained the state of Buddh i. The branch was brought
to Ceylon and planted by the King. It is now the venerable
tree which still flourishes after twenty centuries of life.
Adam, our common ancestor, has two memorials in Ceylon,
Adam's Peak and Adam's Bridge. Of all mountains Adam's Peak
is the most venerated, involved as it is in three great religions
—Buddhist, Hindu, and Mohammedan. From all parts of Asia
pilgrims assemble to climb its rugged paths as steps to Heaven.
At one place an iron ladder ascends a perpendicular wall of
cliff ending with a chain to reach the top, the last links of
which are reputed to have been, made by Adam himself. The
followers of the Prophet believe that Adam was hurled from
the seventh heaven to land on this peak, where he remained
on,one foot until such time as he had expiated his offence.
Eve fell near Mecca. Adam, by the aid of Gabriel, eventually
letched her to Ceylon as being trie best substitute for Paradise.
The Buddhists claim the gigantic mark, like that of a foot
print, on the peak's summit to be that of Gautama himself.
Adam's Bridge is the name given to a ridge of rocks that stretch
from the sacred island of Rameseram, famous for its marvel
lous scriptured galleries, to Manaar. The Arabs say that Adam
used this ridge as a bridge to India when, he went to fetch

The following appreciat on of the late Major E. J. Hudson
(once of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment), who
died at his home, "Prosperous," Hungerford, early in September
was forwarded by LieutenantColonel H. W. Snow. C.M.G.,'
D.S.O.
Major Ernest Hudson was born in 1879 and educated at
Tonbridge. He first saw service in the South African War
with the Imperial Yeomanry. He was subsequently gazetted
to the Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment and joined
the 1st Battalion in Aden.
He retired from the Army in 1902 on his marriage to Miss
Daisy White, only daughter of Sir George White, Eart., and
Lady White, of Sneyd Park, Bristol.
In the war of 191418 Major Hudson rejoined his Regiment
aft£r a Period with a service Battalion was appointed to
the Staff where he served with distinction, gaining a Brevet
Majority, the O.B.E., and Mention in Despatches.
During the war Major and Mrs. Hudson had acquired the
property of Prosperous near Hungerford, and here they settled
On the outbreak of the present war. Major Hudson, al
though over age for active service, soon, found use for his
unquestioned
abilities.
For some time he worked at
the Headquarters of the Berkshire Constabulary, as assis
tant to the Chief Constable. On the completion of this work
lie joined the Headquarter Staff of the 6th Battalion Wilt
shire Home Guard, where his experience and knowledge of
administration proved invaluable. His quiet yet determined
methods soon brought order into everything he touched,
and his charming personality rendered his work doubly
3
valuable.
It was not only in these wartime activities, however,
that Major Hudson's qualities were known and appreciated.
During the time that he lived at Prosperous he gained the
respect and affection of all classes. A good tennis and golf
player and a most reliable shot he was a welcome guest at
all sporting occasions in his part of the county, but he was
interested in. more than sport; he took a deep interest in
all local institutions, and was for some time chairman of the
Shalbourne Conservative Association. His religion, was to
him a living truth and he lived all his life in accordance
with his firm and steadfast beliefs. In his various activ
ities Mrs. Hudson was his constant companion, and devoted
supporter, for theirs was an ideal partnership.
A firm friend, a charming host, a generous employer
and a most lovable character has gone to his rest.
H. W. S.
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— BATTALION.
The quarter now drawing to a close has provided more
social and sporting activity than has been seen for several
years. In these last weeks a climax has been reached after
three months of large scale parades, big sporting competi
tions, and musical and other entertainments of every type.
In every part of this activity it can be said — with
all due regard to modesty! — that this battalion of The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment has played a more
prominent part than any other Regiment or Corps in the
station. There has not been a public occasion of any descrip
tion in which the battalion has failed to play, and assist
in every way its resources would allow. It is not that the
battalion has been particularly brilliant in any one activity
with the exception of the Band and Drums — but What
has always been remarked is the way in which all ranks
have put themselves out to make a show — their own or
someone else's — a success, even though it has often meant
considerable difficulty, discomfort and fatigue.
Because — let it hastily be added — let no one imagine
this has been an easy and relaxing time for the battalion.
On the work side we have been fortunate in having no
bombs and few air raids for several weeks now. It is still
too soon to say all that has been happening here, and all
that the battalion has been doing. But for months the
battalion has been fully committed on operational work
night and day on a twentyfour hour basis. Convoys have
been unloaded aerodromes and aeroplanes maintained, stores
guarded, roads patrolled, and every known job which cir
cumstance invents has been done.
There was only one welcome break when for a few
weeks — before it was interrupted again — the battalion
had the opportunity for commencing a brief but rigorous
period of training. As so much had had to be done in so
little time, these weeks were even more energetic than normal
duties and working parties.
But to return to the lighter side again; the high light
of the last quarter must be the activity of the Band and
Drums. Their work, and the practice for their work, has
caused the players and organisers of the Band an extra
ordinary amount of labour, trouble and worry. Yet they
have the satisfaction of knowing that all their efforts have
given the Garrison and people an immense amount of
pleasure and enjoyment in a place which at the moment is
not rich in pleasures and entertainment. The one big
moment was when the Band and Drums were ordered to
plav at short nbtice. and it was known that Mr. Churchill
was on his tour of the Middle East. The Band was all
primed with the Regimental March of the — Hussars —
but unfortunately the Prime Minister never came to hear it!
The Band and Drums played again to welcome the G.O.C.
The Battalion Bugles, with one Company also paraded some
weeks earlier as a tribute to all arms of the Russian dead
and the Red Army.
In sport, the soccer leagues and competitions have held
prominence in importance, and the Battalion and Company
teams have played well in the competitions which were
entered into.
^ ,,
After a disappointing start, the Battalion team gradu
ally improved until we were ready to hold our own with
anyone. Though not possessing any players of League
experience like many of our opponents, we. relied on hard,
open and always clean football, and at times were as good
as any other side. Outstanding perhaps was Smart, centre
half, but all played better and better as the season went
on C Sgt Watts, captain, was a tireless and capable right
back and L.Cpl Munro in goal, was at times brilliant.
Sergt Pack when available, was a potential match winner
at centre forward, but he had his off days. Kay, at outside
left, only lacked speed to be a first
rate footballer. Allison,
at left half, ,/improved out of all recognition, and the
remainder of the side played hard and well. Our sad lack
was inside forwards of real thrust and speed.
Of the friendly matches, of which we won five,
lost
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four and drew one, our best performance was in beating
a strong and much publicised R.A.P. Command team 1—0.
In a league competition, which we might easily have
won but for one or two sorry and quite inexplicable slip
ups, we won six, drew two and lost two. In the next week
or so the competition will end. but though we shall probably
finish
fourth, very little will separate the leading teams.
One of these league matches was played for a cup, and
this we won at the expense of a rival battalion team by
2 goals to 1.
In a Regimental KnockOut Cup we reached the quarter
final round, and again unaccountably slipped up. The previous
match we won after a replay, with extra time. On form,
we should have reached the final
with ease.
The biggest competition was the Victory Cup. open
to all, and much boosted in the local press. We won our
first
game 5—3 versus a Gunner side. This was the out
standing game of the season, and we played firstclass
foot
ball, Pack showing tremendous form. In the next round we
had a walk over, and finally
lost 1—3 to our chief rivals,
who are probably the team of the year out here.
Throughout the season the team earned high praise from
all quarters for the entertaining and clean football pro
duced, and can be warmly congratulated on their performance.
Company teams all took part in an "Eighth Army Cup",
but lost their initial matches, with the exception of H.Q.
Company. This side, if the Battalion had not drawn on
their strength when they played again, might well have
entered the final.
Statistics for all the games played by the battalion are
as follows: Played 25, won 13, lost 8, drawn 4.
In rugger, the team was formed late, and was just
beginning to build up a good side when disaster in injuries
brought crushing difficulties. A good savenaside team was
full of enthusiasm after their first
victory in a knockout
competition, when unfortunately they met disaster at the
hands of an R.A. team in the next round.
In the fifteenaside
competition, the team had a tragic
heroic tale to tell! They were unfortunate enough to draw
against another regimental team who had the best team
in the station, and were the eventual winners of the com
petition. They possessed a threequarter line of dashing
brilliance. Against this the battalion side had a devastating
row of eight casualties, three more players had to play
after being up all night, and the ground was as hard as
iron after weeks of rainless days. Almost everyone in the
battalion who had ever seen a rugby ball was pulled out
to play, but let a merciful veil be pulled over the result
and no more be said than that the team went down fighting
and without shame!
The third big sporting event was the InterRegimental
boxing match. In the first
round the battalion was boxing
the
Regt. After some firstrate
boxing the result stood 5—5
in fights
and the decision was given against tins battalion
as the welter weight, the deciding weight, had been lost.
Our opponents started confidently with a win in the
bantam weight contest by Pte. Williamson over Pte. Perfect.
Neither this fight
nor the feather weight contest between
Cpl Ready of The Queen's Own. and his opponent, Cpl.
Hudson provided many thrills. In the latter contest Cpl.
Hudson' proved the more aggressive fighter,
and the result
was never in doubt.
Undeterred by their bad start, The Queen s Own pro
duced a doughty and experienced boxer in Sgt. Dowsing to
win the light weight bout from Pte. Campbell. This was an
excellent fight,
with both men giving everything they had.
In the second light weight contest Pte. Softley made the
score level by beating L.Cpl. Mackeown in a furious affair.
By now the onlookers were warming to the occasion, and
some of them became rather too vocal for Capt. Close Brooks,
the referee
Next, amid shouts of applause and chagrin.
Pte Home (The Queen's Own) dismissed Pte. Cebol on
points, chiefly by dint of his pistonlike straight left. A
very good fight
to watch this. Both of these secondstring
welters proved good, tough boxers.
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Now it was our opponents' turn to sweep into the lead.
This they did when both middle weights, L.Cpl. Chadnick
and Sgt. Bolland stormed their victorious way through three
rounds against Cpl. Howlett and L.Cpl. North respectively.
Good hard fights
once again, but few found it necessary to
watch the green and red bulbs for the result.
Next came the light heavies, Capt. Rickcord, of The
Queen's Own. and Sgt. Ferris. A clever fight
this, full of
energy and clever boxing, with no quarter given. Spurred on
by witticisms and amateurish advice. Capt. Rickcord made
the score level once more. When C.Sgt. Watts put The
Queen's Own ahead again by narrowly beating Sgt. Sweeny
in the heavy weight contest, the excitement in the hall
rose to a high pitch. For the result of the match was to
be decided by the winner of the firststring
welter weight.
Thus it was now that C.S.M. Dean clinched matters by
defeating Cpl. Snellin (The Queen's Own) in a rather dull
affair.
So ended an entertaining afternoon's sport. All matches
were won on points, and the boxing was ever of the fast
and furious type. But the fact that the result always being
in the balance made it all most exciting, and the vanquished
wished the victors the very best of good fortune in the next
round of the competition.
Whenever working parties and duties have allowed, com
panies have arranged concerts and entertainments. These
concerts have reached an extraordinarily high standard —
C.Sgt. Milton and Sgt. Williams have always provided an
unfailing background of piano and drums. Local guest artistes
have been invited, and Sgt. Perryman has usually managed to
provide a buffet in his own remarkable way!
The following honours and awards were given to the
Battalion, of which we are very proud, and give every
congratulation to the recipients: Lieut.Colonel R. O. P
,
O.B.E.; Capt. R. Butler, M.B.E.; Lieut. C. A. L. Clark, M.C.;
Cpl. W. North, M.M.; Sgt. R. Perryman, B.E.M.
We also congratulate Lieut.Colonel H. D. C
and
Lieut.Colonel J. M. D. B
T
on their promotion, and
wish them every success in their commands. Fortunately
they are still near us, and are frequent and welcome visitors
to the battalion.
We also welcome Lieut. J. A. Myers. Lieut. E. G. Dickin
son, Lieut. T. Phillips and Lieut. D. J. Cropper, who have
just joined the battalion. And finally,
Lieut. H. D. T. Groom,
who has come back to us and will be remembered by many
old friends of the battalion.
We have lost Captain R. Butler, who has gone to the
Staff School. The last we heard of him was his unsuccessful
attempt to use his old friendship with the R.A.F. to secure
a trip to visit Mrs. Butler in South Africa.
And this ends another three months. Three months
which have been happier for the battalion than many
months previously. Not because of what has been done
and what has been enjoyed, but because the air is full of
hope and opportunity for the battalion.
Since these notes were written Lieut.Colonel R. O. P
has left us.
We all offer him our sincere sympathies in having to
leave the battalion just as we were beginning to look forward
to better things. At least he has the satisfaction of knowing
that he guided us through a very critical period.
We wish him a speedy recovery from his injury, obtained
during a very vigorous game of hockey.
We would like to take this opportunity of welcoming
our new C.O., who came to us recently from another unit.
We offer our congratulations to Pte. Hodges, of the
Signal Platoon, who obtained first
prize in a Command
Essay Competition.
[This is printed as an article on another page.—Editor.]
"A" COMPANY.
Once again we are here, so here's wishing all our com
rades good luck.
Capt. R. Butler and his little Jane heard the good news
of going places, much to the disappointment of "Charlie"
Farley, who was the long devoted Jeeves. So we saw the
departure of our Company Commander minue little Jane
(who, by the way, I am told is left In good hands). We of
"A" Company take this opportunity in wishing him all
the best, and also to congratulate him on being awarded
the M.B.E.
We again welcome into our midst Capt. P. R. H. Turner,
who once again takes over command of the Company.
Since the last issue we have welcomed several new
comers to' the Company in Lieut. G. E Dickinson
who
joined us from another unit, and Lieut. H. D. T Groom
who has just returned from another station. We wish them
all the best in joining \is.

Also, last but not forgotten, the other ranks who joined
us. The C.S.M. welcomed them with open arms.
Lieut. B. J. M. keeps in the headlines, even when he
is on five
days' leave. He sportingly gave up one of his
days to play rugger for the battalion, but woke up to find
himself in hospital. (I wonder if he will forget those five
days!)
We also congratulate Corporal Charlie Gardner oh his
marriage. It looks very likely that the C.Sgt. will shortly
be haying another name to gc on his married list, inasmuch
as a certain N.C.O. these days keeps the Company runner
very busy with local mail.
In sport the Company have been doing extremely well,
both in soccer and hockey. Although we had quite a beat
ing in the 8th Army Cup Competition by a far superior
team. Hockey, myself not being a very strong supporter of
it, I can't say very much about, except that we had the
pleasure of playing L.Sgt. Bathurst, Cpl. Billet and Pte.
Johnson for the battalion team. "Good show, 'A' Company,
keep It up."
With our rivals in sport. "B" Company, we had a
three day stunt, which resulted in many a sore foot, but
as usual we managed to mop up the enemy.
One of the flashes
of the month is that the C.Sgt. is
finding
far too many admirers of the seamstresses. So to
overcome it all he has to keep moving them around. Where
they will end up next I don't know. Ask the C.Sgt. for
latest information.
All for now from "A" Company.
T.R.H.
BAND

(STRETCHER

BEARERS).

Hullo, readers. Well, here we are again, thought it was
time I put pen to paper and let our pals know that we are
still on the "Active List".
Firstly, as Stretcher Bearers we are quite holding our
own, even as "Umpires," Telephone Orderlies, Guards, and
all the other numerous duties which come along. Reference
to guards, "S.Bs." are in real competition these days as
to who is going to get /the "stick"; maybe "Doughy",
"Lionel" or even "Stropper" Rootes may know something
about this.
Band activities have been very much to the fore lately,
and one must mention about our beloved "Retreat", but
with all its faults it is greatly appreciated by the "Locals";
then our programmes to the Hospitals, Troops, and even at
the Command Fair, and lastly, a military band's one ambi
tion. "Broadcasting", and Hinder the able batonship of
C.Sgt. Dunton, Sgt. Bates and others, things have gone
along very well, and when one realises that the Band are
all split up to various Companies, and getting together
becomes rather difficult, the result attained is all the more
so in our favour.
SPORT.—Am afraid this has rather been in the back
ground until recently, but with our hockey enthusiast.
"Sam Small" and "P.T." we have had some very good
results.
We have recently lost a very old and popular member of
the Band, Sgt. (John) Ellis, and Mrs. Ellis. Wherever they may
be we wish them both the very best of luck and live in
hopes of meeting again in the Channel Isles.
We have heard that our B.M. has taken over some
colonial band — is this right, Bandmaster, if so, would
you please confirm and let us know how yourself and others
are getting along?
The regimental dance band, "Invicta Swingers", are
still holding their own, and if anyone is interested at all,
the dance band now consists of C.Sgt. Dunton Sgt. Bates',
Sgt. Williams, Cpls. Wheeler and Keen, L.Cpl. Gillham.
Bandsmen Dyason, Colebrooke, and Pte. Matthews
Our
"Nobby" Wheeler is still in great demand with his trumpet
solos. Matthews (our "Civvy" Stan), a newcomer, hence
the "Civvy", is certainly worth his weight on the trumpet.
Our "Norman" Williams still has plenty of rhythm, and
almost makes the drums speak sometimes. The trio of
saxes are really quite an old soldiers' team (Pete Dunton,
Jim Bates and our "Charles" Dyason, tenor sax.), a very
formidable trio to come up against. "Uncle" Colebrook
(trombone) is quite an artist, and like "Nobby" is still
in demand for some of his solos. "Spot" Keen still slaps
that bass in a very efficient manner, and should by now
have some fairly large bunions on his fingers
And lastly
there's our old friend "Gilsac", L.Cpl. Gillham, who still*
twinkles over the keys, but detests "Temptation Rag" (not
enough keys for him), and one must mention L.Cpl. Fisher
(our Tom) who has ably deputised for our "Norman" as
drummer when duty has called him elsewhere Well done
Tom!
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gestive gestures soon had the audience roaring with laughter.
Finally, with a curtsey, and a kiss, blown to the object of her
affection, who by now was feeling hot round the collar, she
made her exit to a chorus of endearing farewells.
Item three was a flute
solo, "Love Serenade", and a
piccolo solo, "The Whistler and His Dog", the dog represented
by yelps and barks emitted from behind a pile of dixies in
the far corner of the room, where later someone was seen to
creep out. This turn captured the audience, judging from
the applause.
An amusing sketch and variety of singers followed, who
gave some excellent solos, duets and trios.
The band played another selection of music. Following
this came an interval for refreshments — tea and sandwiches
from the cookhouse, and the weekly issue of beer from the
canteen.
The band took up again at the resumption, a trumpet
player rendering two delightful solos, "Little Grey Home in
the West" and "Because", with perfect execution, appreciated
by all.
Community singing commenced, and many old favourites
were revived, one in particular, "The troopship was leaving
Bombay", went off with a rare gusto. Probably a good number
of "time expired" men being present.
Next came an interplatoon competition for the best
individual performance, one representative from each, which
produced some good singing and poetry, and which was
carried off by a colourful song "Serenade".
The Company Commander then spoke a few words on
behalf of all present, thanking the performers for their
efforts which he rightfully said "has made our show a success
and given us a really enjoyable evening". After three rousing
cheers for the artistes, the National Anthem was heartily
sung, and so ended a highly successful evening.
L. FLOYD.

Well, pals, I really think this is all for this time, and
what about it over there, have you got a Band? We would
certainly like some "Info", so don't forget us.
Good luck to you all, and hope to see you in 1950.
"Sarwish" (J.S.B.).
"C" COMPANY.
Concerts, variety shows and pantomimes have come much
to the fore as our chief sources of amusement. It may be
said that entertainment reaches its peak during war years,
as a diversion from the monotony and strain of war time
life. Production of new shows has been strained Jo its limit
to cope with demand from the public and services, causing
the latter to search everywhere for talent and reverting to
that Uelightful form of entertainment, the Impromptu
Concert".
I spent a hilarious evening at one of these shows held
recently by an infantry company stationed in a remote out
post.
The dining hall, the largest room of the billets, was
selected for what the Company Commander referred to as
"Our Do" Chairs and forms having been arranged for seating,
and one end of the room cleared to be used as the stage,
the company trooped in, and the show was on.
A jazz quintette, consisting of a pianist, two trumpets,
guitar and drummer, opened with a hot number of their
own composition, followed by some of the latest dance tunes,
some of them being sung by a guest singer, who proved to
be excellent. At . the end of this turn the company had
attained the festive spirit, and the Company Sergt.Major,
acting as compere, announced the next item as a song by
a young lady. Forthwith appeared a picture of charm and
elegance, rouged lips, eyebrows pencilled, and A daringly short
skirt.
She received rather an embarrassing reception, the whole
of the audience bent on winning her by flattering
remarks.
With a reproachful look to all in general, she sang the well
known song "My Own".
It was quickly seen that she was vamping the Sergt.
Major, who was sitting in the front row.
The words of the song, together with some cleverly sug
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Since the end of the Sicilian Campaign we have relaxed
our physical efforts quite a bit, and our habit of dashing to
the top of the nearest mountain with a Bren gun has fallen
off of late. However, as we cannot win new laurels on the battle
field at the moment we have looked for new fields to conquer—
and have we found them! Everyone for miles is now familiar
with the prancing horse on the blue flag
which flutters
proudly from the flagpole
at Battalion H.Q., and the guards
mounted outside th's magn'ficent building (?) remind you
of our palmy days. Incidentally an eightday competition for
the smartest H.Q. guard has just come to a finish,
"B" Coy.
being the winners. The prize, a bottle of beer per man and a
day off. would have pleased exC.S.M. 'Micky Marshall' —
especially the beer!
We have also added to our very imposing list of Officers
and Men with immediate awards, and the whole battalion
was very bucked when the C.O. was awarded the D.S.O. for
the last action the battalion fought in the Sicilian campaign
— an action, by the way, which those of us who have been
with the lads since Nov. 9th last, believe to have been the
toughest and most successful of our fighting
career. For an
earlier action, in which he was wounded. Major Defrates was
awarded the M.C.. and for the last one again Major Clarke
was also awarded the M.C. Our N.C.Os. were splendid in all
actions, and Sgt. Obbard and Sgt. Richardson, of "A"' and
"D" Coys, respectively, were awarded a well deserved M.M.
The "Obbard Gang" (members: Sgt. Obbard, M.M., Cpl.
O'Flynn. L.Cpls. Wallace and Eastley, and Ptes. Igoe, Her
ring, Morris, Ashton and Dempster) have been transferred to
another Company. This leaves "A" Coy. a bit thin in N.C.Os.,
as Sgt. Benge, M.M.. is undergoing a course previous to
being Commissioned, and wc don't expect to see him back
in the Company as a Sergeant!
Lieut. Mackenzie is now Battalion Sports Officer, and is
kept pretty busy arranging our various activities in the sport
ing line — we are in the middle of tryouts for a football
team at the moment, so he is on the look out for discoveries!
Any of you chaps coming back for a game?
We have also welcomed Capt. Dowse to the Company as
Second in Command to Major Clarke. Some of you will
remember him from your rookie days at the Depot.
We are also very pleased to hear that our old Company
Commander, Major Defrates, is convalescing at Cairo, to
gether with Major Taylor of "C" Coy. We expect the good
folk of Cairo will wonder what has hit them once these
two are able to get out and about.
Finally, all the inside "dirt" of "A" Coy. (as much as
we dare print) was supplied by that exteabrewer of "B"
Coy. office. "Sammy Iden."
"B" Coy. still flourishes
under the command of Major
A. H. Miskin, M.C., at the moment acting as Second in
Command to the Colonel.
Some of our old favourites hqve found their way to
North Africa. C.Sgt. Champion. "Mr. Deeds," and Pte. Sivyer
are three of them. We can guess where they would like to
be convalescing!
Quite a few old sweats have returned — L.Cpl. Court,
Ptes. Morley, Speed and Dart, and "Doc" Armstead are back
in the fold once more. Let's be seeing some more of you
soon.
We hear incidentally that Lieut. Reed has arrived in
North Africa, and hope that he will soon be joining II PI.
again.
L.Sgts. Fiske and Crosby are now Sergeants, and yet
another product of "Ould Oirland" has been promoted, L.Cpl.
Sullivan, M.M., to Corporal. Any nonIrishmen in "B" Coy.
still requires any of Cpl. Sullivan's orders translated into
English before he can understand them! The father of all
"B" Coy's. Irishmen. Sgt. Lenihan, M.M., is also away on a
preCommission course at Division. We wish him luck.
"Charlie Company" news is a bit scarce at the moment.
C.Sgt. Cleggett had a letter from C.S.M. Thompson the other
day, saying that he was in North Africa (no luck at all!),
and that Lieut. Tyler and Pte. Harper were also with him.
They are all recovering. "C" Coy. seem to like revisiting old
spots, because we also had news that Capt. Weatherley was in
Phillipville.
"Charlie" is now commanded by Major I. H. Roper. He
decided to leave the mightier realms of Support Coy., and
likes us so much now. nothing will keep him away. Why, he
even sees us two minutes after Reveille!
Some of Shiny "D" have managed to get back to the
old country. Pte. Carr received a letter the other day from
Pte. Barrett, who was wounded on "Longstop." saving he
was home. Any more offers? "WallyV Hall, who was wounded
on Bou Diss, is also back home. Leave us some wallop, Wally!
Sgt. Brown, who was wounded on "Longstop," has managed
to get back to the battalion, but "Bunny" Belson, who was

wounded on Bou Diss, has not recovered sufficiently, and
has a staff job.
We are all sorry that C.S.M. Dean. D.C.M., had to leave
us during our iast" action, and hope he will soon recover
from his wounds and be back with "D" Coy. once again. At
the moment Major Saunders and Capt. Wakefield are O.C.
and Second in Command respectively.
Capt. Wakefield is also kept pretty busy as Battalion
Entertainments Officer. Rumours that he was signing up
Dorothy Lamour as resident artiste for the Sergeants' Mess,
have not yet been confirmed.
H.Q. Coy. goes on its peaceful way. "Strength Fiver"
under Capt. Peerless. Ptes. Guy and Creasey, of the Sigs., are
now L.Cpls. — rumour has it that Mrs. G
is going to
move into a bigger house in celebration! Pte. Gibbs — L.Cpl.
Ted Gibbs — now C.Sgt. Edward Gibbs — we can't think
of a quicker promotion better deserved. Anyone who can
make the "Q" side of H.Q. Coy. work is worth a Captaincy,
anyhow! And, of course, before we leave H.Q. Coy. we must
tell you that we are still blessed with the massive bulk
of Sgt. Baker, the tiny figure
of "Daddy" Wicks, and the
everpresent "Please Explains" of Sgt. Gore. What would the
Adjutant do without them? All right, we know! Finally,
C.S.M. O'Brien is also on a preCommission course, Again,
we all wish him luck.
Capt. Williams, formerly commanding the "Drain Pipes,"
is now commanding Support Coy., with exSgt. Cobb of the
6pounders, as C.S.M. "Mary" Pickford is now a Corporal,
with his eye .on a crown at least, and the rest of Support
Coy. at this time is so full of talent w6 can face tanks,
M.Gs. and enemy mortars with full confidence. The Mortars
have killed so many fish
with their firing
at a rock about
1,200 yards off shore, that we strongly suspect they are
getting a good rake off from the local "Locali Fishermano
Unionetti!"
We were all extremely pleased to hear that our old C.O.,
had arrived. A bit of luck he well deserves.
In case he ever reads this, we hope he will have "one
for us" at the 'Greyhound,' 'The Rifleman,' and all the
other familiar spots.
Well, that's all for this time. We'll try to give you all
the latest news — if you have any, let us know, we can't
get round to see you all (how we wish we could, specially
the ones at Tunis!), but we'd like to hear from you — and.
of course, if we know your address we can send your mail
straight to you. Cheerio.
"Invicta."

— BATTALION.
After a lapse of many months the cry has gone forth:
"Copy for the Q.O.G. wanted," and this scribe finds
himself
with yet another job.
During these months we have visited many parts of the
land, but many will agree that this is our most pleasant
station yet, despite the weather and the training.
Many changes have taken place within the Battalion —
we have said "Goodbye" to our C.O. and welcome another
in his place.
One of our most recent activities was the Battalion
Sports Day held on a local football ground, where a grand
show was put up by all competitors. The day turned out
to be a victorious one for Support Company, who gained the
Challenge Cup by winning nearly all the individual events
and team races. In particular we would congratulate Pte.
Genn on winning the mile, and Sgts. Shipstone and Cruick
shanks on being successful in the quarter mile and half
mile races respectively. It was noticed that the fast cycle
race, won by L.Cpl. Blacklege, was almost the slowest event.
A great ovation was made when the visitors' race was won
by Mr. Jim Ellison, and we all eagerly anticipated a pint
on the house during the evening. The opposite numbers
race caused a considerable amount of amusement, the baton
was dropped a number of times by both teams, but it is
not known whether this was due to the excitement of the
moment or other extraneous causes. The finale
was a fivea
side football match won by Sp. Coy. against Bn. H.Q. Coy.
by i a goal to nil. The A was a corner awarded against Pte.
Bacon. Bad luck, Ernie!
Another highlight is the Battalion football team, under
its able trainer. Sgt. Proctor. The team is entered 'in the
local league championship. We were unfortunate, however,
in meeting in our first
game, before the team was well
settled down, the champions of the previous season, and
had the misfortune to lose after a very spirited game by a
score of 5—3. Since then, however, we have won all "our
matches, and now stand second in the league table to our
only vanquishers. We are confidently expecting t£ have our
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revenge in the return match later in the season. Whilst it is
impossible to mention the achievements of all the players,
special bouquets are due to Lieut. Robinson. Sgt. "Venus"
Parker and Pte. Tremaine for their valiant efforts.
IRP
H.Q. COMPANY.
Although the sun, a very rare visitor here, is shining,
and the birds would be singing if they dared venture to
this North Western town, your correspondent finds
himself
gnawing the pen of frustration, for this is the Cinderella
of Companies.
But it would be ungracious to proceed further with this
chronicle before offering our very heartiest congratulations
to Captain and Mrs. R. J.,G. Lee on the birth of a daughter,
also to Sgt. Limburn on his plunge into matrimony. We
wish both him and Mrs. Limburn the best of luck in their
married life. We extend a hearty welcome to C.S.M. Duffin
who has joined us. May his stay with us be a long and happy
one.
Our work goes on with unflagging enthusiasm, and
though at times we may feel jaded because we get wrong
'phone numbers and the parade states refuse to satisfy,
yet, with the memory of hockey and late passes we can
cheerfully reply that it is only the first
six calls of the day
that go awry, and in any case a well cooked parade state
is infinitely more palatable than a halfbaked one.
During the last eight weeks, representatives from many
other Regiments have joined us. Inevitably they were shy
at first,
but, having become accustomed to the 70 odd
stairs at midnight, they settled down to do a really good
job of work. We have the impression that they are well
content to work under "Invicta." Occasionally on the 74th
or 75th stair yon will hear the doleful cry "Oh, my category."
Company Office has had its moments since your chronicler
last wrote. One memorable Thursday morning tear gas was
insinuated into the building. The effect was beyond the
wildest dreams of Mr. Heath Robinson, the chief aim of the
staff being to see who could outwit the gas without descend
ing to the abysmal depths of wearing a respirator. Formerly
we never could remember whether C.A.P. was persistent or
nonpersistent. We still can't believe in the latter, in any
case it was nonpersistent in the stores for four days.
On locking back perhaps Cinderella has (found her
golden slipper, so with task finished,
your correspondent can
escort her to the ball, being especially careful that she does
not cover her dress with the whitewash from our walls. In
conclusion, it is our happy task to welcome back those of
our comrades who have returned to freedom and home; we
wish them all the very best — they deserve it. And to
every one of our friends both at home and overseas: A
Very Merry Christmas.
^
"Cinders."
SUPPORT COMPANY.
Since news was last heard of this Battalion in the Q.O.G.
a great many changes have taken place within the Unit,
one of these, the forming of Support Company, being one
of the most important, at least as far as it affects personnel
in it! 'Support' has since this time definitely established
itself as the Cream of the Battalion, and in case any Com
pany wishes to dispute this fact, which is hardly likely, we
are willing to meet any challenge in the field
of sport.
Since formation, this Company has gone in for training
in a big way, it has in fact been our main occupation since
we have beeri stationed in
"Hall." Courses have been the
order ofthe day.
The "Hall," which is situated in delightful surround
ings in the heart of a select residential quarter (two mins.
from 'bus stop) is one of the sights of the town and the
pride of the Company — at least it would seem so after
watching the 'Boxing' to be put on cleaning up fatigues on
a Saturday morning.
R.S.M's. drill parade, or Church Parade rehearsal, takes
place every Saturday morning.
In the 'Local' several things worthy of mention have been
noticed of late. Our 'Cous' has been noticed sitting on his
own with the boys. We understand that Arthur will be too,
now that his platonic friendship has been broken (what foul
friend worked him a flanker?).
The new Lochinvar, Freddie
the Fearless, has been seen knocking around, together with
his new flashin',
gleamin" smile!
We have since we were formed lost a great many of our
lads who have proceeded overseas to help win this 'ere war,
together with Taney Lee (who has started on the slippery
ladder of success. Hey Bill! what are you doing about this?).
We would like to take this opportunity to wish all the very
best to all the o'd boys of Support Company.
We very much regret to announce the death of Pte. J.
McNamee, a member of the Carrier PI., who met with a

fatal accident whilst on
and is missed by all.

training. He

was a great

friend,

"A" COMPANY.
First we would like to extend our congratulations to
our Company Commander on his receiving his Captaincy,
and trust that he will remain here to control our goings
in and out for some long time to come. The middle of Sep
tember saw the arrival of the first
intake of a regiment new
to the neighbourhood, and there were rather mixed feelings
on the part of both units as to how things would go.
However, the spirit of friendly rivalry is a great incentive
to giving of one's best, and we feel that our new friends
are perfectly at home here, though, like us, they are far
from their own fields.
The training programme is going on in a great efficient
way. and the weather has been extremely kind, allowing the
training to proceed apace in fair weather and not so much
foul. There may have been a certain amount of uncertainty
amongst the men when they were first
handled by N.C.Os.
of their opposite regiments, but this soon gave way to a
compromise, and the welding of both units into an efficient
whole; and now we are each benefiting from the contacts
we have made one with another. The difficulty arises with
the constant comings and goings to and from both units.
The making and severing of new friendships, which perhaps
have now only the duration of the training period in which
to mature, is yet another hurdle over which we have jumped.
The night operations in our training are now truly night
schemes, and we do not have the waiting about for darkness
to set in and we can finish
earlier and get a full night's
rest between those lovely army sheets.
The spirit of all personnel is high, and all work together
in a happy way. resulting in a happy and efficient unit to
which the new members, as well as the old, are proud to
belong. It is the happy band that is the efficient band.
Friendly rivalry continues between Companies, and we
are proud to say 'that we are well able to hold our own
against all comers on the football field,
though our boys
are not so fleet
of foot on our weekly crosscountry runs.
Yet there again we put up the usual "A" Company good
show on every occasion. There are, of course, times when
many pray for rain to interfere, but these prayers are always
answered on Friday. Saturday and Sunday evenings, when
one would prefer to be suntanned if possible.
To all old friends who have passed through this Com
pany and are now at home or overseas, we send our hearty
greetings, with best wishes for good hunting.
"The Grenadier."
"B" COMPANY.
Relegated to the job of training those who go out to
join our "Queen's Own" comrades in the various fighting
zones of the world, the news, what there is of it, will not
tend to excite our combatant friends overseas. We eagerly
peruse the columns of each issue of the Gazette for news of
our friends whom we knew in earlier days, and those who
have passed on to the real job of putting the enemy where
he belongs. To these, and to all others, be you "Kentish Man"
or "Man of Kent," we send our greetings after the long
spell since our last contribution to this publication.
A true disciple has earned the name of "killer" owing to
a run of bad luck in his .Platoon, the numbers of which
dwindled as the training increased in severity. It cannot be
said that he has not contributed to the lack of boredom of
the staff of the C.R.S.
In spite of the difference of life which has been thrust
upon them our semirecruits stand up well to the rigorous
but necessary hardships which are not without their lighter
moments. For example, a certain member of one of our
latest platoons was firing
recently, and was holding the
weapon in a somewhat nervous manner, an instructor standing
by and perceiving his plight, said in a friendly tone, "Now
come on, grit your teeth." The answer came back "I can't,
sir, I ain't got none." The same chap was told one day to
jump a river, and after a little hesitation leapt into the
air. Aghast at his own ability, he opened his mouth, allowing
his top plate to fall into the 'drink.' Much mirth and amuse
ment was caused by the unfortunate who, with sleeves rolled
up and feet astride, fished
frenziedly for his dentures.
Situated in a North Western industrial town, we are
able to keep sports going without much trouble to anyone
except the Sports Officers. Football and a certain amount of
hockey are being played. A Platoon football league is being
started, to which we are all looking forward with considerable
enthusiasm.
Owing to the fairly rapid turnover of our Platoons there
are no really juicy rumours we can pass on to you. Perhaps
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we will be able to satisfy those who crave for chatter in
the next issue.
As the final
word of "Baker Company" we would like
to welcome home most heartily those of The Queen's Own
who have spent the last two or three years in various Stalags.
We are happy to have them home again with us, and hope
it will not be long before all from "Over there" will be
back "Over here" with us.
We wish you all A Very Merry Christmas.
"Bash On."
"C" COMPANY.
Much water has flowed
'neath the local bridge since our
last contribution, and many Privates have fallen in it.
Drafts have come, drafts have gone, and our position of
Splendid Isolation has been usurped by a considerable influx
of our comrades from another South County Infantry Regi
ment, whom we heartily welcome. They have spent the
majority of their time subsequently in learning to inhale
the salubrious atmosphere without having previously adjusted
the respirator to the "worn" position. These manifold changes
have tended to sabotage Company organization, but never
theless NIL returns have been rendered as regularly as here
tofore, and occasions have actually been known when B.O.R.
has reconciled the Strength Return.
Two and threeday schemes have become legion, and
Drinkwater's has been held consistently and tenaciously to
the last Very Light. As summer fell on a Sunday here this
year, a complete change of denims has been the order of
the day, with attendant festooning of the Barrack Room with
sadly sodden lingerie..
If you should ever wish to locate Charlie Company, then
we suggest that first
X3 should be thoroughly searched, and
secondly the N.A.A F.I. (Never 'Ave Any Fags In). The alacrity
with which the men traverse the Assault Course is equalled
only by the remarkable burst of speed which manifests itself
when covering the distance from Mill to Star and Garter
(155487) each Saturday night. Now that the bicycle which
received very severe treatment at the hands of a certain
Subaltern is in commission again, the Company may claim
to be fully mechanised.
The weekly crosscountry run is now performed in boots,
which has the effect of disturbing the Saturday serenity of
Cherry Tree; the avalanche of clattering clodhoppers causing
disquiet amongst the aged and infirm, and horses to bolt.
We await with apprehension the advent of the day when
these athletics are to be enjoyed in F.S.M.O. with bed cot
at the High Port. There seems to be a delusion that a
distance of three and a half miles can eifectively be covered
in fifteen
minutes after the customary Saturday quota of
Burma Road. This is known as the Darwen Theory.
Yours 'til the unexpired portion of the day's rations
finally
expires.
"Ben."

+

NOT CRAZY.
Hitler was making a tour of the German lunatic asylums.
At one place all the inmates lined up as he made his appear
ance and gave the Nazi salute. All did except one.
"Vas is los?" screamed irate Adolf. "Why aren't you
saluting me?"
"Don't be foclish," came the reply, "I'm cne of the
guards here, not one of the inmates!"
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Loose Road, Maidstone.
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OLD PROVIDENCE

(A Story of The Spanish Main).
Close crept the hour to noonday; the Fernando anchored fast.
And sullen breakers heeled her as she swung offshore at last:
A shouting and a cheering surged in gusts from pirate throats,
Reechoed in the palmgroves and aroused the island goats;
The longboats quick were lowered, soon a lawless, motley scum
Whose avid thirsts too oft were quenched with raw Jamaica
rum.
Were piling up their plunder, loot and pillage from the Main,
All buccaneering booty, sometime steeped with crimson stain—
A crucifix from Portugal, a jewelled pyx from Spain!
Rich vestments from San Juan (with the blessing of the Pope!),
A mitre blazing precious stones, a chasuble and cope,
A chalice made of Inca gold, Paquillo's workmanship.
Of steelbound treasure chests a row (red doubloons to the
lip!),
Truetempered, sleek Toledo blades, forged for Conquistadors—
Once weapons used by Cortes' dons and grandees at the wars,—
Fine filigree
of silver from the bench of Esteban;
The choicest vintage wines in aromatic rivers ran.
But ne'er to slake hidalgo's thirst in sunny San Juan.
"El Capitan"—"Old Providence"—gazed round like fiend
from
hell,
Whose brutal deeds were such that many dead men could not
tell;
A wizened, gnomelike creature, with one leering, evil eye,
That oft had glcated o'er its victim's agonizing cry,
DeeTJ*sunken, toothless jaws and sickly, parchmentvellow skin,
With pores that oozed and reeked of ev'ry leprosy of sin:
Not all the hot springs in Peru his Infamy could purge.
This curse cf Caribbean and the west Atlantic scourge.
Whose hoarse, staccato chucklings sounded oft a victim's dirge.
His breath came foul and gasping, steamed and stank of liquid
fire,
He'd the cunning of a jaguar, this murd'rous heartless liar;
His raiment once a gallant graced, its satins, silks and lace,
Now limply clung around his benes, new only for a space.
But soon to ribbons torn, and filthy,
tawdry, scarecrow shreds.
That trembled with his ague—garish yellows, blues and reds:
The gallows he had cheated and the yardarm many times—
He found life far more healthy in those feverridden climes,
Remote Manzilla Island, with its mangroves and its limes.
A mockingbird made answer where the green laguna rots:
They squabbled o'er the treasure piled, or cast for it in lots.—
A baboonfaced mulatto fought a swarthy Portuguese,
A squat, illfavoured Dutchman quarrelled with a Genoese,
A Chinaman was wheedling there a fool from Falmouth way—
"Old Providence" lcoked sourly on, but let them have their say:
His thoughts were for a captive, in the still Fernando hid,
A prize he numbered for his own—a maiden from Madrid,
A tawny, darkeyed daughter from the country of the Cid.
They fought and took their chances for the spoils from galleon
tall,
And buried it ere nightfall 'neath a buttress bv the wall;
So when the moon hung high above the ghostly adobe fort,
"Old Providence" returned to the Fernando, lying taut
At anchor in the roadstead in the streaked Manzilla Bay,
Where coral reefs loomed grimly as the seas swept o'er the cay:
He sheered her side in silence, crept below like stealthy cat,
Until he reached his cabin, where the captive, silent, sat,—
She shuddered at the presence of this evilsmelling rat.
Then sprang upon him, swiftly, like a tigress at her prey,
Quick grasped her hand, and stealthily, a weapon as it lay—
A Florentine stiletto, quaintly wrought and richly gilt—
And plunged it deep and sureiy in his body, to the hilt:
The writhing form fell at her feet, blood flowing
from the
wound,
In anguished dread she shrank from it, and near the chart
house swooned:
There long she lay beside the grisly figure
of the dead....
When breezes thrummed the halyards and the sun rose flam
ing, red,
A ship stood in the offing, where its roving course had led.
It was the frigate Phoebe, with two hundred men and more.
Who soon were swarming o'er the still Fernando, by the score:
They found the rogue, "Old Providence," the seahawk snared
at last,
But lank, and cold, and stiff, for life had many hours been past:
How strange the deepsea story was they heard with bated
breath,—
Their quarry by a woman's hand had ccme to meet his death!
Manzilla and its picaroons all soon were under guard,
The felon crew in irons clapped—they'd plaved a losing card.
And corpses soon were swinging from a gibbet on the yard!
W. Curran Reedy,
Tliis poem is extracted from "Spindrift and Spunyarn,"
published by The Fortune Press.
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THE QUEEN'S OWN GAZETTE.
[The following was the winning essay in a — Command
Essay Competition, and we print it as an article, and
congratulate the writer.]

THE BRITAIN I WANT
BY PRIVATE HODGES
Almost exactly 25 years ago our fathers heaved a sigh
of relief as they heard the "Cease Fire". They sighed, because
they believed that the job they had performed was a job
well done. They fought with the slogan "A country lit for
heroes to live in". It seems to me that their ideas for this
postwar Utopia were too vague and possibly a little too
ambitious, consequently they felt disillusioned when these
ideals failed to materialise. True they did find
happiness
and peace, but with unsure foundations, that have collapsed,
and again, war has come.
Now, twentyfive years later, we can see the sun of
victory peeping through the dark clouds of war. Again there
is a slogan, but .one more clearly defined; it is: "The right
to live as free people".
I am not politically educated, so I shall not use political
terms in describing my Britain. Fundamentally I require —
freedom — from fear. I appreciate that to obtain this ideal.
I must actively play my part in the political and social
reconstruction of postwar Britain. I desire to see this revolu
tion brought about without bloodshed; in a democratic way.
I have tried to learn, fairly successfully, I think, to discover
what "mucking in" really could achieve, and I've found
that there is no greater essential than this in the creation
of a new Britain. I need not dwell on the results this spirit
has brought about during four years of hardsh'ps. The war
has seen rich and poor combining to an unprecedented extent
to present an effective and solid front. This spirit is absolutely
vital if we are to make a success of our postwar reconstruc
tion.
Freedom is the direct antithesis of the regime we are
fighting,
and, quite obviously, must be our criterion. The
word freedom has been too liberally us'd by writers in articles
about postwar reconstruction, and we are all inclined to
disregard its wider sense. It must, however, be a freedom
within governed bounds. The Nazis believe they are free
to enslave the world; but obviously this is not consistent
with our slogan. Thus freedom must not contain the right
to enslave others. To gain freedom on a wider basis, we
must all be prepared to sacrifice a degree of individual
freedom.
The real difficulty is going to be to decide how far we
should suppress individual freedom, or how far greater shall
it be increased in our postwar Britain. If we allow too
great a degree of freedom, the forces of law and order will
be overrun and our freedom will become a farce. If, how
ever. we try to restrict the rights of each individual, the
rights of expression, in religion and speech, we shall go
contrary to the slogan we have raised. During this war
individual rights have been controlled by the people's elected
government far more firmly
than ever before; but it was
only the realization that such stringent control was neces
sary that enabled a free people to voluntarily bow to it.
The greatest desire of each of us is to have freedom
from fear. Men's actions are governed by what they fear
most, and it is man's ardent desire to rid himself of that
fear. Each individual fears that he may lose his independence,
and that he may suffer subjection of his individual rights.
More precisely he fears the molestation of his rights as an
individual by the State. Again, is the fear of poverty and
hunger and unemployment. As in the days of the guilds,
man's whole outlook is centred around one group: his family.
He fears the molestation of his rights, because it may take
him away from his own surroundings, with which he is
intimately associated, and it may also interfere with his
liberty. The fear that his home may be broken up, the welfare
of the family interfered with and the freedom of decision
taken from him is ever prevalent. Man. too, dreads the fear
of even temporary unemployment, because it may conceiv
ably bring suffering to his family. He dreads that some
disability may render him incapable of doing work. and so
cause suffering.
By far man's greatest dread is war. A war means suffer
ing, even if his country is not directly engaged at war;
man realises, too. that war calls for an unrestricted sacrifice
by him. Years ago, wars only affected the men of the services,
now it affects the civilian population also, so this fear has
increased twofold. Men realize their wars will cause just
as much suffering to the civilian as they will to the fighting
man.
Lastly religion. During the history of our Island there
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have been periods when religion has been compulsory. A
series of events and reasons have led to this compulsion being
abolished; but we still feel strongly about our religion.
The essential factor of religion is the freedom of worship.
There is nothing an Englishman detests more than com
pulsion.
What, then, have we to fear as a community? Corin
thians says: "Now there are many members, but one body".
We must' not forget in this planning the fear which all
true Britishers of our community have, of being subjected
as an individual or as a member of the community to a
deified state machine, which is so well illustrated by the
Nazi regime. Britain fears another truce — witness Austria
— may be the result of the victory. The whole nation fears
that the muddle and the inefficiency of the prewar era may
once again become part of our democratic system. The com
munity, too, dreads inflation after the war and mass unem
ployment.
The effect of these fears is a partial mistrust of the
government's plans and proposals for the reconstruction to
follow the armistice. We all dread that, as after the last
war, these plans may go awry.
To eliminate these fears, we must have a Britain on a
foundation more solid than anything we have ever had.
or even planned. The two allembracing features of the
future are religion and education. Religion, because on it
is based the whole social structure of our country; education,
because it gives us an opportunity to model our children
and their children's lives to the end of peace and godliness.
I believe that there is something very wrong with our
religion; it isn't God. but we, who are its adherents, who
are wrong. The real failing is that we try to make God a
means to our own ends, and because we suffer unexpected
setbacks we challenge God's Word. The worshippers are waver
ing and the Church is losing its adherents, through this,
and because the last fifty
years have provided everyone with
more enticing ways of spending their time than on their
knees. The Church can have but one answer — it must no
longer remain stagnant; it must surge forward, with these
new ideas, retaining its fundamentals, preaching God's Word
in a new way. In certain parishes the endowment is so low
that parish priests have great difficulty in making "both
ends meet". The result is dilapidated churches, uninterested
congregations, and impecunious priests. A man can see a
film
in comfort, let him hear of God in comfort too.
Religion and citizenship must be brought into closer harmony.
Education is extremely vital, because upon it depends
the whole future of mankind. I want all children to be
educated to the benefit of our Great Empire. They must
be taught to understand the sacrifices our generation has
had to make, to secure for them a lasting peace, if we, and
they, use it properly. They must be taught to hate war
in all its veiled glamour. Let them live in a world where
class and racial distinctions are banished, where they can
live as decent men and women. Teach them that conscience
and conviction must at all times govern their beliefs. Lastly
they can only be taught the material things of life, and
let the theoretical ones follow. By theoretical I mean a high
standard of education.
The opportunities for youth in the field
of education
could be increased. Equal opportunities should exist for
both rich and poor on a more democratic basis than is at
present in existence.
As the children pass from adolescence to maturity, I
don't want a sense of frustration to exist, and so deliberately,
I suggest an antithesis to freedom, an individual sacrifice
of freedom, for the good of the State. I heartily detested
being conscripted, but I am able to appreciate its real
possibilities, over a short period. I believe it will do the
same thing for the generation to come. It will teach them
to appreciate the other's point of view, and to gain self
control. It will give them bodily fitness,
and besides a spirit
of independence, a realization of the value of what I have
called "mucking in". By conscription, I do not necessarily
mean the conscription of manpower for the war machine, but
for vocational training. Besides the advantages I have enumer
ated above, he is also fitting
himself in a material way for
liitcr life
How can we best destroy the fear of poverty, hunger
and unemployment? To destroy one we must destroy the
three. One of the real failings of our prewar Britain was
its inability to shake off the shadow of unemployment.
Unemployed persons must be able to live comfortably, or,
better still, there must be no unemployment. Dread of
unemployment goes to make an unhappy nation. I suggest,
too, more leisure hours which can be devoted to culture
and exercise All must have their fair share of recreation.
To obtain these recreations, holidays must be with pay,
wages must be sufficiently high to enable all to live in
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comfort, and so destroy that fear. This will destroy the fear
of hunger and that of poverty, but it will not give all decent
housing. No one is more antagonistic towards the slums
than our present King. We must destroy the disgusting
hovels, banded together and called "the slums". We must
give this matter considerable study and decide what can
best be done to destroy this black mark on the social front.
Sir William Beveridge's report outlines more fully than
I can the general requirements of the ordinary "man in the
street". I believe this plan should be submitted to the
countries of the world for criticism and advice. There is
much we can learn from American and Russian enterprise.
We must also retain some of the wartime organizations.
We have and still can criticise our Allies, bait this war has
made us realize the good points of a system foreign to our
own. We can remodel much of those social systems to our
own democratic one.
"Why aren't you going to have children?" I asked one
of my friends, who had expressed a determination not to
have children. "What? To bring them into this world to be
bloody gun fodder!" I believe that the great powers banded
together and with one common aim — peace — must prevent
war. I would like to see a different foreign policy, with more
opportunities for the working class to travel overseas. If we
could see for ourselves the people and the conditions under
which they live, the thought of war would not exist. Not
only must we aid and assist each other, but must mutually
decide what can best be done for the improvement of the
postwar conditions.
I have not written of all the reforms I would wish to
see, but I have dealt with the fundamental ones. If we can
achieve these reforms, the others, such as free insurance,
medical services, etc., must follow.
Even if this Britain seems beyond reach, it is worth

fighting
for. Some of the reforms I have suggested are very
controversial ones, but they are the reforms I wish to see.
Naturally, the citizen must perform duties to obtain this
Utopia. The individual must diligently abide by the laws
the government may make, and he must be prepared to
defend this system, even dying for it. He must be prepared
to do things which he, as an individual, may not agree with,
remembering always that free choice is necessarily the choice
of the majority.
Many have died in the defence of our fair land, among
them a dear friend, but I believe my chum and those others
who gave all willingly, would have wanted a very similar
Britain, and their spirit must dominate this "Britain I want".
4

Old Comrades' Correspondence
CHATHAM BRANCH.
Yes, here we are again, after laying dormant for over four
years, not because of loss of interest, but owing to the fact
that many of our members are occupied in such duties as
Home Guard, A.R.P., Special Police, etc., then again what with
blackout conditions and the fact that all buses cease running
at 9 p.m., it is very difficult to hold meetings. Many of our
present members are overseas, including several who are pri
soners of war. One of our number. R.Q.M.S. George Lyons, being
one cf the recently repatriated boys, it was decided to call a
meeting to greet our Old Comrade. This took place at the Drill
Hail, Chatham, on Saturday, 20th Nov., Major R. W. Brothers
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being in the chair, supported by Mr. J. E. Wright.
Others
present included Capt. Alf Tapp, G. Blythe, J. Joyce, C.
Atkinson, A. Field, C. Payne, A. Mackay, H. Climo, H. Stewart
and others. Amongst those unable to attend were Jim Smith,
H. Lismcre, and many more old sweats who were prevented by
the blackout conditions.
Before commencing business all stood in silence to the
memory of several members who have passed away.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read by our old
Secretary, Geo. Lyons, who recorded them as far back as August,
1939.
Little did George think that he would be reading the
minutes he entered up before going to France. He was cap
tured at Albert, and for the first twelve months had rather a
bad time, but stated that the last twelve months were no com
parison regarding feed, treatment, etc. Pie looked fit and well,
and states he owes his life to the Red Cross parcels he re
ceived from home, his one wish was that all should keep sup
porting this noble work. Many tales he had to tell, and wc
all listened with great interest. One of his experiences was
that in the early days he was detailed with others to break
up tomb stones at a Polish cemetery for road making, and to
his surprise came across one to th? memory of a Pte. Archer,
of the 1st Battalion, who died during the last war. This, cf
course, was not broken. He said wherever he went he found
'the boys of the Old Regiment living up to all that was ex
pected of them.
After the meeting a very enjoyable evening was spent in
the Mess, and one and all voted their joy in being able to
attend. It is hoped to arrange another meeting towards the
end of March, when we hope wellknown smiling faces will
be able to attend.
.Cheerio, kind regards to all, from all at Chatham.
J.E.W.

LONDON BRANCH.
There is very little to report for this issue of the "Gazette,"
and as this is so. let we cf the London Branch wish a Happy
Christmas to members of all Battalions and Branches wheve
ever they may be. Christmas may have come and gone before
these words appear in print, but nevertheless we hope all mem
bers will accept the wish for themselves and families. May the
New Year see us all reunited before another Christmas is upon
lis.
The Bianch has held its usual monthly meetings, dis
cussions of late being mostly cn the postwar plans for the
Headquarters and activities of the Branch.
Those of vis who are carrying on the London Branch are
optimistic enough to think that the present war news is so
good that we are not a long space of time from our opening
night at new Headquarters.
The Branch would like to meet the Chairman of the Parent
Association and members of other Branches with a view to dis
cussing the aims, objects and activities of the Association whn
this war is over.
Perhaps the Chairman could arrange tills
for vis?
Will it carry on as before, with the Annual Reunion as
the highlight of the year, or, in addition to the known ob
jects, will it organise some outings and, perhaps, an "All
Ranks" annual dinner? It must be borne in mind that there
will probably be a greater membership strength after the war
and many more younger men than previously.
There is also the question of admitting to membership
those members of the A.T.S. who have served with any part cf
the Regiment.
We of the London Branch should like to debate the matter
and would welcome correspondence from the Chairman and
other Branches.
It is with regret we learn of the illness of Mrs. Elson, wife
cf our ViceChairman, and we wish her a very speedy recovery.
There being no other business, here's wishing everyone a
Happy and Victorious New Year in 1944.
W. G. WHIFFEN.


JUST FOLLOWED ORDERS.
He appeared before the Commander, charged with vising
insulting langauge to his Sergeant.
"Please, sir," he protested, "I was only answering a
question.'
"What question?" snapped the Officer.
"Well, sir, it was like this. The Sergeant says 'What do you
think I am?' and I told him."
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The biennial report of General George Marshall, Chief
of Staff of the United States Army, which, it will be
remembered has its own Air Service, covers the period from
July 1st, 1941, five
months before America's entry into the
war, to July 1st, 1943. By this latter date the Axis forces
had been cleared entirely from North Africa, and a series
of increasingly heavy and effective air attacks was in pro
gress against the fortress of Europe; Italy was about to be
driven out of the war altogether by the conquest of Sicily
and the Allied landings on her mainland, and Germany
was about to launch her last and most unsuccessful attack
in Russia, subsequent to which she was to be forced there and
everywhere else on to the defensive. In the Pacific the
Japanese were about to lose their last foothold in the Aleutian
Islands and were also in retreat in New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands. It was evident that the tide of war had
fully and decisively turned in favour of the Allies, though
it could not yet be said to be flowing fast in their favour.
The report gives in outline the story of America's share in
this achievement.
What General Marshall calls the "third phase" of his
story covers the overcoming of the crises caused by the
expiring of the Military Service Act which if not renewed,
as it actually was in August, 1941, would have resulted in
the loss of 1.500,000 trained men from the colours, the develop
ment of an embryo force of 20 infantry, 2 cavalry, and 4
armoured divisions, and an Air Force of 209 squadrons into
a fully equipped and well trained field
army, and the rein
forcement in men and modern war material of the Overseas
garrisons in the Pacific, and the provision in increasing
quantity of uptodate weapons, vehicles, supplies, and stores
of all kinds. Much had still to be done, despite the important
progress made, when the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
on December 7tli. 1941, involved the United States in the
world war and opened the fourth phase of the Army's story.
This phase extended over eight months from December
7th, 1941. to August 7th, 1942. The success of the Japanese
surprise blow at the Pacific Fleet uncovered the whole of
the west coast of North America and necessitated the instant
reinforcement of the garrisons on that coast, at Panama and
Hawaii, and in Alaska, 600,000 men with all their guns and
equipment, and transport and supplies, being thus moved
in the first five
weeks of the war. Troop convoys were sent
to Hawaii, to Australia, and to New Zealand, to Iceland and
to Northern Ireland, and coast defence forces were despatched
to Central and South America and work on the Alaska Mili
tary highway, which had been in progress for some time,
was accelerated so that it could be completed and opened
to traffic by the end of October, 1942. A United organisa
tion of interAllied command in conjunction with Britain
was set up in June, 1942, and steps were at once taken to
ensure unified direction of operations in the Far East.
The period saw the loss of the Philippines, which was
garrisoned at the outbreak of war by 19,000 U.S. troops. 8.000
Air Force personnel with 250 aircraft, and some 112.000
Philippine troops, many of whom are illarmed and insuffi
ciently trained. The defence, which was conducted with heroic
courage and tenacity, lasted from December 22nd, 1941, when
the first
Japanese landings were made, to May 6th, 1942,
when the last resistance in the battered fortifications on
Curregidor Island in Manila Bay came to an end; very few
of the garrison escaped death or capture. Meantime the
Japanese had also conquered the Malayan peninsula, the Dutch
East Indies, Burma, and most of the south west Pacific
Islands as far east as New Guinea, on which they were firmly
established and whence they threatened Australia with invasion.
But Allied air power in the war area had now grown so
considerably that heavy and successful raids could now be
launched against enemyheld island targets. The hostile tide
of aggression was in fact almost at high water mark, the
initiative was no longer completely in his hands, and the
military balance was approaching an "equilibrium." His defeat
in the naval battles in the Coral Sea and off Midway Island
in May and June, 1942, when heavy losses were inflicted on
his navy and air force, restored the balance of sea power
in the Pacific and marked the opening of a new phase of
operations there. The enemy offensive had definitely been
checked, the United Nations firmly
held chains of Island
bases extending from the United States to Australia, our
forces had begun to deliver staggering blows, and our com
manders were now free to prepare for offensive operations.
This new fifth
phase began in the Pacific with the land
ing of American marines on Guadalcanal Island in the Solo
mons. but the whole island was not cleared of the enemy
till the early weeks of 1943. By this date', too, the Japanese
offensive in Papua, which in September, 1942, had got within
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30 miles of the Allied base of Port Moresby on the southern
coast of New Guinea, had been repulsed, and American and
Australian troops, powerfully supported by American Army
aircraft, passing to the attack in their turn, had driven the
enemy back all the way he had come, and cleared him from
the whole of the northeastern coast of New Guinea. These
successful operations had been carried out under the direc
tion of General MacArthur, supreme Allied Commanderin
Chief in the SouthWest Pacific since February. 1942.
Late in June. 1942, the first
body of U.S. troops had
arrived in Northern Ireland, and early in July the first
U.S.
air raid against European targets took place.
The U.S. aircraft concentrated on the day bombing attacks
for which they had been specially trained and equipped,
leaving night bombing to the R.A.F. The weight and effect
of these attacks has grown constantly with the increase in
the strength of the U.S. 8th Army Air Force in Britain, they
have lately been closely coordinated with the operations of
the Allied aircraft operating from North African bases.
The campaign in French North Africa, commenced in
November, 1942, with the landing of American troops at Casa
blanca, Oran and Algiers, was throughout under the supreme
command of the American General Eisenhower, until the
surrender of the Axis forces in Tunisia in May, 1943. In
this campaign American troops clearly demonstrated their
battle efficiency, and gained a wealth of valuable experience;
the Allied air forces devised and put into effect a close and
constant coordination with the ground forces, and this
employment of air power and the unity of Allied command
and staff work was (Carried to a higher pitch of perfection
than ever before in history. In the Middle East the U.S. air
forces based on Egypt rendered good service in helping to
repel the great Axis offensive drive across the Western Desert
in the summer of 1942, and cooperated in the British counter
offensive which completed the conquest of Italian North
Afxica.
In the Far East American Air squadrons, though small in
numbers, assisted the British land forces in their unsuccessful
campaign in Burma, set up an air supply route from India to
China, and carried out a number of raids on Japanese occu
pied territory in China, IndoChina, and Thailand.
By July, 1943, too, the Japanese hold in the Aleutian
Islands in the North Pacific had also been seriously shaken.
A landing on Attu, in May, 1943, initiated a series of opera
tions which ended in three weeks in the expulsion of the
hostile garrison on August 15th, at Kiska, the last Island in
the group held by the Japanese, was found to have been
evacuated.
At the beginning of July, 1943, therefore, the report states
"The strength of the enemy is steadily declining, while the
combined power of the United Nations is rapidly increasing, ,
more rapidly with each succeeding month. There" can be but
one result, and every resource we possess is being employed
to hasten the hour of victory without undue sacrifice of the
lives of our men."
During the period covered by the report, the strength of
the U.S. Army was increased by 5.000/000 men. and the officer
corps grew from 93,000 to 521,000. The air force .strength,
included in the above total, was 182,000 officers and 1,906.000
men on July 1st, 1943; its service unit strength had expanded
12,000 per cent, in the period, and the rate of expansion of
the Army Engineer Corps was 4,000 per cent.
The organisation of the machinery of the War Department
was entirely remodelled to cope with this tremendous expan
sion, and in March, 1942, three great commands, the Army
Air Forces, the Army Ground Forces, and the Army Service
Forces, were established under the direct supervision of the
Chief of Staff of the Army. The Army Service Forces Command
dealt with all questions of supply, equipment, ammunition,
medical services, motor, rail and sea transportation, records
and postal services, as well as matters affecting morale, such
as cinemas, press and educational services. The coordination
of military munitions production requirements, the issue and
maintenance of weapons and equipment, and the maintenance
of a steady flow of supplies on an almost automatic basis to
all theatres of war, were problems of great immensity and com
plexity. The working of the lines of communication, with a
total measurement "of some 60.000 miles, necessitated harbour
constructions and improvement works at points as far apart
as the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, Karachi, Calcutta and
Australia. Continuous flow
of personnel replacements, many
of them specialist categories, had to be maintained. New sea
convoy routes had to be opened and transport and escort
vessels provided, munitions were also supplied and transported
on a large scale to the various Allied countries, Britain, Russia.
China,. Australia, New Zealand, Canada and France, as well
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as to many South American countries, and this demanded an
additional elaborate system of allocation, distribution, and
transportation.
The work of the Army Ground Forces Command was
largely concerned with the training of troops, and involved
the organisation of training centres and schools, the raising
of new units, the development of training doctrine and the
organisation of manoeuvres. In the earlier stages of the war,
units had to be hurriedly raised and sent overseas before being
fully trained for their work, but as time drew on there was
accumulated a growing reserve of completely trained units
ready for despatch anywhere abroad as required, as rapidly
as shipping became available. Now that the limit of Army
expansion had been practically reached, training installations
can be reduced and their personnel made available for active
services; the basic training period for officers and men can
be lengthened, and units need no longer be called on to
transport their best personnel to newly formed organisations
or to the officer training or technical schools. Attention can
now be concentrated on polishing up the existing machines
and developing it to the highest possible degree of efficiency
for work it will have to do.
The feature of the achievement of the Army Air Forces
Command has been the manner in which it has been able
to carry the war in its most devastating form to the enemy
from its bases in New Guinea, the Solomons, Hawaii, Alaska,
Africa, Britain, India and China. The American Army Air
Force is thus attacking the Axis on ten different fronts, on
every one of which it has won great and fruitful victories
whenever it has come in contact with the enemy.
The development of the powerful U.S. Army of today
could not have been approximated without the determined
leadership of the President and CommanderinChief, and the
wisdom and firm
integrity of purpose of the Secretary of War.
It has been dependent on the vast appropriations and the
strong support of Congress and the cooperation of numerous
Government agencies, civilian organisations, patriotic and
commercial, have given great assistance to the Army pro
gramme. The end is not yet clearly in sight, but victory is
certain. /
4
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BRITISH LEGION WANTS VIEWS ON POSTWAR WORLD.
BIG ESSAY COMPETITION.
Prizes totalling £500 £ re being offered to men and women
in the Forces for their ideas on the postwar world.
The British Legion announces an essay competition, with
a first
prize of £250, open to all members of the Navy, Army,
R.A.F., Women's Auxiliary Services (W.R.N.S., A.T.S., and
W.A.A.F.S.), the Merchant Navy and Prisoners of War.
The subject chosen for the essay is "My ideas and hopes
for postwar conditions: How the British Legion can help me
to realise them."
Essays, which should not exceed 1,000 words in length,
and may be shorter, must be sent to the Legion Head
quarters, Cardigan House, Richmond, Surrey, in an envelope
marked "Competition." ^ There are no entry forms or fees, but
each essay must bear the name, rank, service and permanent
address ofwthe sender. Entries from men and women serving
at home must arrive by March 31st, 1944, but those abroad
have until June 30th next in which to get their essays in.
There is a .second prize of £100, a third of £75, fourth of
£50, and fifth
of £25.
For the guidance ol competitors the Legion issues the fol
lowing statement on its aims:—
"The Legion is primarily a comradeship, in which all are
equal and all are out to serve King and Country and each
other.
All who have served are eligible to join.
It works
through branches in every town and hamlet, remembering the
Fallen, caring for the disabled, the widow and the orphan and
assisting those who have left the Services in finding
suitable
employment.
"While seeking to influence Government policy as it
affects rehabilitation, employment and pensions of those who
have served, the Legion pursues its aims with complete freedom
from party politics. It has champions of its cause in all
parties. Within these limits it hopes to frame a forward
policy. The Legion wants to discover what men and women
who are now serving are thinking."
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REGIMENTAL BOXERS
DAYS
BY

PRIVATE

C. F.

OF

OTHER

NASH.

Comparison of the prowess of professional and amateur
sportsmen of different generations Is general conversation at
all times, and this form of discussion, took place when
present day and past boxers of the Regiment were spoken of
round the fire recently. Boxing has always been encouraged
in the Army and has held a prominent place in the sporting
curriculum of all regiments, and The Queen's Own Royal
Wegt Kent Regiment during its long association of sporting
records has regularly turned out men of all weights
who have upheld the regimental motto and won honours
in the ring.
For the benefit of present day members of The Queen's
' Own who enthuse over the displays of the I.T.C. boxing
team, I would like to speak of boxers of the Regiment of
other days whose road to fame was harder in the days of
peace before the 191418 war, when competition was keener,
and the trophies won were sometimes only to be gained
after days of fighting. The Army and Navy Championships
at Aldershot always took three days to end, while the All
India Championships at Delhi lasted sixteen nights before
the finals were fought—and this was after the weeding out
divisional tournaments had taken place! In 1911 the 2nd
Battalion of The Queen's Own won the Delhi Durbar Trophy
with a team which was acknowledged to be the best which
was ever turned out by the Regiment. Corporal Sheppard
won the Lightweight title, with his team mate LanceCorporal
Russell, as the other finalist. Pte. McCarthy was the trainer
of this team, which consisted of L/Cpl. Andrews, Pte. Briselden
(Bantams); Pte. Brown, Pte. Harris (Feathers); Corpl. Shep
pard, L/Cpl. Russell, Pte. Barnes (Lightweights); and Pte. Ott
(Middleweight); and all who knew McCarthy acknowledges
his capable management and hand him the credit due.
Three men have stood out from all others who have
carried the regimental name into the ring—Corporal Baker
(Lightweight), Corporal (then Sergeant) Darley (Feather
weight), and Pte. Smith (Heavyweight), Baker and Darley
were in the first halfdozen of their weights during a
professional career extending from 1908 to 1913, and both
just failed to reach the championship and become the holders
of the coveted Lonsdale Belts. At all the famous halls where
boxing was held, amongst them the National Sporting Club,
The Ring, Wonderland, Liverpool Stadium, Cosmopolitan Club,
Plymouth, and in Wales and Scotland, these men have been
cheered as winners and fighting losers, and were always
wanted again. In the days when the topline bout was of 20
or 15 3minute rounds they fought all the prominent profes
sionals, idolized by McCarthy (who trained them) and their,
regimental and general public supporters. Darley had the
fine record of winning 61 bouts out of 70, 23 by a knockout.
From the bound volumes of old issues of The Queen's
Own Gazette I have compiled the principal contests in
which Baker, Darley and Smith took part, and I am sure
that old members of the Regiment will live again those
memorable contests and recall the tension they experienced
when the boxers were treadingin the resin before time
was called. I am afraid that space will not permit my giving
a record of all their interreglmental fights for they number
ed hundreds.
CORPORAL BAKER (LIGIITWEIGHT).
v. Jack Meekins (Walworth), lost
Army & Navy Championships.
on points,
Aldershot—3 days' fighting.
v. Jack Meekins (Walworth), at
Final: v. P.O. Dunne, won on pts.
N.S.C., won by k.o., 7 rds.
v. P.O. Roche (Portsmouth), won
on points,
v. Charlie Hickman, Referee
stopped fight owing to Baker
v. Seaman Brewer (Portsmouth),
won on points,
sustaining cut eye in 3rd rd.
v. Sergt. Thomas (Leicestershire
v. Stoker Green, won on points,
Regt.), won, retired in 3rd
v. Sapper O'Neill (R.E.), won on
points.
round.
v. Young Joseph (Lightweight
v. Arthur Evernden (Erith), lost
Champion of England), 20
in 9th round (injured hand),
rounds, N.S.C., lost on pts.
v. Young Joseph (Welterweight,
Army & Navy Championships.
Lonsdale Belt holder), 20
Final: v. P.O. Dunne, won on pts.
rounds, lost on points,
v. Jack Meekins (Walworth),
v. Jack Meekins (Battersea), lost
won on points,
on points,
v. Corporal Coles (West York
v. Young Joseph, lost on points,
shires), won on points,
v. Sapper O'Neill (R.E.), draw,
v. Curly Watson, won on points,
v. Charlie Hickman, won, k.o.
v. Jack Holman (exMiddleweiglit
1st round,
Champion of India), won k.o.,
v. Fre'd Wood, won, k.o. 1st rd.
3rd round,
Army & Navy Championships
v. Billy Steward (Newcastle),
(Aldershot).
won on points,
Won Welterweight title (gave
v. Stoker Griggs (Newcastle),
away weight). This was his
won on points,
third championship in four
v. P.O. Dunne, won on points.
years.

v. L.Cpl. Spalding, won in 2nd
round (k.o.).
v. Bombdr. Morgan (Dublin),
won on points,
v. Jack Meekins (Battersea), at
N.S.C., 15 rounds, won on pts.

v.

Sid Burns, at N.S.O., 15
rounds, lost on points.
Irish Championships.
Won both the Welterweight and
Middleweight Titles,
v. Mick Dowling (Ireland), won
on points.
CORPORAL DARLEY (FEATHERWEIGHT),
v. C. Wilkins (Deptford), won in
points.
3rd round,
v. Seaman Savage (Royal Navy),
v. Pte. Sparrow (R.W.K.), won
won, k.o. 11th round,
on points,
v. George Forest (Featherweight
v. Pte. Walton (R.W.K.), won on
Champion of France), won
points.
on points,
v. Pte. Richardson (5th Fusiliers),
v. Young Lippo (Plymouth), lost
won, k.o. 4th round,
on points,
v. Willie Hook (won on points)".
v. Fred Edwards (South Wales),
Army & Navy Championships.
won on foul,
Final: v. Driver
Windebank
v. Boyo Driscoll (Cardiff), lost on
(A.S.O.), won on points,
points.
v. Seaman McDonald, won on
v. Driver Donnelly, won, k.o. 1st
points.
round.
v. L.Cpl. Rice (South Lanes.),
v. Mick Gill, won on points,
won on points,
v. Bill Blakeborough (Newcastle),
v.
Chick
Walton,
won
on
won on points,
points.
v. Jim Lewis (late Uth Hussars),
v. Stoker Hagan, won, k.o. 10th
won on points,
round.
v. Bob Savage (Whltechapel),
v. Jack Foy (Marylebone), lost,
won, k.o. 9th round,
retired with broken arm in
v. Shipwright Summers, won, k.o.
7th round,
4th round.
v. Chick Walton, won on points,
Army & Navy Championships
v. Billy Marchant (Salford), 20
(Aldershot)—3 days.
rounds, lost on points,
Final: v. Pte. Millar (N. Lanes.
v. Ted Moore (Tidal Basin), 15
Regt.), won, k.o. 1st round,
rounds, won, k.o. 9th round,
v. Pte. Middleton (5th Fusiliers),
v. Young Daniels (8st. 121b.
won on points,
Champion of England), lost
v. Tickler Lunt (Liverpool), won
on points,
on points.
v. Pte. Middleton (5th Fusiliers),
Army & Navy Competition
won on points,
(N.S.C.)—3 days.
v. Young Smith, won on points,
Won Featherweight Title,
v. Alf. Phillips (Tottenham), won
v. Bill Richards (Bethnal Green),
on points,
won, k.o. 6th round.
v. Corpl. Berry, won on points,
COMPLETE RECORD—70 Fights,
v. Driver Windebank (A.S.C.),
won 61 (23 k.o.), lost 8, no con
won on points,
test 1 (both men iujured in first
v. Lightning Goodwin, won on
round).
PRIVATE SMITH (HEAVYWEIGHT).
v. Seaman Brewer (Welterweight
v. Corpl. Brown (Grenadiers),
Champion. East Indies), won
won on points,
on points,
v. Frank Craig (The Coffee
v. Seaman Parsons, won in 2nd
Cooler), won, k.o. 4th round,
round.
v. Corpl. Brown (Grenadiers),
Army & Navy Championships
draw.
(Aldershot).
v. George Marchant (Stepney),
Lost narrowly in Semifinal to
won on points,
eventual winner, Gnr. Hewitt,
v. Young Johnson 'America),
v. Corpl. Brown (Grenadiers),
won on points,
lost on points,
v. Harry Croxton (West Dray
v. Seaman Parsons, lost in 2nd
ton), won on points,
round.
v. Iron Hague (Mexborough), lost
v. Corpl. Brown (Grenadiers),
on points.
lost on points.
7. Charley Wilson (Notting Hill),
Seaman Drummond (Chat
won on points.
ham), won, k.o. 1st round.
Army & Navy Championships
Won Light Heavyweight Title.
Billy Baker, since he left the Regiment, gettled down in
the town where he spent most of his life and participated
in a number of his contests, and is at present employed as
a blacksmith's hammerman in Maidstone, it needs only a
glance at his well set up form now to understand how he
used to command respect from opponents who realised that
while he was on his feet he was out to win all the time.
Corporal Darley, as he was known throughout most of his
career, died whilst a prisoner of war at KutelAmara
during the last war, but the name is still carried on in the
Regiment in the personality of his son who is a wellknown
member of the Band. As the father studied the poetry of
action in the ring, the son is a student of the poets and
varies his talents of writing verse with that of witty stanzas,
several of which have been published.
Private Smith was last heard of when he lived in
Dover, but that was several years ago. and if he has moved
from there and this article is seen by any of his old friends
who know of his present whereabouts a note to this journal
would be appreciated.

EVEN FROM HEAVEN.
St. Peter: "What's all the racket at Post No. 1?"
Heavenly Sentry: "There's an old Regular Army private
wants to come in, but he's got too many black marks against
him."
St. Peter: "Aw, let him in, he'll he asking for a transfer
soon anyway."
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Do yon look lovely
when you smile ?
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c\\

Made from Sheffield's finest

steel

In these days of short supply, it is
more than ever necessary to buy the
best. Kleen Blades are made in
Sheffield from steel which keeps its
temper and keen edge for the maxi
mum number of shaves.
ASK FOR THEM IN YOUR CANTEEN

Make the Tongue Test. If, when you run the
tip of your tongue over your teeth, you feel a
filmy coating, you need Irium — the super
cleanser in Pepsodent. Irium flushes away film,
polishes teeth brilliantly . . . makes sure you'll
always look lovely when you smile.
7id., I/3, 2/2 Including

Tax.

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE 1/3 &

2/2 Including Ta.

W. R. Swann & Co. Ltd.  Penn Works  Sheffield

JACOB'S BISCUITS
including

CREAM CRACKERS

For

Extra Smartness
the shoes of
more &more
officers are
being polished
with
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WATER BISCUITS
Restricted in the national
interest to certain areas,
but still, . as always .. the
highest quality obtainable

SUPREME for QUALBTY
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ARMOURED
CORPS

W. & R. JACOB & Co. (L'pool), Ltd.
Aintree Biscuit Factory
Printed in Grea! Britain
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The War Office has given
approval for Wheat Flakes
to be included in the
regular Army dietary

It's zoned!
If the girl behind the counter of your NAAFI canteen tells you
that she cannot supply your favourite brand of sweets, she does not
mean that NAAFl cannot obtain stocks of this brand, but that it is
zoned by the Ministry of food for distribution only m that part of
the country in which it is made.

NAAFI's total allocation of sweets

and chocolate is purchased from 77 leading manufacturers

but the

distribution of the 198 different lines supplied is restricted to the
area in which they are manufactured.
When next you move, you may find yourself in
an area where your favourite brand is available —
it's a matter of luck.
Supplies of

block chocolate are becoming increasingly scarce,

owing to Government purchases of large quantities for distribution
overseas.

Only a small proportion of block chocolate will therefore

be available to Service personnel as part of their ration, the balance
will be made up of chocolatecoated lines, boiled sweets, toffees, etc.
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FOUNDED—

JULY 1911

PRKSIRENT:
OXNKtAL SIR OHABUM BONHA MOARTBR, O.O.B., O.M.O., DM.O.
Colonel of the Regiment.
CHAIRMAN:
COLO NHL H. D BUOHANANDUNLOP. C.M.O.. D.B.O.
HON. SECRETARY & TREASURER:
MAJOR S. K. BROOKS,
Officer Commanding. Regimental Depot Party, The Queen's Own R.W.K. Regt., The Barracks, Maidstons.
COMMITTEE:
ranoh Representatives:
Bromlty—Mr. S. O. Lewie. 89, College Road, Bromley, Kent.
Tonbridge—Mr. W. Pollard, 20, Windmill Street. Tunbrldge
Chatham—Mr. J. E. Wright, Prince Alfred, Pair Row, High
Wells, Kent.
Street, Chatham.
Dartford—Mr. W. W. Oouchman, 13, Roseberry Gardens,
Shepherds Lane, Dartford, Kent.
Battalion Representatives including Affiliated Battalions.
Gravesend—Mr. G. H. Rich, 31a, Southhill House, Southhill
Road, Chatham.
Mr. L. Pyrke, 121, High Street, Bromley. Kent.
London—Mr. W. Snell, 3, Malta Road, Leyton, E10.
Mr B. B. L. Hill ]M.C., :S2. G^en Road Brom ey.
Maidstone—Captain A. O. L. Thomas, Quarry Farm, East Mr. A. E. Scrase, 12, Falcon Street, E.G. .
.
Maidstone Kent
Mr. Stanford, 10, Bramble Close. Maidstone, Kent.
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Additional Member:
Mr. M. R. Audsley, 54, Spur Road, Orpington, Kent.

Phone 2316

Established 1883

]|

HENRY TAYLOR & SON
MILITARY TAILORS

SPECIALLY APPOINTED T O T H E O F F I C E R S O F

T HE Q UEEN'S O WN ROYAL W EST K ENT REGIMENT
^
p.

r

I

All our work is made on the premises. ||
SERVICE- DRESS can be completed
in 24 hours if desired
][

We guarantee all Uniform and
Equipment
to
be absolutely
correct in Regimental Detail

»
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34 SACKVILLE ST., LONDON

FARMER & BROWN ALES

AND

. KENTISH CYDER

32 MOLESWORTH ST., DUBLIN
Specially Appointed to the
1st and 2nd Battalions The
Queen's Own Royal West
. Kent Regiment .

Wines, Spirits fe Mineral Waters of the
choicest brand.
Price List on Application. All goods delivered.
^

AHo holds special appointments to many other Reffhatnts,
and It extensively patronised by Officers in every branch
at Bit Majesty's Service, both at home end ebrosuL

^

'Phone Maidstone 3090

22, WEEK STREET,
MAIDSTONE

ROYAL STAR HOTEL
KING'S HALL BALLROOM
MAIDSTONE


EACH WEEKDAY
(Thursday excepted)
6.30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

DANCING
In the Magnificent Fully Licensed Ballro'om.
TICKETS:

BOSTOCK. 6 KIMPTON

Wine Merchants Specialising inService
toNaVal Military and Air Force Messsi
IT."WATER LANE. GT TOWER STREET

tMonday, Tluesday, 2/, Forces 1/6.
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 2/6, Forces 2/~
Right of Admission Reserved.
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RESTAURANT.
GRILL ROOM.

SNACK BAR.
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